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FOREWORD
In the first stage of the construction of a
termite nest the insects raise a group of
pillars and walls, which, if sufficiently
close, are joined to form arches.(..) There
exist two phases: (1) an uncoordinated
phase; and (2) a coordinated phase. The uncoordinated phase is characterized by the
random deposition of building material.
Many small deposits are thus distributed on
the surface available to the insects. When
one of these deposits becomes sufficiently
large, the second phase starts. On the
aggregation of matter the termites now
deposit even more material, but in a preferential way. A pillar or a wall grows
according to the initial disposition of the
deposit. If these units are isolated, construction stops; but if they are close to each
other, an arch will result (Prigogine, 1976,
p.112-113).

The description of Prigogine deals with termites building their nest, but I like to apply it
also to writing a thesis: although it seemed uncoordinated at the beginning, it turned out to
be a solid construction in the end. The learning process of writing a thesis has proved to
be the most difficult, but also the most interesting part of my studies.
This thesis would not have been possible without the co-operation and support of a
number of people in Botswana: my friend and colleague Esther Mestebeld, the family
Weijs, Michel and Erna, Tom and Andrea, Katutu, Makushe, Mahupe, and the villagers of
Etsha 8 and 12.
In the Netherlands I am grateful to my supervisor dr. Francien van Driel for her
constructive ideas and enthusiasm during the process of writing. I want to address special
thanks to my parents for their loving support, to Jos for his trust and good company
during this academic journey, and to all those friends who have contributed to this thesis
in many different ways. Thank you!

Josette Snoeijen
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis is based upon a research experience with Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)
in Etsha, Botswana. A local non-governmental organization (NGO) had invited two
students to perform a participatory research on cattle management and land use alternatives for the Etsha area. Together with another student of Development Studies in Nijmegen
I have performed this research in Etsha between June 1995 and Februari 1996. During our
stay the final research plan was made to guide a PRA in two wards of the village. In this
thesis I will evaluate this PRA process as a method of intervention, on the basis of
concepts derived from the actor-oriented approach.
The introduction presents the objective of this thesis, a brief paragraph on the problem
background, an introduction to the theoretical framework and methodology and finally the
structure of this thesis.

Objective of this thesis
With this thesis I want to contribute to the discussion on the possibilities of participatory
methods of intervention. My interest in participatory development with emphasis on
people's own knowledge and capabilities on the one hand, and the limitations of performing a participatory research in practice on the other hand, has led to the present thesis. I
have come across difficulties and questions during my research which were not answered
directly by the PRA methodology. After I had returned to the Netherlands, I came across
the actor-oriented approach, a theory developed by Long and students and research fellows
of the Rural Sociology Unit in Wageningen. This theory has interested me since then, as it
devotes a lot of attention to the main questions I was dealing with: what is the role of the
researcher herself in the whole development process? And what are the motivations of
local people to join in a PRA process? What is the influence of the 'hidden' agendas of
different people who are all involved in the development process? Assisted by the
framework offered by the actor-oriented approach I want to evaluate what the PRA
process has contributed to solve the problems of cattle management and land use in Etsha.
Secondly I want to formulate what the actor-oriented approach can contribute to improve
PRA.
The method of PRA is being used in many countries, especially by NGOs. The fast
spreading of PRA enlarges the need to evaluate the PRA process, but there is still lack of
research and feedback on participatory approaches in practice (Chambers, 1995, 1994c).
This thesis is an attempt to contribute to the research on PRA experiences. The target
group is therefore NGOs and researchers or students who are concerned with the practice
of PRA or with participatory development in general. Besides I hope that this thesis will
contribute to the continuation of the cattle management and land use project in Etsha.

2
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Background of the Cattle Management and alternative land use plans
The present system of cattle management in Etsha is causing several types of problems.
The cattle are not herded, since the young boys who used to look after the herd are
nowadays attending school. The wandering cattle break through the fences around the
arable fields and they destroy standpipes of the village watersystem. The damage to the
crops is a disaster for the people in Etsha, who depend almost completely on the yield of
arable farming. Besides the problems caused by the absence of herding, the number of
cattle is problematic as well. In the past 25 years the herd has increased so fast, that it is
too large for the grazing area. The cattle overgraze the area and deplete the grasses which
are used by the villagers for basketry and thatching houses. The grazing area itself is not
very favourable, due to cattle diseases and the poor quality of the grass.
In 1994 a group of cattie owners requested the Botswana Christian Council (BCC), a
local NGO, to assist them in solving these problems. Meetings were held in every ward of
Etsha, which resulted in a cattle management plan formulated by the BCC. This plan
suggests to take all the cattle to another grazing area, about 50 kilometre west of Etsha.
This area can be used as grazing area, because it is a communal area and it offers good
grass. A disadvantage of this area is that it lacks water sources. In order to solve the
problem of water, boreholes should be drilled to supply the cattle and the people that
remain with the herd with water. The BCC has proposed to take care of the costs of a
water survey, which is necessary to determine where the boreholes can be drilled. The
government supplies financial assistance in the costs of borehole drilling. In order to
receive this assistance the cattle owners have to form syndicates. A syndicate is a
recognized form of organization in which a group of catüe owners share a particular
grazing area, the responsibilities of herding and the costs and investments which are
necessary to maintain the borehole.
For Etsha a new cattle management system implies that the total group of cattle owners
needs to split up into several syndicates. Besides this formation of local organizations, the
new management system requires intensive herding. Compared to the present herding
system in which the cattle wander around without being looked after, the new system
demands rules and agreements on looking after the herd. The floodplains between the
village and the Okavango river, which will become available once the cattle have moved,
can be used to develop sustainable land use plans to supply the villagers with additional
income.
The BCC has invited two students to continue on the preparations for this plan. In the
first place BCC wanted to know how the villagers want to implement the cattle management plan. Secondly a land use plan for the floodplains did not exist yet. In co-operation
with the director of BCC and the Dutch Land Use officer for Ngamiland, has been decided
to perform a PRA in Etsha. The PRA seemed to be the ideal method to formulate and
elaborate upon the plans, while at the same time the PRA should enhance the commitment
of the villagers to the plan. Another goal of BCC with this research was to involve
government officers in the plan for co-operation and financial assistance. During the
research it was decided not to involve government officers in the PRA process in the
wards, because this requested training and time which was not available. However the
government officers have been interviewed on the plans formulated by the villagers, and
they have participated in the workshop that was held on the results of the PRA research in
Etsha in February 1996.
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Theory and methodology
The central question in this thesis is : what has PRA as a method of intervention,
contributed to solve the problem of overgrazing in Etsha? I will make use of the material
I have gathered during the research in Etsha. These are the results of the PRA meetings,
the observations during the PRA meetings, interviews with villagers, BCC and government
officers, secondary literature and general observations during my stay in Etsha.
In the theoretical chapter I will discuss the theories on participatory development, on
the role of NGOs and government concerning participatory development and on PRA. The
characteristics of participatory development and of PRA in particular will be described as
well as the weaknesses of this method. The PRA consists of different techniques which
should be applied according to the circumstances and demands of each particular research.
In Etsha we decided to do seven different techniques which are performed in group
meetings in the wards. Besides these seven techniques we as researchers held interviews
with individual villagers of both wards, with government officers from the departments of
Agriculture, Land Use, Conservation and the Veterinary department. The PRA process was
concluded with a workshop in Etsha organized by BCC, in which all actors involved in
the plans participated.
In order to evaluate the PRA process I make use of concepts derived from the actororiented approach such as actors, strategies and power. The actor-oriented approach offers
the framework to evaluate a process of social change from a rural sociologist viewpoint.
The actor-oriented approach is interesting in light of this thesis on PRA, because it pays
attention to the micro level, on which the different actors in the process of change come
together, each with their own interests and strategies. This approach has as a starting point
that social change cannot be forced upon people by an outsider institution, but is a process
that comes into existence through the strategies of all actors involved. The authors of the
actor-oriented approach do not focus upon participatory methods of intervention. However
I have chosen to combine this theory and methodology in this thesis, because I am
convinced that the concepts of the actor-oriented approach can function as a framework to
evaluate the PRA process, and because I want to use the insights of the actor-oriented
approach to improve the PRA methodology.
Structure of this thesis
In chapter one the theoretical background of this thesis will be explored, resulting in the
questions which form the framework to analyse and evaluate the PRA process in Etsha. In
chapter two I will give background information on the Etsha area, describing the history,
natural environment, economic activities, the differences within the community, and the
local organizations and initiatives in present Etsha. The third chapter focuses on the
different actors in the intervention process, which are the local community, the BCC, the
government officers and the researchers. In this chapter the cattle management and
alternative land use plans will be discussed as well as the techniques of the PRA. In
chapter four the actual PRA process is described: the meetings, the results and the
observations made during the meetings in Etsha 8 and Etsha 12, which are the two wards
which have been selected as representative for the whole of Etsha. In chapter five I will
first discuss the workshop that was held by BCC and the interrelations and strategies of
the actors which have become clear during the PRA process and the workshop. The
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second part of this chapter consists of an evaluation of the viability of the cattle management and land use plans, on the base of recommendations made by the researchers and the
strategies of the different actors. Chapter six contains the conclusion, in which I will
return to the central question of this thesis and the questions posed in chapter two in order
to evaluate the contribution of PRA to solve the problem of overgrazing in Etsha, and to
formulate what the actor-oriented approach can contribute to improve the PRA as a
method of intervention.
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1
A THEORETICAL DISCUSSION ON PARTICIPATORY
DEVELOPMENT AND THE ACTOR-ORIENTED APPROACH
In this theoretical chapter the Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), the research methodology which has been applied in Etsha, will be described as well as the actor-oriented
approach, the theory which is used as a framework for analysis. In the first paragraph
PRA will be placed in a broader perspective by a historical overview of the concept of
'participation' in development theory. It is only since the late '80s, early '90s that almost
every development organization seems to emphasize the importance of 'participation'. The
role of development organizations and governments concerning 'participation' will be
discussed separately. Finally in the last section of the first paragraph the actual PRA is
elaborated in detail.
In the second paragraph the actor-oriented approach is discussed. This theory offers the
framework to evaluate a process of social change, in this case a PRA process, from a
rural sociologist viewpoint. Developed in response to the collapse of meta theories in
development studies in the '80s, the actor-oriented approach chooses to emphasize the
micro- and meso level to give insight into the development process. The specific viewpoint of this approach, and the main concepts (social actor, intervention process, strategies
and power) which are of importance to analyse a development process, are described in
paragraph two.
Finally a set of criteria are formulated to evaluate a PRA process on the basis of the
principles of the actor-oriented approach. These criteria determine the outline of the
analysis and are used to evaluate the findings and research experience of the PRA.
1.1 Participatory development and participatory rural appraisal
A trend in development theory is the growing importance of the concept of 'participation'.
It shows up in the strategies and plans of almost every development organization, whether
it's the World Bank, a local southern NGO or in governmental policy. Before one type of
participatory methods will be discussed, PRA, which has been applied in the research that
stands central here, a historic overview of participatory development shows how the
concept of 'participation' has been able to grow so fast.

1.1.1 Historical overview of participatory development
There is a general agreement in literature that the current emphasis on 'participation',
dates back to the 1970's. The International Labour Office set a trend on the World
Employment Conference in 1976 when it introduced the 'basic-needs'-strategy (Potter,
1994). Basic needs refer to a set of material human needs that have to be fulfilled, as a
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foundation for human survival: "minimal levels of private consumption of food, clothing
and shelter, and access to certain essential public services such as pure water, sanitation,
public transport, health and educational facilities" (Long in Skar, 1985, p.41).
The 'basic-needs'-strategy was a response to the preoccupation with economic growth
in development thinking that was represented by modernisation theory, dominant at that
time. The results that had been gained with grandscale, top-down development projects
were disappointing and were certainly not benefiting the poor (Potter, 1994, p.12). The
question was raised whether a basic-needs programme should include more than only the
fulfilment of material needs. One non-material aspect of the 'basic-needs'-strategy that
was regarded as essential in the assault on poverty, was the goal of popular participation.
Long argues that there are two reasons for development institutions to increase participation of the target groups in the design and implementation of development programmes:
first that commitment of the target group is necessary to ensure an effective translation
from policy into practice; and second the belief that development is essentially 'human
development' and should therefore engage people in a process of self-determination and
self-reliance (Long, 1985, p.46). Pressure on the need for 'participatory development'
came also from southern organizations (Nelson & Wright, 1995, p.3): a large group of
representatives of African grassroots organizations at a conference in Arusha, Tanzania in
1990, called for 'popular participation and transformation'.
While the request for 'participatory development' spreads, the concept itself starts to
lose meaning as it can contain both baggage from old ideas (about participation in national
economies and project effectiveness) as new ideas (about gender equity and good
government) (Nelson & Wright, 1995). Participation is interpreted in many ways, leading
to completely different meanings. The different aspects and dimensions of participation
discussed in literature which are useful for defining participation in this context, will be
introduced here.
Many authors offer a list of different types of participation or divide participation in
categories. According to Lane participation is a construction of three dimensions: in what
stage, who, and how people are participating (Lane, 1995). This means that participation
(1) can take place in different stages of a development process (in decision making,
planning, implementation, maintenance, in benefits, in evaluation); (2) involves all people
of a community or only certain groups (men, women, unemployed, educated); (3) can have
a voluntary or a coercive form. Uphoff and Cohen use a similar division into 'who',
'what' and 'how' (1977 in Potter, 1994, p.13).
Some authors stress the importance of considering participation as a process, as an
alternative for the 'blue-print' approach of development which assumes that development
can be reached through a step by step strategy. The Learning Group on Participatory
Development, that has been established in 1990 to support participation in operations of
the World Bank, defines participation as a process, in which the target group is influencing or even sharing control over development initiatives (World Bank 1994 report, in
Nelson & Wright, 1995, p.5). The notion of process itself does not clarify whether it is
considered as something that should be directed and accelerated by outsiders or rather as a
reciprocal activity in which the target group plays an important role as well.
This leads us to the question how participation can be used and who benefits from it. An author that focuses on the use of participation is Chambers. He mentions three main
uses of participation: as a cosmetic label only to disguise projects that are not participatory
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at all, as a co-opting practice to mobilize local labour and to reduce costs, or thirdly to
describe an empowering process (1995, p.30). The difference between the latter two uses
of participation is often referred to as the difference between 'means' and 'end' (Potter,
1994; Lane, 1995). If participation functions as a means, then it is used as an input into a
development project, in order to cause a higher effectiveness because people feel committed to the outcome, supply an organization with cheap resources, or to safeguard that the
offered help reaches the target group. On the other hand can participation also be regarded
as an end in itself: then it involves a shift in power. Nelson & Wright even claim that
participation is always a shift in power, otherwise it should not be called real participation
(1995, p.l). They state that within a community participation is always challenging local
power structures. Participation as an 'end' is therefore considered to be essentially different from participation as a 'means': as having "a wider scope and greater intensity"
(Lane, 1995, p.183), as involving more fundamental changes (Frerks in Potter, 1994), or as
a more difficult task because it implies an empowerment process (Chambers, 1995, p.33).
Empowerment implies that someone can give power to others, or can enable the others
to realize their own potentials (Nelson & Wright, 1995, p.7). However, power is a
description of a relation, not a 'thing' that can be possessed by people (Long, 1992;
Nelson & Wright, 1995). In order to analyse the place and role of power in participatory
processes and the connection between participation and empowerment, three models of
power that are currently being used, are introduced here (Nelson & Wright, 1995, p.8-11).
The first model is called 'power to' and uses a metaphor of human development. It
suggests that power can grow if one works on it. Empowerment in this model is the
process in which an interaction between the target group and an outsider leads to the
understanding that power relations are structured but not determined. The aim is then to
find 'more spaces of control': by changing attitudes and developing confidence power
differentials can be altered. This model is based on ideas of e.g. Giddens (1984) and Freire
(1972).
The second model is called 'power over' and involves gaining access to 'political'
decision-making. Different from the first model in which power is seen as a personal gain,
this model considers power as an influence of a hitherto marginalized group over people
in institutions to establish equal treatment and long-term access to resources and decisionmaking. In a way 'power over' can be seen as a second phase after the personal realization of 'power to'. Nelson and Wright explain that the second model is based on a different
metaphor than the first model. In the second model power is seen as a thing, a finite
amount in a closed system. This has consequences for gaining power, as it will always
happen in a situation of conflict, in which one person gains and the other one looses
power (1995, p.9).
The third model is derived from Ferguson (1990), following Foucault (Nelson &
Wright, 1995, p.9). This is called a 'decentred' model of power, which considers power
not as something that can be possessed or exercised by a person or institution. "Power is
subjectless and is an apparatus consisting of discourse, institutions, actors and a flow of
events" (ibidem, p.10). According to this model power is something that is only visible
afterwards, when the invisible 'logic of the development apparatus' has resulted in an
increased control of the state over others.

8
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The third model seems rather deterministic by claiming that participation will always lead
to increased influence of the state. In this I cannot agree with this model, but it is useful
here as it indicates that there is a dilemma: how can agencies, bureaucrats or researchers
develop participatory projects and empower others, when they are themselves embedded in
this invisible development apparatus, that in the end increases the power of those already
in power? Nelson & Wright refer to Rowlands who raises the same question when she
wonders how empowerment can be initiated by those who have 'power over' others when,
"any notion of empowerment being given by one group to another hides an attempt to
keep control" (Rowlands 1992, in Nelson & Wright, 1995, p. 11). This leads to a new
question: what can be the role and task of NGOs and governments as initiators of
participatory development? This question will be dealt with in the next paragraph.
1.1.2 The role of NGOs and governments in participatory development
In this section the execution of participatory development by NGOs and governments will
be discussed. First the relationship between NGOs and governments will be described to
understand how the tasks are divided and to understand whether co-operation is a fact, a
possibility or a necessity. This is followed by the different interpretations of participation
applied by NGOs, which will be described using a classification of Lane (1995). Finally
the activities of governments will be discussed: if participation involves a shift in power
favouring the local poor, what does this imply for government policy concerning participatory development?
The influence of NGOs in development activities is growing, reflected by "the current
opinion that NGOs are in some way better at relief and development work than official
bilateral or multilateral aid agencies" (Lane, 1995, p. 181). This preference for NGOs is
partly explained by the failure of states to perform its tasks over the last several decades
(Farrington et al., 1993, p.25). NGOs are considered to be the appropriate institution to
execute programmes in areas where the government was not effective and successful.
Without going into detail about the advantages of NGOs over governmental institutions,
here the relationship between these two will be discussed: it is a fact that NGOs are
growing in number and importance, but how are they received by governments and (how)
are these two co-operating? According to Bebbington (1992) and Fowler (1990) the
attempts of an NGO to reach social development always imply some sort of criticism on
the state's shortcomings (Farrington et al., 1995, p.50). Even in a democratic state, this
creates tension between the state and the NGO. The role and place of an NGO are largely
determined by the space they receive from the government.1
The reasons for a state to strive for co-operation with NGOs can be related to the need
for financial control or the need for co-ordination of development activities: a state can
choose to co-opt NGOs in order to counteract the erosion of public trust and let NGOs
help achieve the state's goals (Farrington et al., 1995, p.50-51). But what turns out to be
more important than the expected contribution to socio-economic development is the
political factor, whether an NGO is undermining the state's legitimacy.
The reasons for an NGO to co-operate with the state or not are of a different nature.
According to Farrington each NGO has a history of how and why it has been formed
(Farrington et al., 1995). This determines whether an NGO is working as an opposition
party against the state, or rather as a functional institution without political background. In
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the first situation reasons for not co-operating might be that NGOs are dealing with an
identity that makes it difficult to co-operate with the government, or that often NGOs are
afraid to lose their self-reliant position as soon as they start working with government
institutions. The disadvantage of NGOs working independently is that it creates a situation
of many different NGOs performing the same tasks in one region uncoordinated, a
situation that weakens the effectiveness of NGOs. Another disadvantage is that NGOs deal
with limited capabilities and expertise which could be solved if they co-operated with
other NGOs, universities or with government expertise. Another argument for co-operation
comes from Van der Velden, who raises the question whether it is desirable that NGOs are
taking over tasks of the government, and who opposes the idea of a "state within the state"
(1994, p. 14).
The conclusion can be drawn that from a viewpoint that stresses the functional tasks
that NGO and government could fulfil and in which they would complement each other, it
seems preferable to strive for co-operation. But whether this option is realistic in practice
will be determined by historical and socio-political factors that influence the interinstitutional relationships. Farrington (et al.) stress the importance of an actor based
analysis of how an NGO works and how the co-operation with the government works.
Specific information is necessary to understand the constraints and possibilities in which
decision makers in the field can manoeuvre (1995, p.43; p.56-58). In paragraph two the
actor-oriented approach will be discussed, which is such an actor based analysis.
After describing the, often difficult, relationship between NGOs and government, now
the different ways in which NGOs deal with participation are brought into focus. Lane
(1995) gives a detailed overview of the types of participation that occur amongst NGOs in
terms of scope, intensity and purpose.2 First she divides the NGO community into five
groups: 'relief and welfare', 'modernization', 'community development', 'institution building', and 'empowerment' (ibidem, p. 184). The first group is concerned with offering
direct help when needed, and regards the target group as " an undifferentiated passive
group with no control over their own lives" (ibidem, p. 184). Their type of intervention
can be characterized as top-down, militaristic and paternalistic. The only form of participation would be that the target group is receiving the offered aid.
The other four groups can be called 'development NGOs', which contrary to the 'relief
and welfare NGOs' work on long-term change and on the capability of people to meet
their own needs. The second group, the 'modernization NGOs', focus on technical
assistance in order to create economical growth along the path that Western countries have
travelled already. These NGOs often have a very paternalistic and superior attitude;
participation is often based on information receiving and implementation, to make sure
that the new resources and technology are properly used.3
The third group, the 'community development NGOs' are grounded on the idea of
basic needs and participation, which are both thought necessary to reach community
development. They concentrate on "developing the capacities of the people to better meet
their needs through self-reliant local action" (Korten 1990, in Lane, 1995, p.188).
Although the need for participation is stressed in theory, in practice these NGOs often
show a lack of participation in the decision-making and design phase, which causes
dependence on the external agency (Lane, 1995, p. 186).
The 'institution building NGOs' are a result of the recognition in the '80s that "any
development takes place within a particular structure of social organization" (Lane, 1995,
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p. 186). These NGOs see the development of participatory local institutions therefore as a
necessary vehicle through which development can occur. The short term goals are of a
functional nature, as local organizations function as a means to improve efficiency and
effectiveness. On the long term, local organizations should offer self- reliance and
sustainability as they take over control and decision-making power. In practice often a
continued reliance on the external agency occurs, because the newly formed counterpart
has been inadequately trained, or because an already existing local organization is dealing
with the influence of local élites (ibidem, p. 189).
The last group is a small group of Northern NGOs referred to as the 'empowerment
group'. This type of NGO has adopted an approach to development close to what African
NGO leaders have expressed. The African view on participation regards it as a fundamental right and a basic need of individuals, and hence of society as a whole (Lane, 1995,
p. 188). The empowerment NGOs emphasize that development has to be a process carried
out from within. A prerequisite for this is the distribution of power which enables people
to influence their own lives.
To conclude this section on NGOs and participation some limitations are given which
frustrate the development process in practice. The point is made by Lane (1995), that Northern NGOs often control the funds and therefore restrict southern NGOs in their work.
Another related problem is caused by funders: they often want direct results from the
projects they finance, but a participatory process does not show quick results, plus that
results like self-reliance and decision-making power are difficult to measure (Lane, 1995;
Nelson & Wright, 1995). The difficulties with funders may already start at the planning
stage, as funders want to know what the objectives are, while funding is needed first to
find out what participants want (Nelson & Wright, 1995, p. 17). NGOs can also be the
ones who frustrate a participatory process if they are trying to help others change, while
they do not change their own attitude. Hussein gives the example of NGOs that continue
to work non-participatory and non-democratic, although they apply participatory methods
(1995, p. 170). A final limitation is that the group of NGOs that is striving for 'real'
participation, focused on empowerment and distribution of power, will face the challenge
that this is a highly political activity challenging local power structures. Here attention is
fixed again on the relationship between an NGO and the state.
Governments might aim at different goals with participatory development. Mosse
(1995) gives the example of a government that has decided upon a participatory approach,
because there were not enough resources to execute a project centrally. Gronow (1995)
also relates to a government that chose for participation on economic grounds. These
examples both refer to governments which regard participatory methods as a cheap
alternative to reach development and not as a long term process to reach self-reliance of
local communities.
According to Curtis (1995) the question should not be asked whether governments
want to make the choice for this latter type of participation. He claims that local community initiative and responsibility are already a basic reality. He notices a realistic, new
thinking concerning the state that shares the basic perceptions that the state is not all-knowing, not all-powerful and not very wealthy itself. The consequence of this thinking is that
local communities cannot expect from the government that it will supply them with the
resources they need, but that they should take care of their own development. Community
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development workers can facilitate this process, but the action itself should come from the
local community.
According to this image of the state, participation is a welcome approach for development. Whether this image is correct depends on the context, the political stability in a
country and the attitudes of government, local people and NGOs. It can be expected that
the state will try to retain some sort of control over a development process, but it is a
positive insight that there exists a common interest for the state and the local community.
They can both benefit from participatory activities that relieve the state of some of its
responsibilities and open up possibilities for self-reliance of local people with or without
the help of outside agencies.
The issues discussed in this section have given insight into the roles that NGOs and
governments can play in a participatory development context. There is no intention to
generalize, that is even impossible, but it is useful to understand what factors can be
influencing the relationship between NGOs and governments and therefore the tasks that
both institutions are fulfilling. How the interaction between these two institutions works
out will be determined by the specific context. That co-operation of NGOs with other
organizations including government institutions might be difficult in practice has become
clear, but also that co-operation can contribute to a more successful development process.
For the local community the only real important matter is that the participatory process
leads to a sustainable, lasting improvement:
Whatever model is adopted, the point is to institutionalize processes whereby those
with newly acquired 'power to' can negotiate with those with 'power over' in the
community and in agencies in ways which are 'unpickable' and sustainable when the
outsider researcher or development worker has lefi.(Nelson & Wright, 1995, p. 13).
A participatory method which brings local people, government officers and development
workers together in order to discuss and to negotiate is Participatory Rural Appraisal,
which will be discussed in the following section.
1.1.3 Participatory Rural Appraisal
After a description of the history and background of participatory development and a
discussion of how NGOs and governments are dealing with this type of development, now
one specific method of participation will be focused on: Participatory Rural Appraisal
(PRA). PRA is defined by Chambers as "a growing family of approaches and methods to
enable local (rural and urban) people to express, enhance, share and analyse their
knowledge of life and conditions, to plan and to act" (Chambers, 1994b, p. 1253). Li this
section different aspects of the PRA will be discussed, like background, focus, techniques,
experiences and limitations.
In the last 25 years different participatory methods have been developed for conducting
action-oriented research in developing countries. According to Chambers PRA is the result
of five streams which can be found in the area of rural development research and/or are
dealing with action research: activist participatory research, agroecosystem analysis,
applied anthropology, field research on farming systems, and rapid rural appraisal
(Chambers, 1994c, p.954).
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PRA is most directly linked to RRA, sharing principles like direct learning from local
people, offsetting biases, optimizing trade-offs, triangulating, and seeking diversity (Chambers, 1994a, p. 1437). RRA began to emerge in the late 1970s, when development institutions became more interested in rural life conditions of the local community what
became the focus of many development projects. In the mid-80's the concept of participation entered the RRA vocabulary, resulting in PRA. PRA differs from RRA on
principles which concern the behaviour of outsiders: in PRA they are facilitating the
analysis which is executed by local people, who are thereby practising critical self-awareness and responsibility, and sharing (ibidem, p. 1437). A major contrast between the two
techniques is that in RRA information is elicited and extracted by outsiders, while in PRA
it is more owned and shared by local people. Other differences are found with the
innovators: RRA has been innovated by universities and is used by these institutions and
by aid agencies, while PRA is innovated by NGOs and is used by NGOs and government
field organizations (ibidem, no.7, p.958).
PRA focuses on empowerment of local people and it believes in local people's
capabilities (Michael & Tazelaar, 1995). The approach involves the local community in
all stages of the development process, and the result is a plan or project, developed by the
people themselves. The longer term outcomes which PRA aims at are sustainable local
action and the formation of local institutions. The role for NGOs is a facilitating one:
guiding the process, but not directing the outcomes. People should regain the belief and
the strength to change their own living circumstances, focused on changes at communitylevel.
PRA is set up as a combination of techniques that are applied according to the
circumstances. It is impossible to develop a fixed scheme with different stages for the
PRA, because each situation will be different depending on the wishes of the community
to discuss certain subjects, the objectives that are to be reached and the available resources
(i.e. time, money). An important advice for executing PRA is given by Peters: "use your
own best judgement at all times" (in Chambers, World Development, vol.22, no. 9). There
are seven 'core' techniques though which can be found in any type of PRA (EED, 1988):
1. Secondary Data gathering of information which has already been produced in the past
to receive a first impression of the area, the people etc. These data take a great variety of
forms varying from literature and/or interpretation of aerial photographs among other
things.
2. Direct Observation of objects in the field, of events, processes, relationships, people,
etc. This information is interpreted by the researcher and compared with the information derived from the meetings and interviews.
3. Semi-structured Interviews in informal, guided interview sessions. Some questions are
predetermined, others appear from the answers given by the respondents (farmers, key
informants, households, various kinds of groups) during the interview. These interviews
function as additional information to the meetings.
4. Analytical Games to identify the priorities or preferences of an individual or a group,
in order of importance. Wealth ranking, pairwise ranking and buying with stones are
some examples.
5. Stories and Portraits are stories told by the villagers met in the field or short descriptions of situations encountered in the field by the research team.
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6. Diagrams, simple schemes with actual information in an understandable, visual form.
The construction of such a scheme is already analytical and it creates a means of
communication and discussion between different people. Examples are sketchmaps,
transects, seasonal calendars, Venn Diagrams and decision trees.
7. Workshops, which bring people together, to participate actively and intensively in
reviewing, analysing and evaluating the information gathered. The aim of a workshop
is to arrive at a consensus of opinion over priorities for action.
According to Chambers by early 1994 different sorts of PRA activities have been
innovated and spread over at least forty countries in the South (Chambers, 1994b, p. 12534). Much of these innovation practices are the work of NGOs, but increasingly government agencies have been adopting and adapting PRA approaches and methods as well.
Universities and graduate students have also been showing a growing interest in PRA
research. Experiences with PRA were spread through large numbers of workshops and
through publications and papers (Michael & Tazelaar, 1995). The fields in which PRA has
been applied have concerned very different sectors, varying from general community
development to health issues, forestry or livestock development. The success of PRA is
attributed to the analytical capabilities of local people which were not given this central
attention before. Shah relates to a case study in which PRA techniques have been
successfully applied by fanners themselves: an NGO had initially facilitated the PRA
workshops, but this responsibility was gradually taken over by farmers themselves (Shah,
1995, p.94). Facilitators, community workers or researchers, are often depicted as outsiders
working for an NGO or a governmental institution, who have to make sure that all
different groups in a community are listened to, who can direct discussions when they
might go out of hand and to lead people through the PRA. But local villagers can also be
trained to fulfil this role of facilitator in their own or other villages.
The literature on PRA describes ideal results, but practice cannot always fulfil these
results. Michael & Tazelaar speak of five weaknesses of the PRA method in the current
settings of development planning (1995, p.5). The self-help spirit is almost non-existent,
they claim, and often villagers entirely depend upon the government for development. This
'dependency tendency' can not be changed by PRA only but takes a longer term assistance. A second weakness is the fact that the PRA process itself raises expectations that will
not automatically be fulfilled. The task for the facilitator is to make clear what he can and
can not offer the community. The third point concerns the problem that most development
is planned and implemented through sectoral departments. Extension workers are limited
in the use of PRA, when they have to restrict themselves to certain sectors. The fourth
weakness is the assumption that people have enough knowledge and information to realize
long term consequences. Complete information is not easily available, which influences
the choices people make. The last remark concerns the fact that communities do not form
a homogeneous entity. Different groups within a community might live in conflict with
each other what can not be solved by discussion only.4
This last weakness touches upon an important issue in community development, which
is discussed by Curtis (1995) and Chambers (1994a). Chambers states that "the identification, expression and resolution of conflicts of interest remain a frontier for participatory
methods"(1994a, p.1445). He is optimistic about the visual means of PRA which make it
possible to make differences explicit without focusing on individual people.
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All weaknesses point at the responsibility of the facilitator who is guiding the PRA process. The facilitator needs to be aware of the underlying interests of the people involved in
the PRA. Besides that it can not be denied that he or she is influencing the process,
through the choices he makes and his attitude during the PRA sessions. In the next
paragraph a theoretical framework will be presented which deals with these aspects in
order to analyse and improve the PRA process.
1.2 A theoretical framework: the actor-oriented approach
The former section concluded with the description of one type of participatory methods,
the PRA. This method is spreading very fast at the moment mainly among southern
NGOs, but is not yet evaluated very often. One can come up with many criteria to
evaluate whether a PRA has been successful. Here the choice is made to evaluate what
happens during a PRA process on the basis of the concepts and criteria that are offered by
the actor-oriented approach. What this approach entails will be described in detail in this
paragraph. The justification for this choice comes from the fact that the actor-oriented
approach dedicates much attention to the major questions and difficulties that came up
during the PRA process in Etsha: what is the role of the researcher herself in the whole
development process? And what are the motivations of local people to join into a PRA
process? What is the influence of these 'hidden' agendas of different people who are
involved in the development process? The actor-oriented approach pays a lot of attention
to the roles of the different parties, called actors, who are involved in a development
process, the strategies of these actors, the relations with others and how people deal with
differences of power. A more general justification for the use of this particular approach is
that it is searching for an alternative way of analysis, which is not linear and top-down
like the theories that were dominating development studies in the past. This response of
the actor-oriented approach on former, disappointing theories is the point of departure for
the following paragraph.

1.2.1 The origin of the actor-oriented approach
In the 1980s development theory has been confronted with an impasse. The existing
theories could no longer offer satisfying answers on the questions concerning development
issues, how to analyse, explain and change the problems confronted with.
Major factors contributing to this impasse were post-modern criticism of theory
formation in the social sciences, the growing awareness that the emphasis on economic
growth - awarded a central role in development theory - resulted in an insupportable
burden on the natural environment, and loss of the socialist paradigm as the link
between theory and development praxis. (Schuurman, 1993, p.l)5
The actor-oriented approach can be placed within the stream of post-impasse development
theories as described by Schuurman (1993). The approach is initiated by Norman Long
and further developed with a group of colleagues and post-graduates of the faculty of rural
sociology of non Western societies at the Agricultural University of Wageningen6. The
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actor-oriented approach reacts against both the modernisation theory and the neo-Marxist
approach which are considered too deterministic, too linear, and which assume social
change as emanating from external structural impulses. Together with the Regulationschool
and Post-imperialism studies, the actor-oriented approach takes a positivistic stand,
regarding the world as it is and not as it should be.
An important distinguishing feature of the actor-oriented approach is the fact that a
solution for the above mentioned impasse is not searched on a meta theoretical level but
on other levels. In order to understand society, one searches in everyday micro-situations
instead of in macro concepts. Sociologist Long is "interested in the relationships between
the meso level (the 'habitus': the wider context wherein access to power and resources
plays a role) and the micro level" (Schuurman,1993,p.l8). On a meso level structural
conditions are found, while on a micro level the approach recognizes "the central role
played by human action and consciousness" (Long, 1992,p.20). This doesn't imply that
macro-structures should simply be conceptualized as aggregations of micro episodes or
situations. Instead, macro-structures should be considered as the result of the unintended
consequences of numerous social acts and interactions which, as Giddens (1984,p.8-14 in
Long 1989) explains, become the enabling and constraining conditions of social action
itself.
The criticism on the actor-oriented approach that it would be methodologically
individualistic in its explanations, is rejected by Long with the argument that the focus is
not on individuals but on actors, who are surrounded by an interactional network. This
network determines and is determined by the decisions of the individual or institutional
actor (1989, p.226). Besides that, so called 'external' institutional and cultural factors are
internalized and thereby shaping the farmer's behaviour and reasoning (1989, p.227). A
second type of criticism concerns the fact that actor-oriented analysis is said to be
concentrating upon the minutiae of social life at the expense of understanding the nature
and impact of large-scale social structures and processes. This criticism is rejected with
the argument that "in order to avoid relocation of macro-concepts, we should build our
understanding of society "from below", that is, by documenting everyday micro-situations"
(Long,1989,p.228).
According to these principles, theory has to administer justice to both structure and
actor perspectives. In Long's own words, the consequence of such a theory is that:
(..) no sociological or historical study of change could be complete without (1) a
concern for the ways in which different social actors manage and interpret new
elements in their life worlds; without (2) an analysis of how particular groups or
individuals attempt to create space for themselves in order to carry out their own
'projects' that may run parallel to, or perhaps challenge, government programmes or
the interests of other intervening parties; and without (3) an attempt to show how these
organizational, strategic and interpretive processes can influence (and themselves be
influenced by) the broader context of power and social action. (Long, 1992, p.33-34)
This thesis focuses on the area of intervention and social change. The above three
concerns will be taken as a basic framework to analyse a process of intervention in which
PRA has been used: how actors respond to changes in their situation, which strategy actors
develop to pursue their own plan of interest, and how a process of intervention is
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influencing and is influenced by the different actors involved. The focus of an actororiented approach for analysis of micro situations is formulated by Long when he argues
that "in order to understand the complexities of intervention and actor strategies in the
area of research we need to penetrate the life-worlds of different social groups and
individuals who make up the complex mosaic of changing agrarian and social relations in
the region"(Long 1989;p.254).
The concepts that need attention in order to penetrate these life-worlds will be
discussed in paragraph 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, but follow here in short. The first concept in an
actor-oriented analysis of intervention is the social actor, who is 'knowledgeable' and
'capable'. "The essence of an actor-oriented approach is that its concepts are grounded in
the everyday life experiences and understandings of men and women, be they poor peasants, entrepreneurs, government bureaucrats or researchers" (Long, 1992, p.5). An
important consequence of the actor-oriented perspective is that the researcher is a social
actor as well, both in the research process as during the phase of analysis. Other important
concepts are the intervention process, strategies and power: it is within the 'arena' of the
intervention process that the strategies of different actors become clear. An analysis of
actors' strategies and of the power differences that play a part during the process gives
insight into the complex dynamics of social change.

1.2.2 Social actors
An actor-oriented approach starts with the idea that in the same or similar structural
circumstances different social forms develop (Long, 1992). These differences reflect
variations in the ways in which actors try to come to grips with the situations they face.
Actors are therefore active subjects, with the possibility to make choices in each given
(structural) situation, living in a social network with other actors. When Long tries to
define social actors, he stresses that they should not be seen as "disembodied social
categories (based on class or some other classifying criteria) or passive recipients of
intervention, but active participants who process information and strategize in their dealings with various local actors as well as with outside institutions and personnel" (Long,
1992, p.21). He continues with mentioning that only those social entities attributed with
the power of agency are social actors:
The notion of agency attributes to the individual actor the capacity to process social
experience and to devise ways of coping with life, even under the most extreme forms
of coercion. Within the limits of existing information, uncertainty and other constraints
(e.g. physical, normative and politico-economic), social actors are "knowledgeable"
and "capable". They attempt to solve problems, learn how to intervene in the flow of
social events around them, and monitor continuously their own actions, observing how
others react to their behaviour and taking note of various contingent circumstances.
(Giddens, 1984, p.1-16 in Long, 1992,p.23).
This main
gives him
official or
himself is

characteristic of a social actor, that he is attributed with the notion of agency,
the possibility to influence his own life, no matter whether he is a powerful
a small farmer. His living circumstances might not be chosen, but the actor
able to manoeuvre within these. This does not suggest that social actors are
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only individuals: other entities, like state agencies, political parties, and development
organizations are also social actors as they are able to reach decisions and act accordingly.
In each different setting, a specific combination of actors will be active. In this thesis,
a local NGO together with two researchers, is working on a project to help the local
community. Government officers at different levels and ministries are involved in the project. The NGO is a social actor, with its own strategy, defined or not, which it pursues.
There are different people working within an NGO which can have their own agenda,
while the institution as a whole follows a certain direction and has specific goals which it
wants to reach. Government officers are social actors themselves when they pursue their
own strategy, but they also have to deal with the strategy of their ministry or even
government policy. Regarding the local community there are many differences within a
community which makes it impossible to speak of one actor. Social actors in a community
are those groups or individuals who possess the possibility to make decisions and who
possess the power to make these decisions effective. Examples of social actors within a
community are a group of ward elders who represent other members, a group of women
who have formed a forestry association or an influential person who has many contacts in
different wards of the village.
The researcher is also a social actor. This means that within the field a researcher is
never an objective outsider, but that he or she has its own strategy as well. De Vries,
Torres and Seur (all in Long & Long, 1992) devote attention to the role of the researcher
during the phase of research, but also afterwards, during the analysis of the field results.
Another author who addresses this issue is Drinkwater (1992). In his article Drinkwater
criticizes early work of Long and his research group on the actor-oriented approach, for
not yet giving enough attention to the role of the researcher. Drinkwater comes to the
conclusion that "an actor-oriented perspective should force us to look carefully at the
creativity of not only actors but also the researcher. Such an examination necessarily
entails a distinction being made between participants' and researcher's perspectives."
(1992, p.372). Drinkwater concludes from this that it is problematic for the researcher to
gain insight into the structural level, because the researcher has a participants' perspective
as well.
However Long (et al) draw a different conclusion from the distinction between the
participants' and researcher's perspectives. He puts emphasis on the influence of the interpretation of the researcher on the assumed perspective of the participants. "All research
activities involve acts of interpretation and the making of choices" (Seur, 1992, p. 143).
The notion of social actor itself is an interpretation, a social construction, which is even
twofold according to Long: by the actors themselves, based upon the kinds of representations characteristic of their culture, and by the researcher who derives it from his own
categories and theoretical dispositions (1989, p.225). A researcher cannot be objective or
neutral. Torres goes even further when he states that when a researcher abstains from
making personal judgements this will not ensure better research findings (Long & Long,
1992, p. 110). What is important to learn from this insight is that the researcher realizes his
own role in the process, in the contact with other actors, in decisions concerning the
research and in choices concerning analysis.
A final remark on the use of the concept of social actor within a development context:
it offers the possibility to look at a process from different angles, paying respect to each
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actor. This approach acknowledges that each actor, whether a poor farmer or a researcher,
is able to influence the situation, to interpret it in its own way and to influence others.
Differential responses within a development context can then be traced back to the
competing strategies of different actors.
1.2.3 The intervention process
Till here social actors have been discussed for what they are and who they are. But in a
development context these different social actors come together and form a dynamic
process. This 'arena' or situation of collision will from now on be called the intervention
process. This does not refer to the existing notion of intervention as an incentive of an
outsider organization or institution, but to the total actions of all actors involved in a
process of social change. The need to deconstruct the existing concept of intervention is
worked out in detail by Long and Van der Ploeg (1989). They state that the existing
concept refers to a mechanical, top-down intervention model. This ideal-typical construction that planners, implementors or clients seem to have about intervention, does not give
insight into the real practice of intervention. A deconstructed definition of 'planned
intervention' becomes then according to them : "An ongoing, socially constructed and
negotiated process, not simply the execution of an already-specified plan of action with
expected outcomes" (Long & Van der Ploeg, 1989, p.228). Long and Van der Ploeg argue
that it is not enough to modify orthodox views on planned intervention, but one should
break with these conventional models, images and reasoning. An alternative way to
analyse intervention processes, from an actor-oriented perspective, is by focusing on
interfaces. In his inaugural lecture Long pointed out the existence of interfaces, there
where governmental or other external institutions are intervening in order to execute a
certain development project or policy (Long, 1984, p.ll). Social interface is defined by
Long as "a critical point of intersection or linkage between different social systems, fields
or levels of social order where structural discontinuities, based upon differences of
normative value and social interest, are most likely to be found" (1989, p. 1-2).
For analysis of an intervention process it is necessary to understand the processes by
which interventions enter the life-worlds of different actors, and will mean different things
to each interest group or individual. If one interprets an intervention process as an
outcome of the struggles and negotiations that take place between actors with differing and
often conflicting social interests, strategies of actors stand central. What should be
understood by actors' strategies? A strategy is the way in which actors organizationally
and cognitively try to come to grips with the changing world around them: the creation of
a room for manoeuvre (Long & Long, 1992, p.36). All actors search for ways to fulfil
their own goals, in other words, each actor has his own strategy. According to Long these
strategies do not arise out of the blue, but are drawn from available discourses, both verbal
and non-verbal, which they might share with others around them. Strategies can be
identified in practice as the interpretation actors give of the situation, and their response in
relation to other actors, to a changing situation. De Vries and Nuijten (both in Long &
Long, 1992) give different examples of how local people create a room for manoeuvre to
receive from government officers what they need to reach their goals. But a government
officer also has his own strategy, mediating between the tasks he has as a representative of
government authority and the goals he wants to reach for himself (Arce and Long, 1992).
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In a situation of intervention one should search for these encounters between actors: the
specific response to the situation demarcates the strategy of an actor.
In this process an important aspect is power. Villarreal (1994) devotes a lot of attention
to the concept of power and to the different forms in which it is used by actors. Power is
not defined as an absolute resource attributed to only some of the actors, but should be
seen as a part of actors' agency that actors possess when they are able to involve others
into their own projects. In this sense every actor can have power, although in practice it
will be defined differently.
In this paragraph the actor-oriented approach has been discussed. Three concerns have
been mentioned which are essential to analyse a process of intervention and social change:
how actors respond to changes in their situation, which strategy actors develop to pursue
their own plan of interest, and how a process of intervention is influencing and is
influenced by the different actors involved. The main concepts of the actor-oriented
approach for the analysis and evaluation of a PRA process are reflected in these three
concerns, like the concepts of social actors, strategies and power. In the following
paragraph these three concerns and concepts will be applied to the PRA process in order
to formulate criteria to analyse and evaluate this process.
1.3 The PRA process analysed and evaluated through the actor-oriented approach
In order to gain insight in what PRA can offer, a specific case in which PRA has been
applied will be analysed in the following chapters of this thesis. In this paragraph the
criteria for analysing and evaluating a PRA will be explored, using the theories and
concepts discussed in the former two paragraphs. The actor-oriented approach offers the
criteria and concerns that need to be taken into account for analysing a process of
intervention and social change. This means that concepts like social actor, the role of the
researcher, strategy and power will be used to analyse the PRA process in Etsha. The
analysis of the process makes it possible to answer the central research question mentioned
in chapter 1, what the PRA has contributed to the solution of the problem of overgrazing.
This question will be answered for each actor, paying attention to their expectations and
applied strategies. Criteria to evaluate the results of PRA will also be obtained through
comparing theory with practice, in other words discerning how the theoretical description
and goals of PRA relate to the PRA in Etsha. In order to do this, descriptions of PRA by
Chambers (1994) and Michael and Tazelaar (1995) will be used, which state amongst
others that PRA should lead to empowerment and self-reliance of the local community.
The actor-oriented approach is not directly concerned with the concept of participation. However Long gives a clear statement about "action methods based upon notions
of 'participatory research and evaluation'" (1992, p.7) as being 'applied' research which
requires quick diagnosis and is followed by some sort of action to improve the current
situation. Long disapproves of the assumed tendency in this type of research to limit the
discussion of research methodology to techniques of data collection and processing. The
actor-oriented approach dissents from participatory approaches as these approaches are
thought to restrict themselves only to the quick performance of certain techniques without
sufficient theoretical and methodological discussion.
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An author who works from an actor-oriented point of view and who has concentrated on
PRA is Hilhorst (1997). She argues that the most important consequence of an actororiented view on PRA is that PRA should be seen as a process of knowledge construction
rather than of capturing knowledge. The notion that the local community is possessing the
knowledge to change their living circumstances but needs an outsider to extract this
knowledge is therefore not what happens during the PRA process. It is the combination of
each actor's knowledge, interest and interpretation of the intervention which determines
the actual outcome.
What are other important qualities of rural sociological research according to the actororiented approach? It is called essential to investigate how theory permeates practice: what
is the role of the researcher in the field, and how is theory influencing field practice
(Long, 1992, p.7). Adapted to PRA this means that awareness of the role of the researcher
in the PRA process is necessary to understand how large his influence on the process is
and on the outcome of it. The researcher is not the only actor in the process. To understand the process itself it is necessary to make a distinction between the different actors
involved. Actors are the intervening organization, the governmental officers who are
involved, and within a community different actors that can be identified. During the PRA
process, which is regarded as a method of intervention, the interplay between different
actors becomes clear, how actors try to pursue their own strategies and how they deal with
power differences. The complex reality needs to be understood at micro-level, according to
the actor-oriented approach (Long 1992, p.33). For the PRA process this means that
different situations in which actors come together, during the PRA exercises but also at
other moments, need to be described focusing on the roles and strategies of each actor
involved.
The aspect of power needs special attention. PRA has as its main goal to reach
empowerment of the local population, which means a shift in power. The actor-oriented
approach tells us that every actor has some sort of power and will use this in order to
pursue its strategy. In order to change the existing power differences within a community
and between locals and government officers, it is essential to gain a good understanding of
how power is present in people's lives. The question rises therefore whether insight in this
power structure is gained with PRA, and whether PRA is able to cause a shift in power.
A final point of attention offered by the actor-oriented approach are its ideas on local
organizations. Within participatory development high expectations are nourished concerning the role these organizations can fulfil. According to Shah the goal of participatory
methods should be to form local organizations, because only in this way power relations
can be changed (Shah, 1995). These local organizations can originate from already
existing organizations or can be newly formed. Long remarks that it is a task for the
sociologist to identify such informal groupings that already function to provide mutual
support: "it is essential to have a detailed knowledge of the characteristics and functioning
of local patterns of social organization" (Long in Skar, 1985, p.47-48). Without this
knowledge local power relations and existing ways of co-operation will be overlooked,
what diminishes the chance to succeed in forming an organization.
Another author who works according to the actor-oriented approach is Heijdra, who
relates of his experience with an existing local organization. He states that the intervening
parties are the ones really interested in the formation and continuation of local organizations as "points of entrance", while most of the local people regarded it as something of the
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past that did not function any longer the way it did (Heijdra,1989, p.95). According to
Heijdra the informal organizational structures and relationships are central to understanding the complex totality, since they constitute the most important decisionmaking entities,
instead of the formal meetings between different actors (1989, p.98). For PRA this means
that the formation of organizations should be thoroughly prepared: which actors are
interested in the formation of local organizations, how can these organizations be formed,
and can local organizations fulfil expectations about self-reliance and empowerment.
To evaluate the PRA process in Etsha one can compare the expectations of the
different actors to the outcome of the PRA. In order to do this it is necessary to identify
the goals of each actor. Besides that a good understanding of the process itself and the
local context is needed to estimate what the impact of the PRA on the outcome has been
and what the influence of other factors has been, which were not directly related to the
PRA process.
For another way of evaluation an appeal is done to the literature on PRA. To understand what the expectations of PRA are, the positive and negative aspects which are
described in literature on PRA will be given here. Relevant qualities of PRA are that PRA
focuses on empowerment of local people and believes in local people's capabilities
(Michael & Tazelaar,1995). The longer term goals of PRA are sustainable local action and
the formation of local institutions. Positive aspects of PRA are that it enables local people
to gain insight into and influence their own living circumstances. It makes use of visual
techniques which are familiar to people's own experiences, closing the gap between outsiders' knowledge and knowledge of local people. An important distinction between PRA
and other techniques like RRA, is the role of outsiders: outsiders fulfil the role of
facilitators while local people themselves are analysing and therefore owning and sharing
information.
The negative aspects of PRA are the manifold preconditions and assumptions like the
existence of a self-help spirit amongst villagers, of knowledge and information, and of resources and institutions. These assumptions are not always met and become weaknesses in
the process (Michael & Tazelaar, 1995, p.4). Another assumption is that communities can
reach a consensus to formulate plans that benefit the whole community. A community is
not a homogeneous entity and sometimes it is more realistic for people to live with these
differences than to reach consensus (Curtis, 1995). Hilhorst (1997) goes even further by
arguing that researchers have to be careful with bringing conflicts to bare. She questions
whether the researchers should be happy when people do come out with their problems, or
whether a box is opened that better remains closed. She stresses that the researcher should
be aware of this risk, and should organize a good follow-up instead of leaving people to
their own.
The above insights on what PRA should offer in order to be called good participatory,
rural sociological research, can be formulated into a list of questions that need to be
addressed in this thesis:
For analysing the PRA process the following questions stand central:
* Who are the different actors involved in the process?
* What is the role of the researcher in the PRA process in Etsha and in the phase of
analysis?
* What are the different strategies these actors pursue?
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* What power differences exist within a community and between actors?
* How do actors deal with these power differences within the PRA process?
* What information needs to be obtained about building local organizations: which
actors are interested in local organizations, how can these organizations be formed,
which organizations already exist, how do they function?
In order to evaluate the PRA process the following questions need to be answered:
* Has the PRA in Etsha come up to the expectations that each actor had concerning the
process?
* What has been the influence of factors that stood apart from the PRA method, on the
outcome of the process?
And concerning an evaluation of the method of PRA itself:
* Has the PRA in Etsha come up to the expectations of a PRA described by Michael &
Tazelaar (1995) and Chambers (1994), concerning the role of outsiders, the process of
empowerment and self-reliance of the local community, and the role of local organizations in this process?
* Is PRA able to cause a shift in power?
* How have the possible weaknesses of PRA been influencing the process in Etsha?
In the last chapter of this thesis the questions mentioned above will be answered, resulting
in a critical evaluation of how the PRA process in Etsha has contributed to the problem of
overgrazing and to the goals of empowerment and self-reliance. Besides that recommendations will be made on what the insights of the actor-oriented approach can contribute to an
improvement of PRA in general.

1.4 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced the PRA as a method of intervention and has offered the
theoretical background on participatory development and the actor-oriented approach. It
started with a description of the historical background of participatory development. The
concept of participation has been discussed, paying attention to the different meanings it
can bear. The relation between participation and empowerment stood central, focusing on
the meaning of power. It continued with the role of governments and NGOs in participatory development, reviewing their possibilities and constraints in relation to each other and
to the execution of participatory development. The section on participatory development
concluded with a detailed description of the different aspects of the PRA.
The actor-oriented approach has been elaborated in detail in the second paragraph,
focusing on concepts of social actor, intervention, strategies and power that are of
importance to analyse a process of intervention. Long (1992) offers three concerns that
will be taken as a basic framework to analyse the PRA in this thesis: how actors respond
to changes in their situation; which strategy actors develop to pursue their own plan of
interest; and how a process of intervention is influencing and is influenced by the different
actors involved.
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In the last paragraph criteria have been formulated to analyse and evaluate the PRA
process. The actor-oriented approach offers the concepts that concern the analysis of the
process: the different actors in the process (including the researcher), how actors deal with
power and how PRA is dealing with the formation of local organizations. The other
criteria concentrate on the outcome of the PRA process: whether the outcome of the
process is satisfying each actor and whether this is caused by the PRA method. And
finally whether PRA comes up to the expectations of the method of PRA itself, concerning
the role of outsiders and local empowerment.
In the following chapters the PRA process in Etsha will be described according to the
three concerns mentioned by Long. To understand how actors deal with changes in their
living circumstances and what strategy each actor is pursuing (the first two concerns of
Long), it is necessary to have background information about the actors and the context
they live in. Chapter 2 gives a general impression of Etsha: the life and history of the
HaMbukushu, the people that live in Etsha, the natural environment they are living in and
the socio-economic activities people are involved in. Chapter 3 deals with the different
actors and their relation to the intervention process: the actors that are grouped under the
local community, the NGO, the governmental officers and the researchers, who are considered actors as well. In Chapter 4 the different actors come together: in view of the different PRA meetings an impression is given of how each actor has been influencing,
contributing or frustrating the process. In Chapter 5 the strategies of the actors are
discussed and the consequence of these strategies for the implementation of the different
plans formulated during the PRA. In this way meaning is given to the second and third
concern of Long: what strategy each actor is pursuing, what becomes clear during the
PRA process, and how each actor is influencing the intervention process and is influenced
by it himself.
The descriptions of rnicro-situations in chapter 4 and 5 will give insight into different
aspects of the intervention process emphasizing the encounters between different actors in
which strategies and power play an important role. In the last chapter conclusions will be
drawn: the criteria formulated in chapter one will be adapted to the situations and
descriptions of the PRA process in Etsha in order to evaluate what PRA has contributed to
a solution for the cattle management problem in Etsha, whether the PRA has reached the
goals that are set in the theory on PRA, and to evaluate what the insights of an actororiented approach can contribute to an improvement of PRA in general.

NOTES
1. Farrington comes up with three characteristics of a government that determine the possibilities for
NGOs: wether a government is poverty oriented; how large its capacity is to implement poverty focused
policies (in practice this means to what extent a government is present); and the overall attitude of a
government towards NGOs (Farrington et al., 1995, p.53-55). These characteristics form the preconditions within which NGOs will be operating in a certain area.
2. Lane's classification of NGOs refers to institutions which are based in the North, but which operate in
the South (Lane in Nelson & Wright, 1995). Other authors like Clark come up with classifications in
which also locally-based Southern NGOs are represented, called Grassroots Development Organizations
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(Clark, 1991, p-41). The choice is made for Lane's classification, because it offers a useful overview of
how different NGOs are concerned with participation.
3. A shift in the technology approach that needs to be mentioned is the attention for indigenous knowledge
and use of appropriate technology. According to Lane this new approach seems to ensure only limited
possibilities for participation as it focuses on farmers who already have access to resources and not the
marginal groups (in Nelson & Wright, 1995, p. 185).
4. The PRA process in Etsha will be described in the following chapters. In paragraph 3.4 the techniques
which are used, are elaborated. In chapter 4 an account is given of the actual PRA process. In chapter 5
and 6 the outcome of the PRA, the weaknesses and the factors which have had impact on the process
will be discussed, referring to the issues mentioned here.
5. For a detailed description of the critics on marxist and neo-marxist thinking, and a discussion of the
question whether post-modernism can contribute to the further shaping of post-impasse development studies, see Schuurman (1993).
6. According to Long he has been concerned with the promotion of an actor-oriented analysis of agrarian
change since 1977, starting from an interest in explaining differential adaptations or responses to the
same or similar circumstances (1989, p.222). "This point of view was advanced in An Introduction to the
Sociology of Rural Development (Long 1977; also Long 1984), but since then a number of relevant
general theoretical studies dealing with issues of structure and 'agency', and the link between so-called
'micro' and 'macro' phenomena, have appeared (see, for example, Giddens 1979, 1984, 1987; Habermas
1987; Knorr-Cetina and Cicourel 1981; Alexander et al., 1987; Fielding 1988)" (Long and Villarreal in
Schuurman 1993; p.141). The most recent work that has resulted from the manifold discussions,
seminars and practical research experiences is found in Battlefields of knowledge (Long and Long
(Eds.), 1992).
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2
THE ETSHA AREA
The villagers of Etsha are the actors who are of main importance in the PRA process. The
PRA is situated in the context of Etsha and is focusing on improvement of the living circumstances of the people who live in Etsha. In this chapter an overview is given of the
lives and history of these people and of the area they are inhabiting, to understand more
about the context in which the PRA has been performed. Most of the villagers of Etsha
are HaMbukushu who have only lived in Etsha since the past 25 years. Their specific
history and their arrival in the area will be described in the first paragraph. In 2.2 an
impression is given of the natural environment of Etsha and of the ways in which the
villagers are making use of it. Because overgrazing is regarded as the main problem that
induced the local NGO to start the project, the present cattle management system will be
described in this paragraph as well as the problems caused by it. In 2.3 attention is paid to
the heterogeneity of the community. In this section an impression is given of the task
division and rights of men and women, and of other differences between fanners that
occur in daily life. The last paragraph deals with how people collectively deal with
changes or improvement, in the 'karikaripamotango' (ThiMbukushu for 'the old days'), as
well as in the present.
2.1 Historical background of the inhabitants of etsha
Etsha is a relatively new settlement on the western edge of the Okavango Delta in the
north of Botswana (see appendix A). For many years this area has been depopulated due
to the danger of sleeping sickness through the tsetse fly. Since a governmental Tsetse Fly
Control eradicated the fly in the late 1960's, the area was opened again for habitation
(Terry, 1984). The present inhabitants have therefore settled in this area recently, bringing
in their own culture and habits.
The main inhabitants of Etsha, the HaMbukushu and the Bayei, both have a history of
migration (see appendix B). The HaMbukushu have experienced intermittent migrations
for the past two hundred years. Escaping from Lozi domination in the eighteenth century,
they emigrated from their home at Katima Mulilo to Andara (now belonging to Namibia),
one group coming via the Kwando Valley in the northwest, another group via Diyei.
Caused by dissatisfaction with their rulers who collaborated with slave traders from
Angola, a group of HaMbukushu left Andara for Ngamiland between 1847-1890. After the
succession struggles that followed the death of King Andara I in 1895, even more HaMbukushu were forced to flee to Ngamiland (Tlou, 1985).
The most recent migration of HaMbukushu took place in 1968/1969, when 4.000
refugees fled from the Angolan civil war into Ngamiland (Bendsen & Gelmroth, 1983).
They first settled in Mohembo/Shakawe with related HaMbukushu, but the Botswana
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Government decided that this area became overcrowded and gave them a new home. This
led in 1969/1970 to the resettlement of 3.800 HaMbukushu in a 20 km. long strip named
Etsha1, on the Sand veld adjacent to the Thaoge River. The newly arrived people were
divided over 13 wards2 called Etsha 1 - 13, which still exist today, corresponding with
the way they settled in family groups in Mohembo/Shakawe (see appendix C). The
HaMbukushu who came to Etsha arrived in an almost uninhabited area due to the former
danger of tsetse fly, with only few riverine Bayei and HaMbukushu living in the Delta.
Fertile land, nearby water from the Delta and support from different institutions and
organizations like the Botswana Government, the North West District Council, the BCC,
the World Council of Churches, and the Unites Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
gave them the opportunity to establish a new settlement (Potten, 1975). Within two years
people were cultivating their fields again. When the HaMbukushu entered Botswana, they
had been forced by the government to leave all their cattle at the border, because of the
danger of contagious cattle diseases. However, as people began to build up their lives in
Etsha, from the mid 70' s the herd also started to increase again.
The Bayei who live in Etsha today came from the Chobe-Zambezi River region into
Ngamiland in circa 1750, moving in small kin groups spreading over the area over a long
period of time. HaMbukushu and Bayei are both matrilineal, riverine people who have
introduced riverine technology such as use of canoes and fishing nets to the Okavango
Delta, thereby opening up the swampy area for effective exploitation (Tlou, 1985).
At the moment the population of Etsha consists of circa 5,5003 people from many
different origins. In Etsha 6 (Dihaye*) which is the main service centre for the rest of
Etsha, the most different ethnic groups live together. These are HaMbukushu, Bayei,
Herero, other Batswana and a few Europeans who are involved in development work.
Etsha 1 and Etsha 13 have also Bayei and Batswana inhabitants, but in the rest of Etsha
the HaMbukushu predominate, with a smattering of Hakangadi and Hagxiriku who are
considered to be sister tribes to the HaMbukushu and who also speak Thimbukushu, the
language of the HaMbukushu (Terry,1984).5 Due to the recent formation of Etsha in
1969-1970, no Basarwa or Bakgalagadi are found in this area, though they are the original
inhabitants of Ngamiland.
The living circumstances of the HaMbukushu have undergone large changes since they
settled in Etsha. While they stayed in Angola the HaMbukushu lived rather isolated, very
much thrown upon their own resources. In Botswana the influence of the government, of
outside organizations and of the culture surrounding them is much larger. The political
conditions in Botswana are more stable than they were in Angola, therefore creating good
circumstances for the increase of livestock and for other agricultural activities. The
economical situation has changed very much as well, because people came from a society
that hardly used hard currency into a situation in which money is of increasing importance. Also in cultural respect the HaMbukushu are undergoing changes, due to the influence
of the cultures in Botswana. Botswana knows many different cultures, but the majority is
formed by the Batswana who dominate in administrative institutions. An example of
cultural difference is the position of women with the HaMbukushu who have a matrilineal
tradition, in contrast with the Batswana who have a patrilineal tradition. The fact that the
HaMbukushu are a minority within this country with their own language and own
agricultural system leads sometimes to prejudices and misunderstandings between
HaMbukushu and government officers who are often from Batswana origin. The bad expe-
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riences with authority that the HaMbukushu had in Angola are still influencing today's
contacts with the Botswana government. Especially amongst elders there exists an attitude
of distrust and a preference for remaining independent of governmental institutions. This is
strengthened by the language barrier. Although children learn to speak Setswana in school,
older people often do not speak this language, which hinders the contacts with government
officers. In chapter four in which the PRA is described and other situations in which
actors are confronted with each other, the issue of mutual misunderstanding and distrust
between locals and government officers returns, showing how these feelings frustrate
government policy.
The information on the historical background of the HaMbukushu has made clear that
it is a relatively new life they live in Etsha. The changes that were caused by the resettlement and that were discussed in this section, all involve the social, political and economic
sphere. What the impact of the change in natural environment has been and what the
present agricultural activities of people are, will be described in the next paragraph.
2.2 Natural environment and land use activities
The HaMbukushu who are predominantly arable farmers are highly depending on the use
of natural resources in their living environment. What the natural environment of Etsha
looks like and what kind of activities the people undertake will be described in this
paragraph. Specific attention will be paid to the present cattle management system and the
problems this is causing, because these problems have led to the fact that the BCC, the
local NGO, together with the villagers started the project of which the PRA forms a part.
The Etsha area is situated in Ngamiland, the Northwestern Province of the Republic of
Botswana (see Appendix A). The climate of Botswana is semi-arid to arid with hot and
relatively moist summers (October-January) and relatively cool and dry winters (MayAugust). On average, the mean maximum temperature ranges in Botswana from just over
30°C in early summer (October-January) to circa 23°C in winter (June-August) (Bekker
and de Wit, 1991).
Ngamiland (109,500 km2) is dominated by the Okavango Delta, a vast swamp and
floodplain area, which spreads out into the Kgalagadi (Kalahari) semi-desert. Along the
western edges of the Delta a 'ribbon' of villages is formed, a settlement pattern characteristic for cattle-rearing groups who had to keep their animals away from the tsetse infested
areas (Tlou, 1985). Etsha is one of these settlements, situated on higher ground, some
distance away from the Delta and her floodplains.
The two main geomorphological units for the Etsha area are the Sandveld and
Alluvium. The Sandveld is found in the western part of Etsha and consists of old
longitudinal dune systems alternating with relatively flat sandplains and of more recent
dune formations (Bekker and de Wit, 1990). The vegetation in this area is tree savanna.
The Alluvial landform is found in the eastern part of the Etsha area, between the village
and the Okavango river. The Okavango river knows an annual flood which covers almost
the whole area between the village and the Thaoge river, the nearest branche of the
Okavango river. Alluvium can be divided in fossil deposition areas and fossil river valleys,
permanent swamp, seasonal flooded swamp and seasonal flooded swamp with intermediate
islands (Bekker and de Wit, 1990).
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Water is a scarce and valuable resource in the dry climate of Botswana. In Etsha the cattle
obtain drinking water from the Thaoge river, and from pools that remain on the floodplains for a long time after the annual flood of the river. For agriculture people depend on
rainfall, although some gardens near the villages are watered by hand. The main water
source for the Etsha community is groundwater, which is derived through a number of
standpipes in the larger wards and handdug wells in the rest of Etsha.
To get an overview of the landscape of Etsha, transects of two wards of Etsha are
shown in fig. 2.1 and 2.2. These transects were produced by villagers of Etsha 8 and 12 as
part of a PRA meeting. The transects show schematically the transition of the tree savanna
or dry woodland into the floodplains of the delta. The dwelling area (mashosho in Etsha
12 and mohembo in Etsha 8) and the fields (ntjimi) are found on the edge of the two
main vegetation types.

Fig. 2.1: Profile of Etsha 8
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Source: Transect Etsha 8, obtained by field observations and discussions
Fig. 2.2: Profile of Etsha 12
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The riverine environment in the vicinity of Etsha resembles the environment where the
HaMbukushu used to live in Angola. Older people stated that in the old days more wild
products could be collected than nowadays and that wildlife hunting used to be an
important asset of men's activities while in Botswana this is officially prohibited. But
except for some changes, the main agricultural activities have remained the same.
Different types of land use found in the Etsha area are, in order of importance to the
community arable farming and gardening, livestock raising, forest product collection,
fishing and wildlife. An important factor for cattle management but also for the other land
use types, is that the land in and around Etsha is communal area. For arable land this
means that every person can ask the Landboard the rights to use a piece of land, but he or
she cannot buy it. Concerning the range land area this means that it is not divided among
individuals but is used by the whole community.6
The HaMbukushu practice mixed farming with emphasis on dryland arable farming.
Livestock and arable farming are intermingled in this system, contributing to each other.
That livestock raising is not considered as a separate activity is shown by the fact that
small livestock wanders around the household, while cattle are used in many ways
contributing to arable farming or household activities. Cattle is used at the beginning of
the arable season to plough the fields. Other tasks are transport and delivery of milk as
addition to the main diet of staple crops and vegetables. This agricultural system differs
from the main system in Botswana, in which cattle raising is a separate and most
important activity. The dry climate in the largest part of Botswana is not suitable for
arable farming, and has therefore created a tradition of livestock raising. The Batswana are
used to large rangelands up to 100 km. from the villages where men remain for a large
part of the year. They raise cattle for commercial purposes, earning money by selling
cattle to a slaughter house.
In Etsha however arable farming is the most important type of land use for the
community. Sorghum and millet are the main crops with watermelon, pumpkins, jugobeans, cowpeas and groundnuts as intercropping species. The fields (ntjimi) can be found
between the wards and the main road. Most of the farmers have extended their cultivation
activities to gardens (yikana). These gardens are small plots, fenced with thombushes,
between the dwelling area and the river or at the west side of the main road. Crops as
maize, watermelons and sugarcane are grown here. Two other forms of gardening that
exist in Etsha are nyamo and thishandja. The first type of gardening refers to dryland
fields on the floodplains, fenced with thombushes and located in the vicinity of water.
Various kinds of vegetables (beans, pumpkins, etc.) are cultivated on these fields.
Thishandja are floating fields at the other side of the Thaoge river, where maize, sweet
reed and watermelons are grown. These gardens are not fenced at all because there is no
cattle wandering on these floating fields.
Besides the value of cattle for arable farming as described above, they are used
instead of cash money to pay traditional healers, for meat at funerals, and in general as a
status symbol reflecting someones' place in society. Cattle can also be sold in return for
money to pay schoolfees or to buy clothes, but this commercial value is not of main
importance. In the HaMbukushu system of cattle rearing the cattle are grazing on the
floodplains in the vicinity of the river and pools during the dry season. After the harvest
the cattle graze on the fields, where they eat the stalks of sorghum and millet and fertilize
the fields with their manure.
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Due to the sudden arrival of such a large group of people, the impact on the Delta has
been serious. 25 Years after the arrival of the HaMbukushu Etsha consists of 5500 people
and approximately 7000 head of cattle. Livestock raising is an activity of growing
importance. In Angola the HaMbukushu kept livestock already, but due to different
limiting factors the herd remained small. One of these factors was the existence of
contagious diseases in Angola. In Botswana there exists a strict vaccination policy on
cattle disease control in order to avoid the spread of such diseases. Another limiting factor
in Angola has been the unstable political situation, causing much uncertainty and risks.
The stable political situation in Botswana on the other hand, in combination with good
natural circumstances proved to be suitable to increase wealth in the form of increasing
herd. The enormous increase of cattle, which depend on the Delta for drinking water, has
led to overgrazing of the area between the settlements and the river and the depletion of
different grasses used for basketry and thatching of houses. Besides that another problem
is caused by the fact that cattle are wandering around without being herded, which enable
them to destroy the community field fences and damage arable crops. This problem is due
to the collapse of the traditional system of herding by young boys, which hardly exists any
more, because in Botswana all children from six years on are obliged to attend school.
Other activities which are less important in the light of the research on cattle management and land use, are forest product collection, fishing and wildlife. People make use of
the resources of the forest in many different ways. They collect firewood, poles for
construction, basket materials, dying species, and different forest fruits. Basketry is an
important activity for women who earn cash money by selling baskets to the BCC. Forest
products are collected in the zone between the gardens and the Delta, although sometimes
even beyond the river. The soil in the areas with this type of land use is not suitable for
agriculture.
Another activity is fishing at the floodplains of the Delta. Fishing is done with nets by
men and small boys and with fishing kraals which are made and used by women. The
fishing is mainly for own consumption, but small boys sometimes sell fish to other
villagers.
Hunting wildlife is an illegal activity in Botswana, but a few people earn money from
wildlife by showing tourists around in the Delta. Wildlife appears mainly in the Delta
(elephants, antelopes, buffalo's, crocodiles, etc.), but can occur on the fields and the forest
areas as well. A fact is that due to the presence of cattle on the floodplains, most of the
wildlife is driven back to the areas closer to the river.
The description of the environment and land use of the HaMbukushu have only offered
a general view on people's activities. In the following paragraph an impression is given of
the daily life of people, whereby specific attention is paid to the differences within the
community.
2.3 A heterogeneous community
In chapter one the issue was discussed that a community should not be regarded as a
homogeneous entity by denying the differences that occur within a group, but as a
heterogeneous group of different actors (Curtis, 1995; Chambers, 1994). In this paragraph
attention will be focused upon the heterogeneity within the village of Etsha.7 First the
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gender specific tasks and rights of men and women are described, with regard to agricultural activities, ownership of livestock and other income generating activities. Other differences exist between the older and the younger generation, which are partly caused by the
influence of the Botswana system of education. The last section of this paragraph deals
with the fact that the problems that stand central in the PRA are caused by livestock, but
not everyone is owning livestock. Therefore the differences between owners and nonowners and the consequences of having cattle on other agricultural activities and people's
status will be discussed.

Gender
During the arable season the different activities are clearly divided between men and
women. Specific female tasks are planting, threshing and winnowing, and bird scaring.
Specific male tasks are ploughing with the help of oxen and transport of the harvest from
the fields to the store rooms in the village. There are also activities that are done by both
men and women, like seasonal clearing, seedbed preparation with a hoe, weeding and
harvesting, although more women than men are engaged in these activities. Fencing is
done by men and women equally, as it is the responsibility of all to maintain the communal fences. Children might help in any step of the cultivation process, except in fencing.
The above described division of activities, requires the co-operation between men and
women. Partners often have their own plots, while they assist each other on their plots.
Exceptions to the division of labour occur when a woman has no husband or sons to help
her with ploughing. This is a problem for many women, as is indicated by the fact that in
Etsha circa 60% of the households is female headed, meaning that the woman is unmarried or a widow, or married to an absent husband8. People have stated that the ploughing
of the field with oxen is never done by women, and because this activity is very important
for a successful yield, it makes a woman depending on others. She might solve the problem herself, by ploughing the field with a hoe, but this means a lot of heavy work. When
a woman, or a man, without oxen and/or without male relatives has enough grain though,
other people can be asked to help in return for food and beer (Ndjambe)9.
When the use and ownership of livestock is regarded, there exists a difference between
men and women. During PRA sessions both sexes claimed that women cannot be cattle
owners. Woman said that they have access to all kinds of livestock, except cows, but that
they only have control over chicken. But there is a difference between the opinion of
people, the cultural preference, and the information that was gained through observation
and interviews. In the latter female respondents claimed to be owners of all different
livestock, although the majority of cattle and donkeys is indeed owned by men. The few
women who own cattle, have their cattle herded by their brothers, father or son. In this
way livestock raising remains a male activity. The women that own cattle are an exception. For them cattle stress their status of important person, as a relative of the headman, or
as a traditional healer herself.
Besides arable farming and livestock raising another income generating activity is
craftwork. Craftwork for utilitarian use with as its main form basketry, is a tradition that
has long been part of the material culture of both the HaMbukushu and the Bayei. But it is
only since the arrival in Etsha that it has become a commercial activity. When the
HaMbukushu refugees first arrived in Etsha they were not allowed to seek formal
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employment under the government of Botswana's laws for refugees. With assistance of the
resettlement officer at the beginning, and of BCC in these days, large quantities of locally
produced baskets are bought and sold to craft shops in and outside Botswana.
The handicraft production of Etsha is very much sexe-specific. Basketry is solely
exercised by women. It is difficult to give an estimation of the average income earned by
basketry, but the statement of many women that basketry is their main source of cash
income makes clear how important this activity is.10 It enables them to earn an income of
their own, with input of minimal costs except for skills and labour. Basket weaving and
the collection of materials are a time consuming activity. Most of the women weave all
day, unless other duties have to be fulfilled. The materials used are mainly collected in the
Delta and sometimes bought from other women: Mokola palm (Hyphaene petersiana) is
the basic material for open and closed baskets. The main dying materials are derived from
the mushitondo (Euclea divinorum) and mukurete (Berchemia discolor) trees.
Other crafts which are mainly practised by men in Etsha include blacksmithing,
woodcarving, drum making, carpentry, canoe making, pottery, beadwork, skinwork and
weaving of mats. These products are made for own use, or sold to the BCC or locally in
their own ward.

Age
A difference within the community that was introduced at the beginning of this paragraph
is between the older and younger generation. It is only since the arrival in Etsha that
children are supposed to attend school. This implies that half of the population of Etsha,
almost all of them older than 20 years, has not been to school and does not speak
Setswana, in spite of existing small scale projects to teach adults Setswana. From those
people who attended school 13% of the men and 16% of the women did not complete
standard one. A reason for this high drop out number might be the fact that education is
given in Setswana, while children have been speaking Thimbukushu until their first
schoolday. Another reason is that parents want their children to help them at labour peaks
during the agricultural season. In the past children used to help their parents more in the
fields, in the household and in cattle herding.
A difference between the generations which is often mentioned by the older people is
the deterioration of traditional HaMbukushu culture. Although this happens in many cultures, the HaMbukushu case is different due to the influence of the Botswana culture taught
at school in combination with the different living circumstances in Etsha. These influences
are reflected in the attitude of the younger generation, who try to find jobs in other cities
and no longer see their future in agriculture in Etsha. Rituals to underline the change from
child into adult, which took one or two weeks in the past, are no longer possible because
children are supposed to attend school daily. And marriage is not as much a decision of
the parents any more, but of the couples themselves. The introduction of Christian and
African-Christian religions has also contributed to changes in the HaMbukushu culture,
although it must be stressed that traditional religious practices co-exist with more 'modern'
forms of religion.
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Cattle ownership
In the last section of this paragraph attention is focused on the fact that not all members of
the community own cattle. Cattle fulfil many different tasks in HaMbukushu society. The
importance of cattle for arable farming has already been mentioned, as the oxen are used
to plough the fields and for transport of the harvest. In times of drought people fall back
on the milk of the herd as a supplement to their diet. The traditional value of cattle might
be even more important, since cows are used in traditional ceremonies like rain making
and funerals. In many ways cattle are the poor man's savings account while they provide a
large cattle owner with cash when cattle is slaughtered and sold.
However, many people do not own cattle. In 1981 from a sample of 124 Etsha
villagers, only 46% of the people owned cattle, 16% borrowed cattle, 15% ploughed through Ndjambe and 20% did not have any draught power (Dep. of Agr. Research, 1983, 26).
More recent information is derived from the Central Statistics Office in 1991, which
recorded that in Etsha 6, 7 and 13 37% of the households owns cattle (1991a). This
implies that between 1981 and 1991 the number of cattle owners has become even less.
Because many people do not own cattle, the use of oxen and ploughs is shared amongst
relatives or through Ndjambe. But people who depend on others for ploughing deal with
the problem that they cannot always plough at the right moment, which influences the
yield. The ownership of cattle and the amount of cattle are in line with the influence of a
person in society. That cattle are a strong status symbol is reflected by the fact that cattle
are usually not slaughtered in order to earn money, but kept for own use (ceremonies,
alternative payment to traditional healers, status). A remark must be made that young
people might change this tradition, as they begin to stress the material value of cattle more
than the other values.
In this paragraph gender, age and whether someone is cattle owner or not, have shown
to be factors that create differences between people in Etsha. The importance of these
factors will return in later chapters. When the community as social actor is discussed in
3.1, it will become clear that these differences determine the interests which people have
concerning the cattle management plan. The factors discussed also directly influence the
PRA process. They determine the choice for techniques and the execution of these techniques by the researchers, in order to ensure that the different people in the community are
given a chance to show their opinion. In 3.4 I will return to this issue when the role of the
researcher is discussed as well as the choices made during the PRA process.
2.4 Local organizations and initiatives
In chapter two the importance of local organizations has been stressed as a vehicle to
perform development activities and to reach empowerment. To investigate whether the
plans developed in the PRA in Etsha can be executed by local organizations, it is first
necessary to know what kind of organizing forms already exist and how they function.
Therefore in this paragraph an overview will be given of different community- or group
initiatives that exist in Etsha and what the possibilities and problems are that arise within
these structures. Because of the focus of this thesis, only those initiatives are described
which deal with arable farming, livestock management or other forms of land use. The
organizing forms which are discussed here are Ndjambe, a cattle/water syndicate, informal
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family groups with regard to cattle, the forestry associations and the fencing committees
that exist in each ward.
A HaMbukushu tradition that dates back to a long time ago and still exists today is the
system of Ndjambe. Ndjambe has already been described as the traditional practice in
which relatives and neighbours help each other with activities that demand a lot of labour,
in return for food and beer. The activities for which Ndjambe is used vary from clearing a
new field or ploughing to the building of a storage hut or a yard around the compound.
Everyone can decide to have Ndjambe, but it is only possible for those men and women
who have a surplus of food. The women are concerned with the preparation of food and
beer, while men provide firewood. People say that all relatives and neighbours are invited
to help, but it is people's own choice to come or not. An old widow in Etsha 8 told me
that when she lived in Angola the number of people that helped in Ndjambe was much
larger than today. She said that while in the old days the whole compound would join in,
nowadays it is mainly friends and relatives that help or even give money to assist you.
An interesting aspect of Ndjambe is that the larger the job is, the more people are
involved, although this does not imply that there is more food or beer. The interest of
people to help comes from the knowledge that it is a reciprocal service, meaning that
today you help your neighbour, while tomorrow you receive the assistance of the others.
Another detail comes from a farmer who is a member of a church that prescribes that its
members are not allowed to use alcohol. This means that he cannot have a real Ndjambe,
for this demands that there is beer at the end of the day. As a solution he asks a few
people to help him in return for grain or money, but this is more costly to him.
A second system of co-operation between farmers is the cattle/water syndicate of Etsha
4 called 'Itekeng ma Etsha', meaning Etsha people who co-operate and work together.
This organization was started in 1989 with the aim to pump water via a pipeline from a
pool to a part of Etsha 4. This part of the Etsha 4 ward is situated on the other side of the
tar road, where people live near their arable fields and the range land on this side of
Etsha, but which has no access to the watersystem that functions in the rest of Etsha (see
Appendix C). Because the water was meant for the families that live in this area as well
as for the cattle that graze here, this group is called a cattle/water syndicate. Syndicate
refers to a type of group that exists all over Botswana, usually meaning a group of cattle
owners who share a borehole.
The syndicate in Etsha 4 has received financial and technical assistance from the
government and from the BCC. The members of the group are supposed to pay a
contribution and have supplied the labour to dig the pipeline. It is a formal organization
with a leader, a treasurer, regular meetings and a list of rules concerning obligations and
sanctions for members. People state that there are male and female members, but the
leading persons are all men.
At the moment the syndicate is hardly functioning. There is no water coming out of
the pipeline, due to mismanagement of the pump and the problem of a dried up pool.
Besides these practical aspects, there are also problems about leadership and membership.
There is much confusion about the height of the contribution, and many members are
disappointed about the bad co-operation between members. Some small farmers have said
that they had to work harder than other members, when the pipeline was installed, while
they questioned whether everyone benefited equally. The pump had only functioned well
for two months and then it broke down. A few attempts were made to fix the pump, but at
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the moment of interviewing the people, no action had been undertaken. People said to wait
for the BCC or the government to help them with a new borehole.
The story of the syndicate is a unique example in Etsha. Most of the people only cooperate with regard to cattle in small groups of brothers and fathers together. These family
groups share labour for herding and assist each other when a cow needs to be slaughtered
or in case of illness. Similar small groups also exist amongst women who collectively go
into the Delta to collect basket material. The women have to walk very far in order to find
palm trees and basket material, and need to pass pools and places where wild animals
might attack them. The groups are small, consisting of friends and relatives. In most of the
wards however new groups are formed to deal with the collection of basketmaterial, called
forestry associations. The goal of these groups is to cultivate Mokola palms and plants for
dying material on plots near the village, in order to avoid the dangerous journeys women
have to undertake nowadays, and to create new basketry resources because the present
amount of trees is being depleted. The BCC has played an important role in this development, as they have initiated the formation of the groups and have supplied the women
with a plot and seeds. The purpose is however that the forestry association will become a
self-reliant organization.
I have interviewed women of the group in Etsha 6/7, which is the first forestry
association functioning yet. The plants have been sown, but it will still take between five
and ten years before the trees will be ready for usage. Each forestry association has a
leader and rules, but is not very formal. During the interviews I found that half of the
women do not regard the activity as a group event and do not know the name of the
leader. The difficulty is that at the moment the only possible activity is the removal of
weeds, and while this is an important activity, women showed no intention to do this. The
problem is that the women agree that it is a worthwhile but long term investment, which
means that it will take years before they can benefit from it. Another problem is that the
women expect the BCC to take new initiatives, while the BCC regards the women as
being responsible from now on.
The last form of organization I want to discuss is the fencing committee. Every ward
has its own fencing committee which is responsible for the maintenance of the fence
around the communal arable fields. Once a year in the summer season all men and women
who own a field have to help. The fence surrounds the whole communal plot, which is
divided into individual plots without fences. Maintenance implies that new poles are cut
because termites have weakened the old ones, holes are made for the poles, and wire is
renewed. It is important that the fence is in good condition, because otherwise the cattle,
the donkeys and the goats can enter the fields and eat the crops.
The fencing committee has a leader and a foreman or assistant who have to call people
together for work. There are rules which determine that when someone is absent without a
good reason, he or she has to pay a fine of five pula per day. In general the fencing
committees are working well. Every farmer benefits from a good fence, and there exists a
general opinion that everyone should assist in maintenance. Before the HaMbukushu came
to Etsha, they did not use fences to protect the crops. In those days the cattle were
intensively herded by young boys, which made fences unnecessary. When they arrived in
Etsha the government supported the formation of communal arable fields and also initiated
the fencing committees.
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In this paragraph a number of local organizations have been discussed. Some are initiated
by outsiders like BCC or the government, while others like Ndjambe and the syndicate
are completely organized by local people themselves. The examples have given an
overview of the present collective activities, and have shown what kind of problems can
be expected in the formation of new organizations. This information will return in chapters
4 and 5 when the cattle syndicates are discussed. These cattle syndicates are proposed by
the BCC and the government as a solution to solve the present cattle management
problems. In the formation of such new organizations attention should be paid to the
lessons learned from the examples of present existing organizations shown above such as
that members or participants need to benefit from the activity more or less equally, that an
activity only lasts when all members are convinced of the necessity to participate in it, and
that it is important that all members contribute to the activity equally.
2.5 Conclusion
The information gathered in this chapter offers the basis to understand the situation in
which the actors of the local community in Etsha are living. Besides a general overview,
the issues described in this chapter have clarified what the present cattle management
system looks like and the problems that are caused by this system. In the first paragraph
the arrival of the HaMbukushu has been described, which shows that it is only since the
last 25 years that these people inhabit Etsha. In 2.2 the agricultural activities of the
HaMbukushu received attention, clarifying the diverse ways in which the people make use
of their natural environment. The importance of cattle for arable farming and the differences between the agricultural system of the HaMbukushu and the Batswana have been
described in detail. The decline of the traditional herding system is described, which is
caused by the fact that in Botswana all children are supposed to attend school, while in
Angola young boys were herding the cattle. In the third paragraph I have given an
impression of the heterogeneity of the HaMbukushu society, concentrating on the
differences between men and women, between different generations and between cattle
owners and people without cattle. This information will form the basis for the description
of the local community as an actor in the PRA process in 3.1, as it indicates the different
interests within the community concerning the cattle management plan. In the last section
of this chapter different local organizations have been described which show how people
deal with agricultural demands collectively and what kind of problems arise within these
organizations. I have indicated that this information will be used in chapter 4 and 5 when
the option of syndicates is discussed as an alternative to the problems caused by the
present cattle management system.

NOTES
1. Etsha received its name from the resettlement officer at that time. It is a Sesarwa term meaning "the pool
that never dries up", referring to a perennial lagoon near Etsha 6 (Terry, 1984).
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2. Wards can be regarded as small villages within Etsha, each with their own headman. Each ward is
composed of several large and small compounds where different households of the same family are
living together. Infrastructure like shops, schools and the clinic are not found in the small wards, but
only in Etsha 6 and 13.
3. In the Population and Housing Census of 1991 5367 inhabitants were counted. The projected population
for 1996 was estimated to be 5,559 inhabitants (Central Statistics Office, 1987).
4. Dihaye means: village without a chief.
5. Whenever, from now on, the HaMbukushu are mentioned in this text, the whole community of Etsha is
meant, because of the fact that they form the majority. If a specific group is focused on, this will be
mentioned separately.
6. Three kinds of land are recognized in Botswana, namely State Land, Freehold Land and Tribal Land.
Ngamiland consists mainly of Batawana Tribal Land. Traditionally, the land was controlled by the Chief
through his headmen. Since the Tribal Land Act of 1968, the district's Tawana Land Board has the
responsibility for the allocation of land for grazing (communal use), arable farming, residential and
commercial land in the communal areas. In 1975 the Tribal Grazing Land Policy (TGLP) was developed
to improve land use planning, with the aim of relieving grazing pressure on the tribal lands and to create
ranches, run on commercial basis in little utilised areas. The responsibility for the implementation lies
also with the Landboard. Tribal grazing land was divided into communal grazing areas, commercial
ranching areas allocated to individuals and groups, and areas reserved for future and/or special purposes,
i.e. Wildlife Management Areas (WMA) (Verbeek, 1988).
7. Information is obtained from the PRA techniques and interviews held in two wards of Etsha, Etsha 8 and
12. These are regarded as representative for the whole of Etsha.
8. The percentage of female headed households is derived from interviews performed during my research in
Etsha 8 and Etsha 12. This percentage is in accordance with the most recent results from the Central
Statistics Office, which recorded for Etsha 6 60%, for Etsha 7 68% and for Etsha 13 59% female headed
households (1991a).
9. 'Ndjambe' is the traditional practice in which relatives and neighbours help each other to weed, plough,
harvest or build huts. In return for work, all people receive food and beer at the end of the day. This
practice enables people to reduce labour bottlenecks in the cultivation season. See paragraph 2.4 for an
elaboration of the system of Ndjambe.
10. By the mid-1980's around 50% of the women in Etsha was occupied with basket weaving on a regular
basis (Bishop & Scoones, 1994). In 1995 BCC bought baskets from circa 750 women in Etsha, only
26% of the women. The reason for this decrease in basket weavers, might be the fact that it is a time
consuming activity. If another activity enables the women to earn money more easily, they will quit
basketry.
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3
ACTORS IN THE INTERVENTION PROCESS
In this chapter the different actors involved in the PRA process will be described. In
chapter one social actors have been defined as "active participants who process information and strategize in their dealings with various local actors as well as with outside
institutions and personnel" (Long, 1992, p.21). The main characteristic of a social actor is
the notion of agency, which gives the actor the possibility to influence his own life, no
matter whether he is a small farmer or a powerful official. Agency is not only confined to
individuals, but is as well a characteristic of other entities, like state agencies, political
parties or development organizations, as long as they are able to reach decisions and act
accordingly. As a consequence of this definition, social classes or other "disembodied
social categories" (Long, 1992, p. 21) are not regarded as social actors because they lack
agency.
The social actors who play a part in the PRA process are the local community of
Etsha, the BCC, governmental officers and the researchers who guided the PRA. In the
introduction it has been indicated that the PRA is part of the project to change the present
system of cattle management into a sustainable and economic viable system. In chapter
two the manifold problems caused by the present cattle management system have been
discussed. These problems were noticed by the local community and the BCC, after which
the BCC was asked by the villagers to take up the task to assist the community in order to
find a solution. The basics of the Cattle Management plan that BCC came up with focus
on solving three main problems:
- the first is the low benefit that owners gain from their cattle
- the second is the ecological deterioration of the floodplains
- the third is the conflict that exists between arable farming and livestock
Since most of tne cattle owners do not possess enough cattle to finance their own
boreholes, a communal option seemed to be necessary. In order to involve the whole of
Etsha, in June and August of 1994 five BCC extension workers held ward meetings in
Etsha to talk with people about solutions towards sustainable cattle management. In these
meetings the draft plan was presented and discussed, however it was focused upon cattle
owners only. The result of these meetings was twofold: it became clear that the people
supported the basics of the plan, and a list of questions arose showing the fields of
concern of the cattle owners. The basics elements of the plan are (internal paper BCC:
Weijs, 1994):
* Move the cattle to cattle posts to the Western Communal Remote Zone (see appendix
A)
* Cattle owners should be grouped into syndicates
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* Syndicates should agree to a maximum number of beasts at each cattle post
* The area between the villages and the river should be closed for grazing
* A service organization should be established to help the syndicates manage the cattle
posts and monitor whether management is conducted in a sustainable way
* After 5 to 7 years of proper management the syndicates would be entitled to the
ownership of the boreholes.
In 1995 BCC invited two students, I was one of them, to come to Etsha to do a rural
sociological research upon the project plan. The BCC wanted to know what the opinion of
the local community on the new cattle management system is and they wanted the plan to
be worked out in more detail. Besides that, the BCC wanted to stimulate the community to
think of activities that can be undertaken on the floodplains once the cattle have been
moved. An underlying request of the BCC was to search for sustainable options and to
stimulate ecological awareness amongst the local community, the BCC and government
officers involved in the project.
In order to achieve this objective my fellow student and I have performed a PRA with
villagers in Etsha 8 and Etsha 12. How the PRA has been performed will be described in
chapter four where the PRA meetings and related situations show the interaction between
the different actors involved. In this chapter the different actors will be described with
emphasis on their interest in the cattle management project, their influence on the project,
and their viewpoint on sustainable use of the natural resources. In an ideal PRA these
different actors will have to be represented.
In 3.1 the local community is discussed. I argue that the local community should be
considered as a social actor in relation to the other actors in the PRA process, but for a
good understanding should be divided into different interest groups: large and small cattle
owners, non-cattle owners, male and female farmers. In the first paragraph the problems
are shown that are caused by the present cattle system and the way each group is dealing
with these problems, followed by the consequences of the plan for the different groups.
In 3.2 the BCC will be introduced with a description of its arrival in Etsha, the
activities of the BCC in those early years and how it evolved into the present organization.
In the second part of this paragraph the BCC is discussed as one of the social actors,
focusing upon the role they have played as initiator of the project, their own interest in
this project, and the vision of BCC on aspects as sustainable use of the resources and
participatory development.
The government is also considered as an actor in the process. However not the
government as a whole is functioning as actor, but the government officers who are active
in the Etsha area. In 3.3 will be described how the government is involved in the project
at national, district and local level. In the second part of this paragraph the interests of this
actor concerning the project will be focused on, paying attention to official government
policy concerning cattle management and overgrazing, and how this coincides or contrasts
with practice.
In the last paragraph of this chapter the researchers stand central. Long (1992) has
emphasized that the researcher is a social actor as well. He argued that the researcher is
not a neutral factor, but on the contrary has his or her own interest and will therefore be
of influence to the process. In 3.4 a description is given of the role which my fellow
student and I have played as researchers in the PRA process in Etsha. I will describe how
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we got involved in the process and what our own objectives with the research have been
as well as my own viewpoint on sustainable development and participation. I conclude
with the limitations we were dealing with, and the final list of PRA methods and techniques.
3.1 The local community
In the confrontation with other actors like the BCC and the government, the local community as a whole can be indicated as a social actor, with specific interests, viewpoints, and
strategies. However it is clear that within this heterogeneous group many differences exist
that lead to different strategies. In this paragraph I will try to give insight into the different
interests that exist within the community in regard to the cattle management project.
In the former chapter has been described that while all inhabitants of Etsha are arable
farmers, less than half of them are also cattle owners. A majority of the farmers is
however making use of oxen to plough their fields, through Ndjambe or through
borrowing oxen from relatives or neighbours. Only a small group, about 20% of the
population and mainly women, is not using oxen to plough, but ploughs by hoe or not at
all. The majority of women do not own cattle themselves, meaning that amongst the group
of cattle owners the majority are men. With this division in mind I want to clarify first
what sort of problems concerning cattle have been mentioned by the community in general
(often from the point of view of arable farming) and secondly by cattle owners during
discussions that were held by the BCC in every ward of Etsha in June and August of
1994. These discussions have resulted in the Cattle Management proposal that has been
formulated by the BCC. This inventory of problems mentioned by the local community,
will be followed by a discussion of the options for the different groups in Etsha. The
strategies that people adopt in order to pursue their own plans will become clear in the
next chapters, but here the advantages and disadvantages of the plan for different villagers
will be made clear as far as possible by an estimation of the changes that the new system
will bring to the large and the small cattle owners, to non-cattle owners, and to male or
female farmers.
From the perspective of the community in general the problems which are directly
caused by cattle because they are wandering around without being looked after, are that
they damage the crops, the fences around the fields, the standpipes of the village water
system and they cause road accidents. Concerning the grazing area, the high number of
cattle is causing overgrazing, thereby diminishing their own fodder as well as different
grasses which are needed for basketry and for thatching houses.
From the viewpoint of cattle owners there is a list of problems which lead to disappointing benefits from cattle: cattle catch diseases from grazing on the floodplains (ticks,
internal parasites), near the water the grazing area is poor, while the good grazing areas
further away have no water sources. The poor condition of cattle is also a direct problem
for arable farming as the oxen are often very weak at the end of the dry season when it is
time to plough. Besides these disadvantages of the present grazing area, there are problems
which are caused by the present management system in which the cattle are hardly looked
after, leading to cases of animals getting lost, stolen or killed by wild animals. And finally
when cattle owners sell their cattle to the slaughter house, they receive little in return. This
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is partly due to the unfavourable circumstances mentioned above, and partly to the fact
that often the old beasts are sold.
The villagers of Etsha were the ones who complained about the present system. The
BCC was asked to assist the community in order to find a solution. As a response the
BCC formulated a cattle management plan, which BCC discussed with the cattle owners in
every ward of Etsha in 1994. The result of these discussions was the impression that in
general cattle owners agreed with the plan, but also a list of concerns and questions that
the people came up with. Expected problems concerning the execution of the plan deal
with the formation of syndicates, the limited amount of cattle per syndicate and the
closure of the present grazing area. The formation of syndicates was thought to cause
problems if someone refuses to join one of the groups. People wondered whether these
people would be forced to join a syndicate and how this would be done. Secondly cattle
owners stated that it might be difficult for poor people and small cattle owners to agree
that they are not allowed to increase the number of cattle within the syndicates, except by
buying cattle or grazing rights from other members. A third problem that was expected
concerns the closure of the area between the village and the river from grazing. People
wondered how everyone could be forced to obey this rule and how to prevent that people
from outside of Etsha would enter this communal area.
The new cattle management system implies that cattle owners will have to invest in
their cattle much more than they do now. In return they will receive a better grazing area,
with good grass, boreholes to supply water and absence of current diseases, which
combined enhance the commercial value of their cattle. The suggested system is based on
the assumption that people are interested in the commercial value of cattle. For large owners, this will be the case, but for someone with only a few cows or oxen, this option is
not equally attractive. In chapter two the value of cattle amongst the HaMbukushu has
been discussed. It was stated that although the younger generation seems to gain interest
in the commercial aspect of cattle, at present the most important value of cattle is their
function in funerals, to pay traditional healers and to emphasize someone's status. It is a
common practice to invest in cattle with money earned from jobs outside Etsha or for
women with money earned with basketry. The number of cattle seems more important
than their quality and people only rarely sell their cows.
In the new cattle management system it will not be possible to invest income totally in
increasing the herd. Per syndicate regulations need to be made on maximum cattle
numbers which will be based upon present cattle ownership and the carrying capacity of
the new area. Especially for small cattle owners maximization of the number of cattle
might be problematic, as they will have to negotiate with other syndicate members if they
want to increase their herd. For large owners maximization seems to be less problematic,
because a large herd secures a larger freedom to make choices how to use the cattle. For
them it is more attractive to sell some cows, keep the calves, and still have oxen and cows
for own use. However, regulations on the exact number of cattle per owner and on access
for new owners into the syndicate will be the responsibility of all syndicate members.
The BCC focused mainly on cattle owners during the meetings in each ward. However,
more than half of the population are arable farmers but not cattle owners. Those people
who do not own cattle themselves but who depend on others for ploughing and transporting will also be affected by a changing cattle management system. From all arable
farmers who use oxen to plough comes the demand that oxen should be allowed to remain
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in the village, or at least should be allowed to return during the ploughing season. Another
question from the side of the researchers concerns the payment for borrowing oxen. Now
most of the oxen are borrowed freely from relatives or are paid for through Ndjambe
which implies payment in food and not in money. But when the emphasis shifts to the
commercial value of cattle, the system of payment might change as well. Another change
can be expected within the household, as the new system implies that at least some of the
men or even whole families will have to move to the new grazing area to herd the cattle.
It should not be underestimated what a large impact the change from a mixed farming
system that the HaMbukushu practice today into a separate arable farming and livestock
raising system will have on the whole community. For some farmers this change will
bring advantages, while for others the consequences are not yet clear. A reason for
concern comes from the fact that cattle owners are mainly men, which has been explained
in chapter two. This means that the women in the community will feel the consequences
of a changed cattle management system as they depend on others to assist them in
ploughing and transporting. The PRA should acknowledge this fact and give special
attention to the group of women to find out what their opinion on the plan is and to give
them a voice in the decision making process.
The different groups within the local community which are discussed here are all
affected by the consequences of a new cattle management system. In the PRA the large
cattle owners, the small cattle owners, non-cattle owners and both men and women should
be represented in order to give them the opportunity to give their opinion on the plan and
influence the final outcome of the plan.
3.2 The Botswana christian council
The Botswana Christian Council (BCC) is a locally based non governmental organization
that started its work in Etsha in 1970. It is the only NGO in Etsha. The umbrella organization called BCC as well, has a central office in Gaborone the capital of Botswana, and coordinates different projects spread over the country. The umbrella organization is supplying the local projects with money, and in return the local departments have to pay responsibility to their headquarters. The local department of BCC in Etsha is however deciding
upon its policy rather independently of its headquarters in Gaborone and therefore when I
am speaking of BCC in this text, it will only refer to this local department in Etsha.
In 1970 an Anglican priest settled for the BCC in Etsha with the task to establish a
Ecumenical church. He also worked on a dictionary in Thimbukushu, the language of the
HaMbukushu, on a translation of the bible into Thimbukushu and on adult literacy
projects. From 1982 on the priest got assistance from a group of five foreign people with
whom he continued his literacy projects and also started to teach villagers skills like knitting, sowing and food processing.
In 1989 a Dutch minister and his family replaced the former development workers. In
1995/1996 during the time of my research the BCC consisted of a group of local people
and a few foreign development workers. The supervising tasks within BCC are fulfilled by
the Dutch minister, who I will call the director, and his wife, and by an American couple.
The local employees fulfil executive tasks, although attempts are made to hand over
responsibilities to locals.
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From 1989 on BCC extended its activities which covered church work, education and
development of (western types of) skills, with a new economical branch. Attention was
paid to the development of activities which would make people more self-reliant. Results
of this new approach are an enormous increase in the trade in crafts (emphasis on
basketry), a craft shop in Etsha, a brickyard, a bakery, a bicycle repair shop, a pottery and
a complex of nine guesthouses. The degree of self-reliance differs per activity. I will
briefly discuss the organizational structure of the bakery, the brickyard and the craft shop,
which have been developed most. The bakery started with assistance of the BCC (financial, equipment, within an existing building of BCC). When it had proved to function well
the BCC supplied the material for a separate building, and at the time of my stay in Etsha
the shop was functioning completely without financial assistance. The brickyard has a selfsustaining structure, but is assisted with the use of the BCC car and in administrative
activities. The craft shop and the trade in crafts are controlled by BCC although local
people are trained to fulfil the different tasks in order to receive more responsibility.
Due to the great amount of activities the BCC has been undertaking, they have built up
much credit within the community. The fact that BCC has always operated independently
of the Botswana government has contributed to this. In some cases the BCC has assisted
the community with help through Drought relief programs, a kind of assistance that is also
provided by the government. Drought relief programs are set up to help the local communities in times of drought, by creating jobs for the villagers for which they receive
materials, money or food. These jobs aim at the improvement of something the whole
community benefits from. Examples of Drought relief programmes of BCC are when they
supplied the wards with wire for fencing and when they built a road from remote Etsha 12
to Etsha 13. There are also activities of BCC in which they are not necessarily supplying
financial help, but are rather advising or co-operating. An example is their assistance to
Etsha 8 to create a Water committee consisting of villagers who are responsible for the
maintenance of the water pump.
It was mentioned above that the BCC has created much credit within the community
because of the great amount of activities that have been performed. Although the BCC
started as a missionary organization and is still executing church activities, their target
group is not necessarily derived from the same religious group as BCC but from the
community of Etsha in general1. But which role does BCC fulfil for the villagers of
Etsha? The BCC has supplied services almost since the arrival of the HaMbukushu in
Etsha. When it comes to conflicts with the government, the BCC is trying to remain
neutral or might take the side of the people, like in the conflict with livestock extension
officers which will be described in the next chapter. But although the BCC is a nongovernmental organization, it is not a grassroots or people's organization. Due to the fact
that a few europeans are leading the BCC, and due to the attendance of outside finances,
equipment and knowledge, the BCC is seen by the villagers as an outside institution that is
able to supply people with necessities they cannot obtain themselves. The director of BCC
is himself an actor within the BCC, as he is the spokesman for BCC, who comes up with
a lot of ideas and solutions and who is rather solely determining the strategy of BCC. His
impact on BCC is very valuable since probably not as much would have been achieved
without his input, but the disadvantage is that people regard him as being the BCC, which
might give problems when handing over responsibilities over the project. Although the
BCC is searching for someone to take over the project, as the Dutch family will leave in
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1998, it might prove difficult to find a similar leader and even more difficult to leave the
BCC projects functioning without this director's assistance.
Then what is the role that BCC plays in Etsha according to theories on NGOs? From
the multitude of different activities that BCC is undertaking within Etsha can be concluded
that BCC functions as a combination of a community development and an institution
building NGO. These types of NGOs which have been described in chapter one put
emphasis on respectively self-reliant local action and the development of participatory
local institutions. BCC is practising a combination of offering advice and financial
assistance and is stressing the need to develop local organizations and committees which
can function in a self-reliant way. However the dependency of locals on the external
agency remains often strong as I described above, and which is affirmed by the theory on
community development NGOs. At present participation is rather a means to reach
development goals, than an end itself to empower the local community. BCC is aware of
this difficulty. The cattle management project and the choice to have a PRA performed
should be considered as an attempt of BCC to try to reach real participation of the community and come up with solutions villagers feel committed to.
The motivation of the BCC to get involved in the cattle management project is that
they consider it as their task to assist the community with solving problems. BCC has
written in one of their internal reports that there are basically two main causes for the
present problems with cattle: a cultural one, which refers to the increase of cattle in
combination with the decline of the traditional herding system, and an environmental one,
which is caused by the fact that too many activities are undertaken in a small area (Weijs,
1994). BCC states that solutions should be culturally and environmentally sound. The
villagers are assumed to take care of the first aspect, because they won't accept a solution
which is alien to their culture, while the BCC sees itself or another 'strong' partner as the
one who has to take care of the second aspect. The BCC does not identify the demand of
a culturally and environmentally sound solution as problematic, but I argue that these
demands refer to different interests which might be contradicting each other. According to
the viewpoint of BCC it is necessary to reach a compromise between these two, but for
villagers the environmental issue hardly counts. In the conclusion of this chapter I will
return to the different viewpoints of the actors on the need to find a sustainable solution
and the consequences for the discussions during the PRA.
The viewpoint of the BCC on the environmental issue and the need to find an environmentally sound, or sustainable solution is induced by their understanding of nature and the
effects of man on nature. There is a belief that without proper management of the natural
resources a situation will be created of irreversible erosion and soil degradation. This
belief is partly induced by Christian religion that states that humans are responsible for the
whole creation. The viewpoint of the BCC on sustainable use of the natural resources is
further determined by several experiences and assumptions. In Tubu, a village 35 km.
south of Etsha with comparable environmental circumstances, total erosion of the grazing
area was caused by the large herd of cattle that grazed there in the past 15 years. BCC
concluded from this example that the same might happen in Etsha unless a drastic change
could be brought about. The advantage of BCC over the local villagers is that BCC is able
to take a long term viewpoint, which farmers often cannot permit themselves to take.
Another factor that has influenced the type of solution that BCC came up with is that
the BCC recognized the need to involve the government in the plan. BCC itself has
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allocated money to do a water survey in the new grazing area, but the government will be
asked to assist as well. There exist government programs to assist syndicates financially in
drilling boreholes, and different departments can be asked to advice the farmers on
sustainable cattle management and land use, like the veterinary department, the land use
planning unit, and the department of arable farming. For the BCC this meant that they had
to come up with a plan that would also be acceptable for the government. What the role of
the government is and what interest different officers have in the plan will become clear
from the following paragraph.

3.3 Government officers
The Botswana government is represented at national, district and local level by officers at
different departments. This paragraph focuses on how these different officers are influencing and involved in the cattle management project in Etsha. I will end this paragraph
with discussing the local officers who are directly involved in the project and who should
therefore be participating in the PRA.
At national level policy is made which is implemented at district or local level. I will
first discuss the different policies that involve or even influence the cattle management
plan in Etsha. Under the new agricultural policy the government wants to stimulate
communal grazing areas. In this way they hope to get rid of all wandering cattle and the
ecological problems that result from that. The plan of the BCC is to move the cattle to the
Western Communal Remote Zone, which is an area with communal landrights. The cattle
are supposed to be herded in groups, which implies that they will not wander around like
at present. The formation of these groups of farmers called syndicates, is stimulated by the
government as they offer syndicates different services which are not supplied to individual
fanners. What kind of services are offered will be discussed later in this paragraph.
Besides stimulation of communal grazing areas, the government also stimulates
commercial cattle raising in general. Due to the large importance of cattle for the economy
of Botswana the government supports farmers to raise strong and healthy cattle for
commercial use. As a component of this policy the government pays for the different
cattle vaccines. Once a year cattle is vaccinated by government officers against Anthrax
and Rabies and twice a year against Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD). The vaccination last
mentioned is obligatory: without FMD-vaccination people can not sell their cattle to the
Botswana Meat Company (for Etsha the nearest slaughterhouse is situated in Maun). Other
vaccines which are mainly used against internal parasites, can be collected at the Livestock Advisory Center in Gumare by the owners themselves.
The plan also fits in the current policy on tourism development, as the government
wants to move the cattle away from the edge of the Okavango Delta in an attempt to
make the area more attractive for tourism and to preserve the unique ecosystem of the
Delta. Due to the large amount of cattle that graze on the edge of the Delta, the wild
animals are pushed back further into the Delta.
Just like the viewpoint of the BCC and the local community on overgrazing and on
sustainable grazing have been described, this can also be determined for the government.
Van der Jagt is a social geographer who has studied the views on rangeland degradation in
Botswana. He states that "the debate on the impact of the livestock sector on the environ-
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ment basically centers on whether rangelands are subject to irreversible, long-term
degradation or suffer from temporary aesthetic degradation, which, given the instability of
semi-arid rangelands, is unavoidable but also reversible" (1993, p.8). The research of Van
der Jagt is interesting because it stresses that cattle owners have a strategy to cope with
the barren climate of Botswana, which implies a fluctuating number of cattle. However,
for Etsha the government holds a similar opinion on the issue of overgrazing as the BCC,
that a grazing area can only cope with a limited number of cattle, and that overgrazing
will lead to a deteriorating situation which needs to be altered. However, local officers are
aware of the difficulty to restrict cattle owners to a maximum amount of cattle in a given
area. The veterinary officer in Maun who works at district level, stated that the government cannot force cattle owners to restrict the number of cattle, but they can offer advice
to people on sustainable cattle management.
In spite of this view on sustainable use of the grazing areas, there is a general attitude
towards cattle raising mentioned before, which favours intensive farming. The export of
cattle and meat is an important factor for the Botswana economy, which is reflected in the
fact that in practice cattle raising is being stimulated. This points at a possible conflict
between different policies, on the one hand stimulating the production of meat and on the
other hand reaching sustainable use of range lands.
After discussing different national agricultural policies, I will now move on to the
district level. The services that the government can offer are induced by national policy,
but are regulated at district level. The officers based in Maun are responsible for the
financial and extension services within Ngamiland, including Etsha. These officers
coordinate the activities within their region and visit sub-district meetings and have regular
field trips which take them to workshops or meetings in the villages themselves. I will
give a list of the different services that can be requested for by farmers in light of the
cattle management project.
There exist different governmental programs which can assist the farmers with the
formation of syndicates, the drilling of boreholes, or with legal measures to ensure the
closing of the floodplains. Assistance on the formation of syndicates, on making a
constitution, and other technical advice can be derived from the Agricultural Management
Association, which falls under the Department of Agriculture or at the Communal Areas
Management Unit (CAMU) which belongs to the Department of Animal Health and
Production. The CAMU also supplies fanners who are joined in a syndicate with a
financial contribution to the costs of borehole drilling, or a contribution to the costs of the
equipment which is needed to make use of a borehole. The costs of a groundwater survey,
which is a survey to determine where the borehole should be drilled, are not covered by
any governmental programme, but these have been promised to be taken care of by the
BCC.
Another contribution comes from officers of the Range Ecology and Forestry Division,
which belong to the Agricultural Department. They have performed a general range
assessment for the area where the cattle is supposed to be moved to. The area turned out
to have potential for the development of cattle posts, but more specific information would
be useful to determine the carrying capacity of the area. This implies an advice on
sustainable grazing, to make sure that the area will maintain its potential.
Finally a construction has to be made to ensure that the floodplains will only be used
for non-livestock purposes once the cattle have been moved. It is the responsibility of the
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community of Etsha to ensure that all inhabitants co-operate. To prevent cattle owners
from outside Etsha to enter the communal floodplains with their cattle, the community has
to come up with an alternative plan for this area. The government can assist the community as the District Council and the Tribal Landboard can give this community plan a legal
status, designating the floodplains as non grazing area.2 Another option is to ask the
Agricultural Resource Board to apply the Conservation Act to exclude all cattle owners
from the floodplains.3
After discussing the national policy and the services which are supplied at district level,
now the local officers who are involved in the execution of policy and services will be
described. At the time of my stay in Etsha the only officer concerned with agricultural
issues and actually based in Etsha, was the Technical Assistant. There also ought to be a
veterinary officer, but this task was not fulfilled by anyone at that time. The Technical
Assistant is undertaking different activities in Etsha. He is the spokesman for the Ministry
of Agriculture and when people have questions concerning arable farming they can consult
him. He advises people on the use of cattle manure and pests. Most of the people obtain
their seeds through own storage, but in times of drought or after a bad harvest year the
farmers are assisted by the Ministry of Agriculture with millet, maize and sorghum seeds.
These seeds are distributed by the Technical Assistant to every farmer who can show his
or her identity card. The Technical Assistant is also responsible for an experimental plot
where Mokola palms are cultivated and which are used for making baskets.
Other government officers from the veterinary department, from land use and from
arable farming are based in Gumare and cover a larger area including Etsha. Gumare is a
small town 40 km. south of Etsha, where the officers of the sub-district are based.
Decisions are taken at sub-district level whenever possible, and otherwise they are sent to
the district officers in Maun.
Besides the information given above, I want to add another type of authority which
falls under local government, but which stands apart from the officers just mentioned. I
am referring to the Tribal Administration which is the oldest traditional based institution
of local government and which is headed by the Chief. There is one Chief for the whole
of Ngamiland, who is represented in Etsha by the Chiefs representative. The Chiefs
representative is based in Etsha 6 and has responsibility over all HaMbukushu headmen
(one headman for every ward). The Chiefs representative can be considered an actor of
the government, who has to be informed first before any action can be taken. The
researchers were introduced to him first, and through the Kgotla, an administrative unit
where discussions are held and information is passed, to the community of Etsha. The
headmen are the representatives of their wards, often with large influence within their
ward.
In the former paragraph has been explained that the BCC is operating independently
from the government, but tries to co-operate with government officers in order to make
use of the potentials of the government officers. Besides that BCC holds the viewpoint
that they should remain on good terms with the government in order to secure their own
position. From the beginning BCC has been in direct contact with local government
officers. The cattle management project proposal was presented in the subDLUPU4 in
Gumare, where it received full support. The new grazing area in the Western Communal
Remote Zone is situated in an area with communal landrights which assures a legal move.
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Besides that the BCC has chosen a type of organization, the syndicates, which has been
described above as a recognized form to execute cattle management given financial
support by the government (Bendsen & Gelmroth:1983).
In order to create a good co-operation with the government on the cattle management plan,
ideally the officers from the veterinary department, from arable farming and from land use
who are responsible for Etsha, should all be involved in the PRA.
3.4 The researchers
In the introduction has been explained that the researchers were invited to come to Etsha
to do a six months research on cattle management and land use alternatives. In consultation with the director of BCC and the District Land Use officer has been decided to do a
PRA in Etsha in order to find out whether the local community supports the cattle
management plan, and what alternative land use plans the community would like to
implement on the floodplains. Besides these aims, the BCC and the researchers also
wanted to support self-reliance of the local community through the method of PRA.
As was indicated in chapter one, the PRA is not a fixed scheme of techniques, but is
set up as a combination of techniques that are applied according to the circumstances.
However, in Etsha the choices for subjects were made by us as researchers and not by the
villagers as is advised in ideal theory. We tried to keep the PRA as open and broad as
possible, but from the beginning it was directed by us as we had to produce answers on
the issues of cattle management and use of the natural resources of the floodplains.
The choices we made were induced by demands concerning the outcome as well as by
practical limitations posed on us. We could not perform PRAs in every ward during the
time span of only six months. However we wanted the whole community of Etsha to feel
involved, and therefore we had to choose wards which are considered representative for
Etsha by us and by the people themselves. This caused us not to choose Etsha 5, because
this ward is somewhat in conflict with the Kgotla of Etsha 6. The other factor of
influence was the size of the ward, since we were only with two people to guide the PRA.
Because we could make use of the BCC car, we were not restricted to choose wards
which were nearby. Finally we chose to go to Etsha 8 and 12 which both belong to a
different administrational unit.
Contrary to the discussions held by BCC in all the wards, but in which only the cattle
owners were approached, we wanted to involve the whole community in the discussions.
In chapter two and again in paragraph 3.1 has been indicated that there are many
differences within the community. The understanding that men and women have different
tasks and interests, and the fact that the majority of the women do not own cattle but
depends on others to assist them with ploughing and transport, has determined our choice
to split into two groups of men and women whenever possible. From literature on PRA we
knew that often the women do not speak freely when they are in a mixed group. This
presupposition proved to be true for Etsha, and therefore people were asked to perform the
exercises separately after which the results were discussed with all attendants. The
difference between cattle owners and non-owners received attention during the interviews
in which information was collected about cattle ownership, and during the problem
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brainstorm and ranking in which people were able to show which problems they regarded
most urgent.
The PRA carried out in Etsha has further been influenced by the limited availability of
resources as time and transport. We could make use of the BCC car, but the same car was
needed for many transport activities. Time restrictions and the limited size of our team,
two researchers and three interpreters, have strongly influenced how many techniques
could be performed. Other factors that influenced the PRA but which didn't appear until
the process itself, will be discussed in the concluding chapter.
The PRA that we finally decided to execute together with the villagers of Etsha 8 and
Etsha 12 consists of a sketchmap, a transect, institutional mapping, a gender analysis, a
problem brainstorm and problem ranking, and an opportunity brainstorm. For each
technique I will discuss what it implies (what) and what we hoped to achieve with it
(aim).
1 Sketchmap (a diagram)
What. The villagers draw a map of their ward (infrastructure, residential areas, fields,
etc.) in two different groups of only men and only women. These two maps reflect
different perspectives and realities of both groups and they supplement each other.
Aim: For the researchers this technique is useful because it offers a map with information about where each household lives and what kind of different local resources
and environmental features as fields, waterpoints, roads, etc. can be found within
the ward.
For the villagers it is an exercise to which everyone can contribute, and which
offers the possibility to regard their own village from a more objective viewpoint.
2 Transect (a diagram)
What. The researchers together with a small group of villagers (men and women) walk
through the ward and surrounding fields and they talk about land use, soil, water,
vegetation, livestock, etc. Problems and opportunities can be identified as well
during this walk (see fig. 3.1 and 3.2 for the transect diagram).
Aim: For the researchers a transect is useful to identify the different forms of land use
within the ward area, with the soils, socio-economic indicators, vegetation,
problems etc. to match. It is an opportunity to get into detail, into specific
problems while the researchers and the villagers stand at a particular spot.
For villagers it is an opportunity to discuss their ward, their resources and the
problems that occur within the different parts of their ward. It is also raising
villagers' self-confidence, because they are requested to assist the outsiders with
their own knowledge of the village and the use of the environment.
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3 Institutional mapping (a diagram and analytical game)
What: The community makes a list of the different institutions (governmental, nongovernmental, local) that affect their ward and describes for every institution the
function they think it has. Then they rank the mentioned institutions in three
categories (very important, important or not so important, visualized by three
different sizes of circles) and link them by overlapping the circles.
Aim: For the researchers this technique is used to find out which institutions are active
in the village and how they are perceived by the community. This technique can
show how important the BCC, the Technical Assistant, the Kgotla and other
institutions are to the villagers. This information is useful for the cattle management plan, because it shows which institutions are valued and relied upon by
villagers.
For the villagers it is a technique that allows them to discuss the different institutions that have impact on their lives and compare these to one another, in order to
come to a value judgement.
4 Gender Analysis (analytical game)
What: Activity Profile and Access & Control Profile. With an activity profile the villagers
identify all the activities men and/or women undertake in the reproductive and
productive sphere and in community based work, in two different groups of men
and women. With an access and control profile the same two groups analyse
whether men and/or women have access to the resources necessary for the listed
activities, whether men and/or women benefit from them (have the right to use
them) and whether men and/or women have control over them.
Aim: For researchers and villagers this technique is used to identify gender relations
within the community. For the researchers this information contributes to a better
understanding of the general differences between men and women, and especially
with regard to the access and control of livestock.
For villagers this technique shows how the work load and power is divided
between men and women. This can lead to discussions within the community,
which are often not held during daily activities but which become possible during
this exercise.
5 Problem Brainstorm
What: The villagers list all the problems their community faces, again in a men's and
women's group.
Aim: For the researchers this technique is useful because it gives an overview of the
different problems that the community is dealing with.
For the villagers this technique gives them the opportunity to mention all different
sorts of problems people are dealing with. It clarifies that often these problems are
not just personal problems, but are shared by many people in the community.
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6 Problem Ranking (analytical game)
What: 'Buying with stones'. After a collection -by the researchers- of all the problems
mentioned during previous exercises (transect, problem brainstorm) and during
interviews, the problems will be grouped by the researchers and reviewed, verified
and adjusted together with the community. Every villager receives three stones
with which he or she can 'buy' the problems that are most important to him or
her. They can decide for themselves whether to put the stones in only one box or
to divide them. The buying is done privately. All the stones are added afterwards
to get an idea of what is important for the whole community.
Aim: For the researchers this technique is useful because it identifies the importance of
the different problems people deal with. Specifically it shows how important the
cattle problem is to the community. This information contributes to an estimation
whether the villagers will be willing to participate in solving the cattle problem.
For the villagers this technique gives every individual the chance to show how
important the different problems are to him or her. And the total stones per
problem show the villagers which problems are found to be most urgent within
their ward.

7 Opportunity Brainstorm
What. The villagers talk in two groups about opportunities for the most important (which
means 'most bought') problems. These solutions include activities that need to be
undertaken, what inputs are needed, task division, location, etc.
Aim: For the researchers and the villagers this technique should lead to the formulation
of a project proposal, defined and elaborated by the community itself. C o n t r a r y
to a plan that is developed by officers or outside institutions, the villagers are now
supposed to come up with solutions themselves, which can be a step forwards in
the process of empowerment.
Besides these seven techniques we have also done interviews with a group of villagers in
Etsha 8 and 12 in order to receive a better insight into the HaMbukushu community, and
to receive additional information for the PRA. According to the handbook for PRA
(Michael & Tazelaar, 1995) it is recommended to involve also officers in the PRA process
or even train local people to assist in the PRA. However, we have chosen not to ask
officers to participate in the whole PRA process, because these people were not yet trained
in the skills of doing a PRA. It would demand more time than available to do this, as it
demands from the officers a certain open and equal attitude towards the villagers, and
besides that we as researchers are not professional trainers. Another point of consideration
was that the local people might feel uncertain in the presence of the officers. In the end
we decided to involve the officers in a different way, by interviewing them and passing
them questions (about livestock, arable farming, land use issues etc) which had come up
during the PRA process. In addition to the contribution of the officers during the interviews, they were also participating in the workshop. During the process it was decided to
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have a workshop at the end of our stay, in which representatives of Etsha 8 and 12,
representatives of the whole of Etsha, different officers involved, the BCC and we as researchers would participate and discuss the results of the PRA (see paragraph 5.1).
A final factor that has determined the influence of the researchers is our view on
concepts like sustainable development and participation. Concerning the first issue I am
influenced by current theories on sustainable use of the natural resources. The definition of
sustainable development that I use is derived from the Brundtland report and defines
sustainable development as "development that meets the ends of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987, p.43). Further I support the approaches
developed by the Centre for Low-External-Input and Sustainable Agriculture, which stands
for "an agriculture that is economically feasible and based on ecological principles that
remain connected to people's cultural roots and changing economic and political environments" (ILEIA Newsletter, December 1996, p.2). For me the most important consequence
of this approach is to search for an agricultural practice, which uses only small amounts of
chemicals, or better still, no chemicals at all like fertilizers and pesticides and which puts
emphasis on natural materials to improve the soil or the yield. My belief that humans have
to make sustainable use of the resources, because otherwise these sources will be depleted,
has determined my own viewpoint on how to develop resource use in Etsha.
My own viewpoint concerning participation in Etsha is a realistic one. Although I
underline the statements made by Chambers (see chapter one), I am aware of the difficulty
to reach full participation and empowerment of the local community. For the PRA in
Etsha I have tried to fulfil the role of researcher as prescribed by PRA; guiding instead of
determining, sharing information instead of extracting it. My expectations from PRA
concerning the local community are that the outcome should reflect the opinion of the
local people, it should give them the opportunity to express and develop their own plans,
and it should create commitment to the eventual plan.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter the different actors have been discussed who play a role in the cattle
management project and who should therefore also play a role in the PRA in Etsha. This
chapter shows that each actor is involved in the process in a different way, with different
interests and from a particular viewpoint on cattle management, on sustainable land use
and on participatory development.
Within the community of Etsha there are different actors who play a role in the cattle
management project: there are large cattle owners, small cattle owners and people without
cattle. For large cattle owners it is attractive to improve the commercial value of their
cattle, but for small owners other values of cattle are much more important, like the use of
cattle for ploughing, as a payment to traditional doctors and for burial ceremonies. The
new management system however is focusing on the commercial value of cattle and will
therefore not be accepted equally by each cattle owner. Those people in Etsha who do not
own cattle themselves, but who are depending on others for the use of oxen, will also be
affected by the new system. The fact that the majority of the women do not own cattle,
means that the consequences of the plan will also have impact on them. The PRA should
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involve these different actors and should allow each actor to express his or her opinion on
the new cattle management system.
Another actor is the BCC. The BCC consists of a group of people, with the director as
the most influential person. The BCC has formulated the cattle management plan, and
although this has been done at the request of the villagers and through discussions with
the villagers, the influence of the BCC on the plan is large. The BCC has chosen for a
new system out of concern with the environmental interests. The BCC is convinced that a
drastic change is necessary to prevent that the present situation of overgrazing will lead to
erosion and soil degradation. The considerations of BCC are therefore, besides by concern
with socio-economic development of the community, also induced by environmental
concern and by the ability to take a long term view on the present problems. This points
at a possible conflict between the actors of the BCC and the community: an environmentally sound solution might conflict with the interest of the community in a culturally and
socio-economically sound solution.
The government represented by several officers, is an other actor. The interest from
governmental side is driven by general government policy to combat the trouble caused by
wandering cattle, to stimulate commercial livestock raising and to improve tourism. The
role the government can play in the execution of the plan is determined by the existing
programs to finance or advice farmers. For the PRA this means that those officers, who
are responsible for livestock, arable farming and land use in Etsha, should be involved in
the process.
Finally the role of the researchers has been discussed. We had our own objectives. One
of them was that we had to complete this research within a limited time span and that we
had to work with the objectives that had been assigned to us by the BCC and the
University. Besides, our opinion on sustainable and participatory development had also
influenced the course of the PRA. The impact of the researchers on the process concerns
the decisions in the field, as well as our interpretation of the PRA meetings and the
writing of the final report.
This chapter shows us in what way each actor is involved in the cattle management
plan. In the PRA process these same actors should participate in order to reach an equal
discussion on the problems and possible solutions concerning cattle and land use on the
floodplains. In the next chapter a description will be given of the seven steps of PRA
which have been described in this chapter, and other situations in which the different
actors come together, each one following his or her own strategy. These descriptions will
show the different strategies, and will make clear whether the PRA has managed to give
an identity to all different actors, whether each actor will be able to contribute equally to
the discussions and whether the differences in power can be overcome through a PRA
process.

NOTES
1. Within Etsha there are more than ten different churches, each with their own traditions and ceremonies.
These churches which are christian, african-christian or traditional HaMbukushu, exist peacefully next to
each other and within wards and even within families people can decide to attend different churches.
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2. The District Council and the Tribal Landboard both belong to the Ministry of Local government, Lands
and Housing. The District Council represents the different departments at district level. The Tribal Land
Board consists of members representing different authorities: the Chief, a member appointed by the
Chief, two members elected by the District Council and 6 members appointed by the Minister. The
responsibility to classify and allocate tribal grazing land and supervise the use of leased commercial land
is mainly with the Tribal Land Board (Masetlhe, 1993).
3. The Agricultural Resource Board is responsible for conservation of natural resources at a national level,
and has Conservation committees which are responsible for the implementation of conservation at a
district level. The (Agricultural) Conservation Act exists since 1974 and assists in the implementation of
conservation measures (information derived from an interview with the Technical Officer Conservation
from the Ngamiland District Conservation Committee).
4. A District Land Use Planning Unit (DLUPU) prepares, coordinates and implements Integrated Land Use
Plans at district level. It advises Land Board on land matters and is regarded as a subcommittee of the
District Development Committee. A subDLUPU operates at subdistrict level (Masetlhe, 1993).
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4
THE PRA PROCESS IN ETSHA 8 AND 12
In this chapter the actual PRA process in Etsha will be described. In order to gain insight
into the process, the influence of the different actors on the process and the impact of
outside factors on it, I will follow the seven steps of PRA: sketchmap (4.2), transect (4.3),
institutional mapping (4.4), gender analysis (4.5), problem brainstorm (4.6), problem
ranking (4.7) and opportunity brainstorm (4.8). Besides a description of the different PRA
meetings, I will relate events and situations that took place in Etsha at the same time, like
the outbreak of the cattle lungdisease, and which have influenced the PRA process.
The first four steps: the sketchmap, transect, institutional mapping and gender analysis
will be discussed here with main emphasis on the attitude of the different actors and less
focused on the results of the meetings. The diagrams served as background information for
the researchers, while during the meetings the villagers were stimulated to discuss their
lives. The problem brainstorm, problem ranking and the opportunity brainstorm focused
more directly on the cattle management and land use alternatives plan. Since I am
interested in the contribution of the PRA on solving the problem of cattle management,
the results of these meetings will be discussed in more detail.
This chapter starts with a description of the two wards where the PRA was been held.
The PRA could not be executed in every ward of Etsha, but was performed by the
villagers in Etsha 8 and 12, which function as representative wards for the whole of Etsha
due to their location and size. The PRA in Etsha 8 will form the basis for this chapter,
because only in Etsha 8 all seven steps have been executed. In Etsha 12 time limitations
and experience from the first PRA caused us to limit the PRA to 5 steps. The experiences
in Etsha 12 will therefore be described more briefly, in comparison with the PRA
meetings held in Etsha 8.
4.1 The PRA locations: Etsha 8 and Etsha 12
Although I have given a detailed description of the activities and characteristics of the
whole of Etsha in chapter 2, the wards of Etsha 8 and 12 have not yet been discussed
separately. First I will explain what the structure of a ward in Etsha is like. The HaMbukushu in Etsha live in 13 wards, each consisting of a number of scattered clusters of
compounds. These clusters are extended households of closely related people, a family
group. Such a family group often has one family head, the headman, often the oldest male
relative. Besides this, every household has its own head as well.
Etsha 8 is a ward of approximately 270 inhabitants, located east of the sand road that
leads from Etsha 6 to Etsha 13 (see Appendix C). On foot it takes about 25 minutes to
walk from Etsha 8 to Etsha 6. Etsha 8 falls under the Kgotla of Etsha 6 and their
headman is Jack Kukarevera. BCC has performed different activities in Etsha 8. BCC
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assisted this ward with the repair and maintenance of the water pump, a church was built
with BCC assistance for the ecumenical community which is part of the BCC church
group, BCC and villagers are working on a preschool in Etsha 8 and there are plans to
build facilities for tourists to remain in the ward.
Etsha 12 consists of approximately 340 inhabitants and is located about 5 km. east of
Etsha 13 (see Appendix C). Etsha 12 is a remote village, relatively far from the main sand
road and near to the Delta. Since the death of the headman of Etsha 12 a successor has
not been chosen yet, but one of his relatives, Mbumbo Mwira, is performing the tasks of
headman in the meantime. BCC is connected to this ward because a few years back BCC
paid the villagers through Drought Relief to construct a sandroad between Etsha 12 and
13, the latter being the administrative centre for the northern wards of Etsha.
The PRA process in both wards consisted of PRA group meetings and interviews held
with individual men and women. In Etsha 8 the seven PRA meetings, sketchmap, transect,
institutional mapping, gender analysis, problem brainstorm, problem ranking and opportunity brainstorm, were held in six days within a total time span of four weeks. The PRA
meetings held in Etsha 12 covered only four days spread over three weeks. In Etsha 12 the
same exercises as in Etsha 8 were performed except for the institutional mapping and
gender analysis which were omitted. The gender analysis had proved to be interesting but
not necessary in the process to discuss problems and opportunities concerning cattle and
land use. Due to time limitations the researchers decided to leave the institutional mapping
exercise behind in Etsha 12.
Besides the PRA group meetings the researchers also held interviews with individual
members of Etsha 8 and 12. 30 % of all the households per ward have been interviewed,
to get a representative review. In Etsha the average size of a household is five members
(Census 1991). This implies that Etsha 8 consists of circa 54 and Etsha 12 of 68 households. A 'cluster sample'1 resulted in 16 interviews in Etsha 8 and 20 in Etsha 12, with
both men and women.

4.2 The sketchmap
The first PRA meeting held in Etsha 8 was the sketchmap. A few weeks before, the
director of BCC had asked the headman of Etsha 8 for permission to do a PRA in his
ward. The headman had already met the researchers when they were introduced at the
Kgotla, but then a PRA in Etsha 8 had not been planned yet. A few days before the first
PRA meeting we discussed with the headman the intentions of the PRA and asked him to
call all inhabitants together to attend the PRA.
Etsha 8,14 September 1995. At the appointed day a group of 18 men and 15 women
came to a place near the headman's compound. Due to the strong wind the group moved
from the initial place under a large tree to the stone church building.
"We did not plan to use the church in the first instance, to avoid that people would
link the PRA to the church. However the villagers themselves came up with the plan to
hold the meetings there and it proved to be very comfortable, protecting us against the
sun and the wind" (researchers' notes).
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During this meeting the villagers were divided in a group of women and a group of men
and were asked to draw a map of their village, in order to show the researchers how they
regard their village. Both groups started drawing their maps in the sand, using natural
materials to indicate buildings and boundaries. The women had drawn a symbolic map
mainly showing where the different family groups are located and the names of the families that live there. The map of the men put emphasis on village borders and on infrastructure. This difference could have been caused partly by the translator of the women's
group who stimulated the women to draw all family groups. However, this difference in
results: women who draw a symbolic map and men who draw a map of the structures,
roads and infrastructure, is found in the literature on PRA meetings in other situations in
Botswana as well and therefore suggests a general difference between how men and
women regard their own village.
The meeting ended with a discussion of the exercise itself, in which the villagers were
asked for their opinion. The people said they had enjoyed the exercise. It was a good entry
in Etsha 8, creating a good atmosphere to continue the PRA. For the researchers the maps
proved useful because the 'female map' showed every group of households in which an
interview could be done. The 'male map' could be used as a guideline for the transect.
After the sketchmap exercise the villagers were informed about the PRA exercises that
were planned to be carried out in the three weeks that would follow. A group of men
wanted to know what the researchers would do against the 'killing of the cows':
"At first we really did not understand what they meant, which caused confusion and
discussion. During the discussion it became clear that the villagers were talking of
something new, although we did not understand exactly what was going on except that
it had to do with certain plans of the government. In the end we promised to try to find
out more about these supposed plans to 'kill their cattle'" (researchers' notes).
From an actor oriented perspective the different actors who have been participating in this
PRA meeting are the villagers of Etsha 8 and the researchers. The BCC and officers were
not involved, although from a villagers' point of view the researchers are probably
considered to be part of BCC. The choice of using the church building might have even
added to this understanding. It proved very useful to split the group into men and women,
as both women and men participated very actively. The issue of the 'killing of the cattle'
was brought forward by the men, which stresses that cattle raising is considered to be a
male task.
Looking back I can say that on the first PRA meeting many young people were participating, who were hardly present during the rest of the PRA. Some of them were visiting
their home village, like a relative of the headman. However, jobs and studies had their
influence on the fact that mainly the older people attended the other meetings. The
discussion about the killing of the cattle clearly shows how people tried to direct the
agenda in their own interest. After we had explained our own PRA schedule, they insisted
on discussing this subject, trying to find out what we could offer them concerning the
cattle issue.
The cattle issue that was raised at the meeting in Etsha 8 turned out to become an
important factor of influence on the PRA. On the same day that the PRA had started in
Etsha 8, a group of officers of the Animal health and production Unit had put up their
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camp in Etsha. The researchers found out from the BCC director that the government
feared that the recent outbreak of Contagious Bovine Pleuropneumonia, a cattle lung
disease in the north of Ngamiland, would spread to the south. This disease affects the
lungs of cattle, and although it is said that it will not have any effect on the meat, it is a
contagious disease that can remain with the herd for years. What the plans of the government were, was not clear. It turned out that it took another week before any explanation
was given by the officers to the villagers (see 4.3).
Etsha 12, 10 October. Because the PRA in Etsha 12 was planned a month after Etsha 8,
the influence of the lung disease was felt there just as well. However, the threat that the
cattle might be killed by the government in order to stop the disease from spreading was
no longer a rumour, but a serious option that people had to prepare for. During the first
meeting in Etsha 12 the sketchmap was done like in Etsha 8. The group of villagers was
large, about thirty men and women were attending the meeting. In Etsha 12 the men and
women produced two maps like in Etsha 8, although here the maps were rather alike as
they both emphasized the infrastructure and the roads that connect Etsha 12 to the other
wards, to the fields and the Delta. After the exercise the researchers received again
questions concerning the lungdisease. They could not answer the questions whether the
killing would actually take place, but they only stressed that it would become even more
important to develop land use plans for the floodplains, as these plans could offer
alternative sources of income in case the people would lose their cattle.

4.3 The transect
Etsha 8, 15 September. Together with three men and two women of the ward the
researchers spent the whole day viewing the ward, the fields and every other part of the
area that is used by the people of Etsha 8. The transect is an intensive exercise with a
small group of people, which offers a lot of time to ask questions, to exchange information and to pay attention to aspects which appear during the exercise (see chapter two, fig.
2.1 and 2.2 for the diagrams of the transect).
Both the villagers and the researchers enjoyed this day very much. There was an
atmosphere of co-operation, in PRA terms a good way to build 'rapport' between the
researchers and the villagers. The villagers impressed the researchers with the enormous
knowledge they have of their environment. The exercise supplied the researchers with a lot
of information on land use, infrastructure, plants, different problems, and on distances
between the river and the village, the fields and the homes.
"The people visibly enjoyed showing us around in Etsha 8, and liked to discuss the
things we came across. One of the women, Ria Mahore, is a very talkative and
enthusiastic person, who is willing to give her own opinion. The villagers have given
us a good impression of both female and male points of view. Unfortunately Ria
Mahore would hardly participate in the rest of the PRA as she was busy with other
activities" (researchers' notes).
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Etsha 12, 13 October. The transect in Etsha 12 was similar to the one in Etsha 8. In
Etsha 12 the exercise was done by a small group of villagers and the researchers, and it
also produced detailed information on the use of different areas in and around the ward.
A Kgotla meeting on the lungdisease. The unrest in Etsha concerning the 'killing of the
cattle' continued. However, on Wednesday 20th September, which was almost one week
after the veterinary officers put up their tents in Etsha, there was a Kgotla meeting during
which the officers would supply the villagers with information on the cattle issue. Since
the arrival of the people of the Animal Health and Production Unit, the villagers had not
received any explanation about the presence of the officers and the consequences of their
stay. Cattle owners were supposed to take their cattle for vaccination against Foot and
Mouth Disease (FMD). This vaccination is done twice a year and cattle owners are
obliged to co-operate, because they cannot sell their cattle to the slaughterhouse in Maun
without FMD vaccination. Due to rumours about the lungdisease and the lack of official
information, commotion was created among cattle owners. The commotion was increased
by provoking statements of a member of the political opposition party Botswana National
Front (BNF) which has a lot of followers in Etsha. He claimed that the government had
come to kill the cattle, instead of vaccinating them. The result of the different rumours
was that people unanimously refused to show up at the vaccination appointments.
The director of BCC had returned from Gaborone on the 17th of September and was
immediately approached by a group of headmen and elders to assist them in this issue.
Together they went to Gumare and arranged a meeting to receive information on government plans. The need for the government to settle the unrest in Etsha was reflected by the
coming of the District Officer, who is heading all district activities of different departments.
The actual meeting was visited by many villagers, approximately sixty men and ten
women. The Veterinary officer of Gumare stressed that the people of Animal
Health and Production had come to Etsha to vaccinate the cattle against FMD, and not
against the lungdisease, saying that "there is no lungdisease at all in this area". He stated
however, that since the infected area is near, they will take bloodsamples from each cow
in order to find out whether the cows are infected by the lungdisease. The veterinary
officer emphasized that the cattle owners should co-operate, because they need the FMD
vaccination to sell their cows, while on the other hand he was distracting attention from
the issue of the lungdisease.
The attendants asked questions about the bloodsamples, what would happen with the
results of the samples and whether the government would come back to kill the cattle. The
poor communication between the officers and the villagers was reflected by a particular
question of one of the villagers: "If the Chieff's representative] had not gone to Gumare,
when would you have come to tell us?" This question didn't receive a reply. Although the
villagers expected that the officers had come to clarify the issue, there was hardly new
information given concerning the lungdisease and the plans of the government. The officer
refused to answer questions about eventually killing the cattle, and for a payment to the
cattle owners who might lose their herd he told the people to ask the director of the
Animal Health and Production unit. In the end it was the Chiefs representative who
announced that in the coming three days the veterinary officers would vaccinate all cattle,
starting today.
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The Kgotla meeting resulted in the co-operation of the villagers to vaccinate the cattle,
but it had not been able to take away the rumours and the fear that people might lose their
cattle.

4.4 Institutional mapping
Etsha 8, 21 September. Initially only very few people showed up, but after a walk
through the ward together with headman Jack, 8 men and 10 women were present. Besides
the villagers, there was also the Technical Assistant (TA) attending at the request of the
researchers, because as an extension worker the TA was involved in that day's issue.
People were invited to mention first all institutions that are active in Etsha 8. They
came up with the Molemisi (the local name for the TA or more in general the Agricultural
Department) and secondly the BCC was mentioned. This seemed unavoidable as both
researchers (of BCC) and the TA were present at this meeting. The villagers produced a
list of 11 institutions among which one informal institution, Ndjambe. The second step in
this exercise was to discuss what the functions of these institutions are and how important
they are for Etsha 8.
"The TA was objecting to the functions which are mentioned, and we had to explain to
him again that it is the purpose of the PRA to find out how villagers regard the institutions. We asked him to save his comments and made clear to him that after the
meeting we would like to hear his point of view" (researchers' notes).
Although the meeting resulted in a diagram of institutions, ranked according to importance
and relations with other institutions, the participation of the villagers was variable. One
man called Nona, who is the Ecumenical churchleader for Etsha 8, the church connected
to BCC, had dominated the discussion. The women in the group hardly contributed to the
discussion; only once they stated that the clinic is the most important institution to them,
but then Nona persuaded the whole group to choose the Kgotla instead.
It has proved difficult to guide this discussion because of the different actors present.
On the one hand there is the TA who 'misunderstood' the intention of this meeting and
had to be restrained from directly commenting on the contributions of the villagers. The
group of, mainly older, women was very quiet, and kept quiet in spite of encouragements
from the researchers and the men to join in the discussion. This experience convinced the
researchers of the need to keep separate discussions every meeting. A third difficulty of
this meeting was the dominant influence of one person, Nona. We were not able to change
his attitude, nor was Nona influenced by the presence of headman Jack.
"During every PRA exercise Jack was present, often arriving first, but he never
dominated the discussion. He made jokes with us before the meeting started, always
using English words which he learned during his stay in Zimbabwe where he worked
as a cook. He was one of the few people who had left Etsha and when he returned he
became headman of Etsha 8. To us it sometimes looked strange that this old, funny
man was such an influential person, which he undoubtedly was" (researchers' notes).
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Etsha 12. In the introduction I have mentioned that in Etsha 12 the institutional mapping
and the gender analysis have not been executed, the latter because it did not add necessary
information and the former due to time limitations. Due to a traditional healing session
that was held for a relative in a neighbouring ward, most of the villagers of Etsha 12 were
absent for more than a week, during which the institutional mapping exercise had been
planned. During a traditional healing, the relatives are assisting the traditional doctor, by
clapping, singing and dancing until the sick person recovers. This unexpected event caused
the researchers to skip one exercise and fulfil the remaining problem brainstorm, ranking
and opportunity brainstorm in two days.
4.5 Gender analysis
"It took three attempts to gather people for the gender analysis. The first time, Friday
22 September, there was a Kgotla meeting in Etsha 8 concerning the BCC preschool
project. Because this meeting also aimed at the attendance of people of Etsha 8 and
because it is also a BCC activity, we cancelled our meeting. On Monday 25th we
arrived in Etsha 8 to find only Jack, because almost everyone had gone to Etsha 7
where a relative died that weekend" (researchers' notes).
Etsha 8, 26 September. 8 men and 7 women have participated in the Gender Analysis.
The group was split up in a group of men and a group of women, and each group
discussed the activities that men and women perform, and the access and control of both
to issues as livestock and land resources, political resources, and benefits like income,
food and prestige. Both groups enjoyed to talk about this subject. The people were having
a serious discussion and at the same time this meeting was full of humour. Sometimes
tasks were so clearly done by only men or women that it made people laugh while they
were discussing it. Concerning cattle ownership and ploughing with oxen, both groups
stated that these are men's activities in which women have no access nor control. Both
groups agreed that both men and women have access to land and fulfil the different
agricultural activities, but only the men have control over the lands and fields.
This exercise offered the researchers a lot of information on gender divided tasks and
was performed by the villagers with a lot of enthusiasm. In spite of this, the researchers
decided to skip this exercise in Etsha 12. In light of the time pressure this PRA exercise is
not necessary for the subject of cattle management and land use alternatives. The
differences in opinions of men and women would be given attention to in the other PRA
meetings by dividing the group in men and women separately whenever possible.
4.6 Problem brainstorm
Etsha 8, 27 September. Due to unexpected factors that delayed the researchers' arrival in
Etsha 8, the car broke down and there was a misunderstanding with one of the translators,
we arrived one and a half hours later than agreed.
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"The villagers, who had been at the meeting place, had left when we did not show up.
I was very disappointed when we eventually arrived, because although we walked
through the village to collect the people for the meeting, only six people had shown up.
Of course we had failed to arrive in time, but it also felt as if the people of Etsha 8
did not regard the meetings as being important to themselves. Or would the threat of
the lung disease affect the low attendance of villagers?
The problem ranking and the opportunity brainstorm would be partly based on this
meeting and therefore we needed a more representative group of Etsha 8. In order to
stress the importance of people showing up the next time, we added that we had only
two days left before we would present the plans to the director of BCC, the TA and
several officers. We were not certain that these officers would really attend the final
meeting, but it served our purpose to stress the importance of the meetings and the
participation of the villagers" (researchers' notes).
Etsha 8, 4 October. About 10 men and 15 women have participated, which was a promising group. First in two groups of men and women, people listed the different problems
they face. Although it was the purpose to concentrate on community problems, in this
initial stage of problem identification people were stimulated to brainstorm freely on any
sort of problem. When both groups were satisfied with what they had produced, the range
of problems mentioned was discussed with the whole group.
The list of problems produced by the villagers of Etsha 8 was of importance to the
researchers, because it indicated what kind of problems besides cattle management
problems, people are dealing with. Box 4.1 gives an overview of the problems mentioned
in Etsha 8. The second part of this exercise, the ranking of problems, clarified whether
people consider the problems concerning cattle as urgent.
Several problems were mentioned by both men and women like the unreliable rainfall
which people depend on for their crops, the difficulty to find jobs in Etsha, the dependency on one watersource in the village, and the problems caused by cattle when they
break through the fences and eat the crops. However, the women mentioned problems
which affect the women in particular, like in arable farming the dependency of women on
men concerning ploughing and to clear a field, and more in general the heavy workload
every day. The men did not fully agree with the problems mentioned by the women
described as modhike, which literally stands for women without husbands. With modhike
the women meant that not only widows but also unmarried women face problems like in
ploughing, when they depend on men to assist them.
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Box 4.1: Problem groups of Etsha 8

A. Unreliable Rainfall
1. poor harvests
2. hunger
B. Interhousehold Problems
1. heavy workload for women
2. modhike: women without husbands
3. teenage marriages & pregnancies
4. polygamy
C. Poverty
1. high unemployment in general
2. limited jobs in Drought Relief Programmes
3. low wages Drought Relief Programmes
4. lack of money to buy clothes, schooluniforms and coffins
5. no transport for deceased
D. Agricultural and Livestock Problems
1. difference in soil fertility
2. not enough seeds from Technical Assistant
3. lack of knowledge concerning yield
improvement and pest & disease control
4. livestock enter fields
5. other animals destroy crops on the fields and gardens
6. unsatisfactory vaccination programme
7. livestock diseases (CBPP, FMDJiver dis.)
8. conflicts between farmers concerning field boundaries
9. difficulties with fencing of gardens
E. Ecology of the Delta
1. decrease of Mokola palm trees
2. depletion of dying species
3. overgrazing (soil degradation)
4. regression of the water of the Delta
5. wildlife attacks cattle
F. Infrastructure
1. only one water source for the whole of Etsha 8
2. long (walking) distance to the clinic at Etsha 6
3. long (walking) distance to the CJSS

Source: Transect, interviews and problem brainstorm in Etsha 8
AdB
1. Besides their activities concerning arable farming women have more tasks within the household like
cooking, fetching water and firewood etc.
2. Women without husbands (widows, divorced women) are highly dependent on other men for ploughing,
house building, etc.
3. "When our children marry at a young age or get pregnant, they can not take care for themselves yet.
They have to rely on their parents".
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AdC
5. It is not allowed by the government to bury the deceased within the ward; a special site is allocated as
cemetery in Etsha 6. This contrasts with practice, as most of the deceased are still buried on village
grounds.
AdD
1. The soil of the fields consists of two different types: loamy sand and a more sandy soil. The second type
is less fertile. People with their fields on this soil generally have worse harvest results.
4. Poor fence maintenance and leaving the gates open are the main causes of damage to crops by cattle.
5. Animals, mentioned by the group are: Quelea birds, American bollworm, mice and wildlife.
6. "Our cows die after being vaccinated". This problem is mentioned repeatedly during interviews and the
problem brainstorm. According to the Veterinary Assistant, farmers use their cattle before the recommended five day period of rest elapses.
9. These fences are made of thornbushes which are difficult to cut and transport to the plot.
Ad E
1. This means that women have to walk further into the Delta for the collection of basket materials.
4. The water recedes earlier every year. This has negative consequences for the vegetation and soil structure
of the floodplains.

Etsha 12, 24 October. In Etsha 12 a similar PRA meeting on problems has been held,
which results are shown in box 4.2:
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Box 4.2: Problem groups of Etsha 12

A. Arable Farming
1. cattle eat crops from the fields
2. other animals eat crops
3. unreliable rainfall
4. bad fence maintenance
5. too much sun destroys crops
6. fields are too far from the settlements
7. lack of ploughing equipment (oxen, ploughs)
8. bad soil
9. ploughing problems
10. stealing of crops, lying in the gardens
B. Livestock
1. unsatisfactory vaccination programme
2. brands are not done properly
3. many diseases (some in the Delta) infect the
cattle, like FMD, CBPP, ticks
4. not enough grass in the grazing areas
5. threat of killing the cattle
C. Infrastructure
1. water shortage in Etsha 12
2. shops are too far away
3. no preschool
4. no transport to Dihaye
D. Lack of Financial Resources
1. lack of employment
2. lack of money
3. hunger
4. BCC does not buy all the baskets
5. handicrafts can not be sold
6. FAP is difficult to get
E. Ecology of the Delta
1. not enough grass and water in the Delta
for grazing and thatching
2. depletion of Mokola palm trees
3. regression of the water of the Delta
4. no boats to cross the Thaoge
F. Social and Health
1. no headman
2. difference in workload for women and men
3. marriage system/rules have changed
4. mudhike: women without husbands
5. older people are helpless
6. no check upon disabled people by a social
welfare worker
7. sometimes the wrong treatment is given at
the clinic
8. mosquitos spread malaria and other diseases
Source: Transect, interviews and problem brainstorm in Etsha 12
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Ad
2.
6.
9.

A
Worms, mice, birds, grasshoppers, termites and different wildlife species are listed here by the group.
Some of the fields of Etsha 12 are situated on the other side of the main road.
Ploughing is made difficult because of the stalks, left on the fields after harvesting and because of
ruputwi (Mokate): a small poisonous plant which grows steadily.
10. "After harvesting maize and other products from our gardens, the crops are left there to dry. Sometimes
other people come and steal them".
AdB
2. Sometimes the new brand, given to cattle to indicate that they have been vaccinated, gets infected.
5. A rumour has been spread that the government started with the killing of cattle in Nxamasere, a
neighbouring village, because of infection with CBPP. "We, the HaMbukushu, are afraid of shooting".
AdC
1. The taps and tanks of Etsha 12 are not working well, and therefore people rely on water sources of
Etsha 13, which means an increase in walking distance.
AdD
2. There is not enough money to buy clothes, schooluniforms ("So we cannot send all our children to
school") and coffins.
Ad E
4. In Etsha 12 many villagers have gardens (floating fields) at the other side of the river.
Ad F
1. The former headman of Etsha 12 passed away a few years ago. Until a new headman has been chosen, a
relative of the former headman fulfils this task temporarily.

The Problem brainstorm showed that the villagers of Etsha 8 and Etsha 12 face many
problems, varying from lack of employment to water shortage. Although the lists of problems for both wards basically resemble, a few differences can be distinguished. First of
all Etsha 12 copes with a water shortage because of bad functioning standpipes and tanks,
while Etsha 8 has one hand dug well which is working well. Secondly, the difference in
location gives rise to different sorts of problems. Etsha 12 is situated at a larger distance
from all facilities, offered by Etsha 6 (i.e. the co-operative shop, the secondary school).
On the other hand, Etsha 12 has the advantage of a health post at some walking distance
while the people of Etsha 8 have to walk twice as far (circa 45 minutes) to the clinic of
Etsha 6. A third difference is the distribution of fields and gardens of Etsha 12 over a vast
area, which means long walking distances to and from the fields. Finally, Etsha 12 has no
headman and no preschool.
Besides differences between the wards, men and women within each ward mentioned
different problems:
"When the problem brainstorm was discussed in Etsha 12, an interesting discussion
started about the unequal division of labour which had been mentioned by the women
as being problematic. The men admitted that firewood collection used to be a male
task, while nowadays the women have to fulfil this task. The older men questioned why
this had changed, and wondered whether the old practice should be restored. Since the
discussion started to take a lot of time while much had to be done that day, we proposed that the people would return to this subject another time. It was really interesting
to see how people started talking about this issue, which might not have happened
without the PRA" (researchers' notes).
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In general women came up with problems concerning interhousehold relations and lack of
financial resources while men emphasized livestock and infrastructural problems. Problems
concerning arable farming and the ecology of the Delta were mentioned by both. To the
villagers this meeting showed useful since they could discuss the different problems they
face and they were made aware of others with similar problems.
4.7 Problem ranking
Etsha 8, 5 October. The problem brainstorm was the first part of the PRA exercise, and
was followed by the ranking of problems. The last PRA day in Etsha 8 took both morning
and afternoon, and to make it a little feast, the researchers brought food to prepare a
lunch.
The researchers grouped the different problems mentioned during the problem brainstorm
and during other PRA meetings, into six sectors: unreliable rainfall, interhousehold problems, poverty, agricultural and livestock problems, ecology of the Delta and infrastructure. 10 men and 13 women came to participate in the meeting. To get an idea of what is
most important to the community and what is not and how important they consider the
problems concerning cattle and the ecology of the Delta compared to the other problem
groups, a classification of the problems is necessary. Every villager present at this
exercise, received three stones to 'buy' those problems which are most important to him
or her. The buying was done privately and afterwards all stones were added.
Etsha 12, 25 October. In Etsha 12 a large group of 39 people participated in the
problem ranking. The same method has been applied as in Etsha 8, to split up the group in
a group of men and a group of women who can 'buy with stones' the problems they
consider to be most urgent. The results for Etsha 8 and 12 are shown in Boxes 4.3 and
4.4.

Box 4.3: 'Buying with stones' in Etsha 8

£*

B*

C*

D*

E*

F*

Total

Women

4

8

8

11

1

7

39

Men

1

0

5

23

0

1

30

Total

5

8

13

34

1

7

69

*A= Unreliable rainfall
*B= Interhousehold problems
Participants: 13 women, 10 men

*C= Poverty
*D= Agricult. & Livestock

Source: Problem ranking Etsha 8, 5/10/95

*E= Ecology of Delta
*F= Infrastructure
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Box 4.4: 'Buying with stones' in Etsha 12
A*

B*

c*

D*

E*

F*

Total

Women

23

12

9

16

6

9

75

Men

10

14

4

8

2

4

42

Total

33

26

13

24

8

13

117

*A= Arable fanning
*C= Infrastructure
*B= Livestock
*D= Lack of financ. resources
Participants: 25 women, 14 men

*E= Ecology of Delta
*F= Social & health

Source: Problem ranking Etsha 12, 25/10/95

The ranking has showed the researchers which problems are felt most urgent by the
villagers. Due to the fact that the ranking was done in two groups, men and women
separately, and without influence of others as no one could really see which problems
people 'bought', this exercise diminished the influence of dominant or powerful persons in
society as much as possible. For Etsha 8, problems concerning arable farming and
livestock were considered to be most important, followed by poverty. In Etsha 12, arable
farming and livestock were discussed as two separate problems. The problem group of
arable farming was the most bought, followed by livestock and lack of financial resources.
A final remark on the problem ranking concerns the ecology of the Delta. While the
BCC and the researchers emphasize the importance of sustainable use of the resources in
the Delta, in Etsha 8 only one woman out of the total group of 23 people and in Etsha 12
eight out of 40 people gave a stone for this problem. This result showed very clearly that
the issue of sustainable land use does not have high priority for the villagers.

4.8 Opportunity brainstorm
Etsha 8, 5 October. With the same group of villagers who have participated in the
problem ranking, the opportunity brainstorm was done. For this exercise two mixed groups
were made, of which one group discussed the cattle management plan while the other
discussed the land use alternatives for the floodplains. The motivation of the researchers to
form this time two groups in which both men and women are participating was that they
argued that these options need to be discussed by men and women together in order to
find viable opportunities. The option to have two groups of men and women separately,
who first discuss the cattle plan, and then the land use alternatives was not used due to
time limitations as the exercise had to be finished that same day.

The cattle management plan
The 'cattle management' group started with discussing the general agricultural problems
which had been mentioned during the problem brainstorm. The villagers discussed the pro-
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blems and the present ways of dealing with these problems, but they failed to come up
with wishes or ideas for solutions. Therefore the researcher started a new discussion
concerning the cattle management plan, and how the villagers think this plan should be
implemented. Although this made the subject more concrete, a discussion still failed to
occur.
"I could not manage to bring the group to discuss solutions. They talked about cattle
diseases, vaccinations, and even the plan itself, but while they continued mentioning
problems, it seemed impossible for the villagers to think of solutions. Maybe it was
because Yatwe [one of the men] was dominating, the women abstained from discussion
almost completely, and the rest of the men immediately agreed with Yatwe, therefore
preventing that a discussion would take place? Maybe I was not capable of leading
this kind of discussion? I decided to confer with my colleague researcher what to do
next." (researchers' notes)
The meeting was interrupted for a collective lunch. It is characteristic of PRA that there is
no food available during the meetings, in order to prevent that villagers will participate for
food instead of valuing the meeting itself. However, on this last PRA day in Etsha 8 the
researchers had organized a lunch, to celebrate that the villagers and themselves had been
working on the PRA during the past three weeks. The lunch was enjoyed by all participants, and stimulated the participants and the researchers to work on the opportunity brainstorm with enthusiasm.
After the lunch the 'cattle management' group continued discussing the plan, concentrating on what is needed to implement the plan and what the consequences of the plan
are. Eventually a real discussion started about how the plan should be implemented step
by step, mentioning bottle necks and obscurities. Fortunately the women in the group
joined in the discussion much more than before lunch.
The group treated the BCC plan as a fact and although they had problems with certain
details, they did not question the viability of the plan as a whole. The participants said to
have agreed on the plan, provided that in the ploughing season the oxen are available in
the village. The villagers came up with the following actions that need to be undertaken to
implement the plan. First they want to be sure that the new grazing area has sufficient and
good quality grass. Secondly the BCC has promised to pay for a watersurvey to determine
where the boreholes need to be drilled. Thirdly syndicates have to be formed, in which
both men and women will be participating. The group argued that some women also own
cattle, and that women will also go to the cattle posts. The group in Etsha 8 preferred to
create a system in which different members of the syndicate take up the paid task of
herding for a period of a month.
Besides the steps that need to be taken, the group also expected certain problems in the
implementation. The BCC suggestion that syndicates will have to stick to a maximum
number of cattle in order to avoid overgrazing, was considered to be problematic. The
villagers argued that while nowadays people invest their money in extending the herd, in
future people will have to find other ways of investment or store money at the bank.
Another issue deals with donkeys and goats, whether they will still be allowed to graze in
the Delta. The group preferred an option that allows the donkeys, goats, some milking
cows and the oxen to graze on a special place in the Delta, for the latter at least during
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the ploughing season from December till March. For those people who do not own oxen
themselves, the new system is not thought to be a problem, as they will still be able to
borrow other people's oxen. The group was optimistic about the co-operation between
farmers and believed that people will assist those farmers who remain at the cattleposts in
cultivating their fields.
Etsha 12, 25 October. In Etsha 12 the same PRA exercise on opportunities was done by
the villagers. By now the threat that the cattle will be killed to prevent the lungdisease
from spreading, had increased so much that it was made impossible to discuss any issue
concerning cattle. The villagers talked of a rumour that the cattle in a nearby village had
been killed already and that the government would come for their cattle within a few days
time.
The researcher made an attempt to discuss the plan in spite of the fear of the people,
arguing that the rumours might not be true and by saying that eventually the plan to change the current cattle management system would still be necessary. However, after a few
minutes the discussion returned to the issue of killing the cattle. Some people became
emotional and explained that the HaMbukushu lost all their cattle when they left Angola,
and are afraid to lose them again. It was clear that the villagers were completely occupied
with the present threat, which made it impossible to take a long term view on future cattle
management.

Land use alternatives for the floodplains
The group in Etsha 8 that discussed land use alternatives for the floodplains that become
available once the cattle have moved, produced several plans. The plan to change the present cattle management system and use the floodplains to develop community plans, involves the whole of Etsha. However, the villagers in Etsha 8 stressed several times that the
plans that were elaborated upon now, were their plans, and that they would like to implement them. The community of Etsha 8 came up with four important (important, according
to the villagers) plans: a vegetable farm, a fishing group, flour making and a palm plot.
Besides these four plans also two potentially less important plans (according to the
villagers) were mentioned, which are paper making out of papyrus and sugar making.

The land use alternatives developed by Etsha 8:
1. 'Farms' (vegetable gardens), to cultivate fruit and vegetables for sale. "If our cows die
because of this disease, we can continue making our own living and find employment with
this activity". Fresh vegetables are not always easy to obtain. The co-op and the agricultural research plot are the main suppliers; availability is very irregular though. Crop suggestions are: orange trees, mango trees, apple trees, onions, tomatoes, potatoes, spinach,
beans, groundnuts and maize.
The villagers proposed four farms, divided over the whole of Etsha (Etsha 1-3, Etsha
4-6, Etsha 7-9, Etsha 10-13). Crops will be grown for sale to local shops and to wholesales and when the 'business' is making a profit even an own marketplace can be created in
Dihaye. The four farms should be organised in a co-operation, of which everybody, men
and women, can become a member.
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A committee has to be established for the coordination of the four farms: circa twelve
persons have to be elected for this committee by the members of the co-operation. These
committee members must be able to read and write in Thimbukushu, Setswana and
possibly English, and some experience would be preferred. The members must check upon
each other. Requirements are:
-plots
-fence: wire-netting & poles
-storerooms for seeds, pesticides
-pesticides and fertilizers
and fertilizers
-digging forks
-plough
-spades
-rakes
-shovels
-watering cans
-donkey cars
And possibly small plastic sprinklers with a water pump machine.
2. A Fishing Group. As mentioned in the previous chapters, the villagers of Etsha fish
on the floodplains during the flood season and in the Thaoge river, mainly for own
consumption. The men2 of Etsha 8 want to form a fishing group, like the ones already
existing in Etsha 1 and Etsha 13. The idea is to establish a commercial enterprise,
processing fish and selling it to other villagers and neighbouring places. Main reason for
co-operation is to buy equipment together: fishing nets, (fillet)knives, tents, a motorboat, a
fridge (to preserve fish) and eventually a small generator for the camp. The 'outside'
support they require is financial aid and extension on processing the fish.
3. Flour making, of maize and sorghum. These crops will be cultivated on a 6 km2 plot,
by the villagers themselves. After harvesting, the grains need to be grinded by a grainmill.
The obtained flour will be sold and/or used for the baking of bread. The villagers want to
sell flour to the secondary school and local shops. A group of 10-20 persons needs to be
formed for the maintenance of the grainmill and the marketing.
4. Palmplots for women, to cultivate Mokola palms (Hyphaene petersiana) for basket
material. As mentioned before, the availability of palms is decreasing. Women have to
walk further nowadays to collect the materials used for basket weaving. The same applies
to some dying species and to grasses, which implies that collecting these products
becomes more time consuming. Every woman who is interested, will have her own plot
where she can grow palms and plants, used for dying (6 palmtrees, planted in lines, for
each woman was suggested by the group). The plots will be close to each other. Cultivation and harvesting will be done by the women themselves. Support is needed from the
BCC with the allocation of the plots, to learn how to cultivate the palms and plants and to
provide seeds for the different dying species. The seeds of the Mokola palms have to be
collected by the women themselves.
5. Papermaking out of Papyrus (Cyperus papyrus). "We heard you can make paper out
of 'koma' (papyrus). We want an expert to come here and tell us how to do it, so we can
sell paper and books". The men suggested to form a group in the beginning so that they
could learn from each other but work for themselves after a while. A kind of workshop
should be organized by an 'expert' to learn them the necessary skills.
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6. Sugarcane processing, to make sugar. Sugarcane could be cultivated in gardens on the
floodplains and processed by the people themselves. The idea is to sell it to local shops, to
wholesalers and maybe even to Namibia, for a reasonable price. The participants want to
form a 'company' for the processing and marketing of the sugar. "Things as damage to
the environment etc. will be thought of by the Technical Assistant, the Land Board and by
the person who is going to teach us how to make sugar".
The community itself indicated that these last two opportunities (5 and 6) were of less
importance to them and during the discussion they said they realized that it might not be
easy to carry out these two plans .
Etsha 12. In Etsha 12 two groups have been discussing opportunities for the floodplains,
because the cattle management plan proved to be unmentionable. In total the community
came up with six opportunities: a groupfield to cultivate crops, a tourist camp, fishing
groups, a palm plot, individual gardens, and a clinic. In one group the women were
initially objecting to any opportunity, because they were afraid that it would endanger
their own gardens in the Delta. Only after assuring that the new plans would have nothing
to do with the present activities, they agreed on discussing land use options. Some of the
opportunities discussed in Etsha 12 overlap with the ones of Etsha 8. In general, the
comments given on the Etsha 8 proposals apply to Etsha 12 as well. If not, it is mentioned
otherwise.
The land use alternatives developed by Etsha 12:
1. A vegetable garden or 'groupfield', only for men and women of Etsha 12. Different
crops have been selected by the group, mainly for sale: cabbage, spinach, maize, chomolea, pumpkins, beans, cassava, potatoes, tomatoes, onions, sweet reed and bananas. The
crops will be sold to local shops, to the schools of Etsha and to the Botswana Agricultural
Marketing Board (BAMB). When the sale is going well (when profit is made), a pump
can be bought with an engine to pump water from the Delta to the fields. Requirements
for this agricultural field are:
- a plot
- hoes
- sprinklers

- fencing materials
- watering cans
- picks

- digging forks
- rakes
- storeroom

- hausepipes
- planters
- and possibly a grainmill

Attention has to be paid to birds and monkeys; somebody has to stay at the plot to scare
animals and birds away. Besides that the women stressed the point again that the farm
should not be too near to their gardens. Only then the women wanted to agree with the
plan, because they do not want to give up their gardens at the other side of the river.
The villagers will elect four 'leaders' to run the farm. Support is requested from the
government to meet the expenses and for co-operation. "The BCC or the Technical
Assistant can maybe asked to learn us how to cultivate and manage the farm".
2. A camp for tourists. "Once the cattle have been moved out of the Delta to the West,
game will return to the floodplains to graze. And tourists are interested in seeing wildlife,
so we must do something with that". The group suggested that hikes and mokoro trips
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could be organized into the Delta and even a tent camp could be established for the longer
trips. The proposed organization form is a community enterprise, run by the villagers
themselves.
3. Small fishing groups, going out together to fish: men with nets and women using
fishkraals. The fish will be for own consumption and for sale. The only support they are
asking for is financial aid, to buy a fridge. If this is not possible, they will dry the fish and
sell it to neighbouring wards or at Etsha 6.
4. A palm plantation. Also in Etsha 12, the villagers mentioned the fact that they were
very motivated to plant Mokola palms (Hyphaena petersiana) and that the BCC is
working on this project. The potential participants stated their names but did not hear
anything about the project since then. However, during the final discussion at Etsha 12 the
BCC director promised that action will be undertaken soon.
5. Individual gardens, besides the groupfield. Most of the people of Etsha 12 have
already their own gardens for subsistence crops in the floodplains. It was stressed by the
women though, that they want to continue this subsistence farming, while the 'farm' is
supposed to produce crops for sale.
The PRA meetings in Etsha 8 and Etsha 12 both ended up with a presentation of the
opportunities. While the director of BCC and the Technical Assistant had been invited to
the presentation in Etsha 8, only the BCC director showed up at the end of the presentation. It was remarkable that he immediately dominated the presentation. Although the villagers had worked the whole day on their own ideas as in how to implement the cattle
management plan and the land use opportunities, their self-confident attitude changed into
a more dependent attitude at the moment of the director's arrival. Besides the influence of
the presence of the director on the attitude of the villagers, the attitude of the director
towards the researchers was dominant as well. Immediately after his arrival he interrupted
one of the researchers in the middle of an account of the discussions of that day, in order
to correct it. Although this correction was at the right place, the way of correcting was not
very diplomatic in the light of the credibility of the researchers and the process of
participation that had been practised during the past weeks. The researchers were somehow
disappointed about this, but still the final PRA day had been successful as the villagers
had produced a lot of plans.
In Etsha 12 the presentation itself was more successful. The villagers presented their
own plans to the community and to the BCC director, after which a discussion was started
between the villagers and the director in which both actors were participating more
equally. An issue that deserves attention is that the director and the temporary headman
went to Etsha 13 before the presentation was started, to receive more information on the
lung disease and the consequences for the villagers. The director used his position as
leader of the BCC, to approach the veterinary officers in Etsha 13.
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4.9 Conclusion
In this chapter the seven steps of PRA have been described in the way it has been
performed in Etsha 8 and 12. The whole PRA process has contributed to a sphere of
commitment and mutual understanding between villagers and researchers. This has enabled
the villagers to discuss the problems they are facing and to come up with opportunities
how to solve these problems.
The opportunities discussed in Etsha have been limited to the subjects of cattle
management and land use, as these formed the focus of the PRA research. During the
problem ranking the problems concerning agriculture and livestock have been chosen by
the villagers as most urgent, what confirms the need to continue the BCC project to
change the present cattle management system. The aspect of sustainable development of
the floodplains in the Delta, which was represented during the problem ranking by the
problems concerning the ecology of the Delta, were only chosen by one person in Etsha 8
and by 8 people in Etsha 12. This makes clear that preservation of the Delta receives only
very little attention from the villagers. This bears out the opinion of the BCC that they
should be the ones to defend an 'environmental sound' solution.
The villagers of Etsha 8 and 12 have both produced a list of opportunities. In Etsha 8
the villagers have discussed how to implement the cattle management plan. Although the
researchers tried to discuss the cattle management plan in Etsha 12 as well, this issue
could not be discussed in this ward due to the increased threat that the cattle would be
killed by the government in order to stop the spread of lung disease. In spite of this, the
researchers have formulated recommendations on how to implement the cattle management
plan based on the discussions in Etsha 8, on interviews with officers and on observations
in Etsha. These recommendations will be discussed in the following chapter.
The opportunities for developing land use plans on the floodplains once the cattle have
moved to an other area, have been produced by villagers of both Etsha 8 and 12. Their
plans for farms, fishing groups, flour making, palm plots, individual gardens, papermaking
and sugarcane processing have been described in detail in the last paragraph. In the
following chapter will be discussed how viable these plans are, how they can be implemented, and who might take the initiative to actually implement all these plans.
Finally this chapter has not just dealt with the results of the PRA process in the sense
of plans, but I have also described how the villagers and the researchers have been
participating during the different PRA meetings. Their attitude towards the research, and
their attempts to influence the meetings itself and the outcome of the meetings show what
the strategies of these actors look like. Besides the local villagers and the researchers who
played a main role during the PRA process, the BCC has only seldom participated openly
during the PRA process, but its influence could be felt during the discussions and during
the presentation. From government side only one officer participated during the PRA
exercises in Etsha 8. In the next chapter I will relate about the workshop that has been
held after completing the PRA process in Etsha 8 and 12 and in which government
officers played a more important role.
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NOTES
1. A sample where the population is divided in clusters. I.e. first wards, then family groups, then
households.
2. Reason for excluding women is that women use a different fishing technique (fishkraals). Fishing on the
river is a man's task. "Women are no fishers: they are afraid of the wild animals and they can not row"
(explanation given by a male villager of Etsha 8 during the opportunity brainstorm).
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5
INTERRELATIONS AND STRATEGIES
The former chapter consisted of an account of the PRA process. In this chapter I will
continue the discussion of the plans made by the villagers in Etsha 8 and 12 concerning
cattle management and land use alternatives for the floodplains.
In the first paragraph I will give an account of the workshop that was organized by
BCC in Etsha in February 1996 to discuss the cattle management and land use plans. All
the actors who are involved in these plans were participating in the workshop: the villagers of Etsha 8 and 12 as well as representatives for the whole of Etsha, the BCC, the
researchers and government officers from the departments of agriculture, livestock and
land use planning.
In paragraph 5.2 I will explicitly try to answer the questions concerning strategies and
power which I have posed in chapter one: what are the different strategies the actors have
pursued, what power differences exist within the community and between actors and how
did actors deal with these power differences within the PRA process?
Finally in the last two paragraphs of this chapter I will evaluate how viable the plans
are, which have been developed by the villagers during the PRA. In 5.3 the cattle management plan and in 5.4 the different land use alternatives for the floodplains will be
discussed. I will discuss how the plans can be implemented and also which actors need to
take the initiative in order to make implementation possible.
5.1 The workshop
1 February 1996. During the PRA process the BCC together with the researchers decided
to organize a workshop on the results of the research on cattle management and land use
alternatives. In the months between the last PRA meeting in Etsha 12 and the workshop
the researchers produced an official report in which the results of the PRA are documented, including recommendations how to implement the suggested plans. At the workshop
these plans which had been developed by the villagers of Etsha 8 and 12, would be
discussed by participants of the Etsha community, BCC, researchers and representative
officers of the government at local and district level. The aim of the workshop was three
fold: to inform government officers and other relevant outsiders about the outcome of the
research in Etsha 8 and 12, to establish communication between representatives of Etsha 8
and 12 and people who can contribute in the realization of the different suggestions, and
to come up with an action plan per recommendation on how to realize the suggestions.
The workshop is interesting, because it brings the different actors together, which are
involved in the cattle management and land use plans. Here I will give an impression of
how the different actors have contributed to the workshop.
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The villagers of Etsha 8 and 12 were informed about the workshop and had selected a
group of men and women to represent their ward at the workshop. The BCC is officially
organizing the workshop, thereby making use of its good reputation to persuade officers to
attend the workshop.1 The language spoken at the workshop was English, which was
translated into Thimbukushu for the villagers. Besides a presentation by the director of
BCC and by the researchers, the main part of the day consisted of groupwork. In each
group villagers, officers and someone of BCC or the researchers, were participating in
order to discuss one of the plans made by villagers of Etsha 8 or 12. The plans that were
discussed are the vegetable farm/ group field, a tourist camp, a fishing group, a Mokola
palm plot for cultivating basketry material and a plan for flour making. The other plans to
process sugarcane and to make paper out of papyrus were not included in the workshop
because the villagers already indicated that these two were considered to be less important.
Besides these five plans which are destined for the floodplains, the PRA research has
in the first place focused on the implementation of the cattle management plan: an
improvement of the present cattle management system which implies that the cattle will be
removed from the floodplains and which makes it possible to develop land use plans in
that area. The Livestock officer of Maun and a Veterinary officer from Gumare were
amongst the group of officers who were invited to attend the workshop. However, during
the preparation of the workshop the consequences of the lung disease for Etsha were still
not clear. Because this meant that cattle was still a difficult subject to discuss with
villagers and officers, the BCC together with the researchers decided to omit the cattle
management plan from the workshop agenda and concentrate completely on the land use
alternatives in the Delta. The agenda changed however once again at the workshop day
itself, when the livestock and veterinary officers insisted on discussing the temporary
situation of the cattle, together with the director of BCC and the Chiefs representative of
Etsha. This discussion did not offer new information but it was good that the different
parties talked together and it diminished the tension between the different actors in the
lung disease affair.
I will indicate which roles the different actors played during the workshop. The influence of the BCC on the workshop concerned the choice for certain participants and the
subjects of discussion. The important role of the director of BCC was confirmed as once
again he functioned as an intermediary local expert between officers and villagers during
the meeting on the cattle management issue.
Although the different participants were considered to be equal, in some of the group
meetings the government officers were dominating the discussion. One officer in the group
meeting on tourism development, was not participating at all, but gave speeches to the
villagers and the other participants and therefore made a real discussion impossible. The
other groups managed to have real discussions, although for most of the officers it turned
out to be difficult to talk on an equal footing with the villagers about subjects in which
they are considered to be experts. An example of a group in which officers and villagers
talked on an equal footing was the group that discussed the plan on Mokola palm
plantations for cultivating basketmaterial. A government officer guided the discussion and
continuously asked the women of Etsha 8 and 12 who were participating in this group for
explanation and for their opinion. In this way a situation was created in which the women
were able to talk freely and take an active role in the discussion.
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The group of villagers contributed actively at the workshop. Both men and women were
speaking rather freely. As a researcher I assume that the fact that their own plans were
subject of the discussion, has given people a lot of strength and courage.
Since the researchers were not responsible for the organization of the day itself, they have
been able to participate in the workshop as one of the actors, contrary to the situation
during the PRA meetings in the wards, when they were supposed to guide the discussions
and work towards certain results. For the researchers it was interesting to see how local
people and government officers were communicating.
To conclude on the workshop: the first two aims have been reached. The workshop has
informed the different actors who are involved in the implementation of the plans, villagers, officers, and BCC, about the outcome of the research in Etsha 8 and 12. Besides
information on the plan villagers and officers have reached a better understanding of each
others standpoints. Concerning the third aim an action scheme has not been produced, but
several officers have committed themselves to assist the villagers with the plans. Concerning the interactions between the different actors it was interesting to see how the attitude
of the villagers at the workshop differs from their attitude during the PRA in their own
ward. Due to the method of the PRA and the absence of officers, the villagers participated
with a lot of self-confidence during the PRA meetings in their wards. Although I have
stated that the villagers contributed a lot at the workshop, their role was much less selfconfident at the workshop day, varying from a rather equal dialogue between officers and
villagers during the group meeting on a Mokola palm plantation, to a dependent,
subordinate attitude such as in the group meeting on tourism in which one of the officers
made use of his powerful position to dominate the workshop.

5.2 Strategies of the actors
In this paragraph I will discuss the strategies of the different actors. In order to evaluate
the cattle management and land use plans, it is necessary to get a clear view on the
interests and strategies of the different actors and on the attitude the actors adopted
towards each other and the plans during the PRA process.
In chapter one I have defined questions which need to be answered in order to analyse
the PRA process from an actor-oriented perspective:
* Who are the different actors involved in the process?
* What is the role of the researcher in the PRA process in Etsha and in the phase of
analysis?
* What are the different strategies these actors pursue?
* What power differences exist within a community and between actors?
* How do actors deal with these power differences within the PRA process?
* What information needs to be obtained about building local organizations: which
actors are interested in local organizations, how can these organizations be formed,
which organizations already exist, how do they function?
The first two questions concerning the different actors and explicitly the role of the
researcher have already been answered in chapter 3 and 4. With this knowledge about the
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different actors, I will now try to answer the following three questions on strategies and
power for each actor concerning the cattle management and land use alternatives plan for
Etsha. The last question mentioned above on local organizations has partly been discussed
in paragraph 2.4 and will further be answered in paragraph 5.3 and 5.4 of this chapter.
The Etsha community
Within the community different groups could be identified: large and small cattle owners
and people (many of them women) without cattle, men and women, people from different
generations.
From all groups mentioned, the cattle plan is most likely to be adopted by large cattle
owners who are interested in the commercial value of cattle. For them the investment in
another cattle management system is most useful. Their strategy has been to stay well
informed about the plan, form syndicates with other large owners, and to establish contacts
with officers involved. Jack, the headman of Etsha 8 is one of the large cattle owners. He
was always present, but did not try to influence the outcome of the meetings. His strategy
might be to know exactly what is happening, what is confirmed by the fact that he is
always present at Kgotla meetings.
For small cattle owners the cattle plan is not so advantageous. Problematic changes
might be that a maximum number of cattle will be posed upon the syndicates. During the
meetings that BCC held with cattle owners in each ward of Etsha in 1994/95, one of the
problems that returned in the different wards was that "it is difficult for poor people and
small cattle owners to agree that they can not increase the number of their cattle inside the
communal area, except by buying cattle or grazing rights from other members". Other
problems for small cattle owners which have been mentioned during the PRA are the
required investments in moving the cattle to another area and the task of herding them
there, which investments are large for someone who only owns a few cows. The strategy
of this group has been to stress the importance of the cattle for ploughing, trying to keep
the oxen in the neighbourhood of the village, and trying to change as little as possible in
the current system.
People without cattle, amongst whom the majority are women, also stressed the
importance of cattle for ploughing. The fact that the women stressed their dependence on
men for ploughing and for transport, focused the researchers' attention on this issue. They
showed to be aware of the difficulty of dependency, but culture is too strong to change
this strictly divided task. When it came to discussing cattle issues, women did not seem to
have an opinion. However, a change of cattle management system will probably affect
their own position as well. The researchers missed a chance by not discussing the plan
itself in a separate women's group.
Concerning new plans for the Delta the villagers emphasized that the ideas which were
developed during the PRA meetings are their own plans. However they are not going to
undertake action themselves, but they wait for BCC to take initiatives. For example the
villagers in Etsha 8 knew of a fishing group in Etsha 1, but did not start something similar
themselves. They use the BCC and the researchers to get access to financial subsidies
from BCC or the government before they invest own time and money in it. Another
example which confirms this attitude is the forestry association in Etsha 6/7, which consists of a group of women who own a palm plot to cultivate Mokola palms and different
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plants for dying material. The BCC has taken the initiative to start this association, but
regards the women as being responsible. The women however do not show much
responsibility and wait for BCC to undertake new actions.
The general strategy of the community seemed to be determined by a calculation of
costs and benefits. For the PRA process itself this meant that the people estimated whether
it was beneficial to attend the meetings. This was confirmed by the questions of the men
in the first PRA meeting in Etsha 8 about the killing of the cattle, and our possible
influence or information on this issue. The reason to adopt an attitude of waiting is that
people do not have possibilities to take large risks. Therefore they wait and see what
comes from the PRA, from the plans of BCC and from government promises before they
invest their own time and money in the plans.
It was difficult to find proof for power differences between villagers during the PRA
meetings. It was clear that there existed differences between men and women, as women
did not speak freely in a mixed group, either because of a cultural norm that women do
not argue with men in public, or because of more bold power differences between men
and women. I have not been able to discern power differences between large and small
cattle owners. It sometimes happened that talkative people dominated the discussion
because they were able to formulate ideas and force them upon the rest of the group.
These people were not necessarily rich in a material sense, but held an influential position
in society, due to their profession as traditional healer or church-leader, they were more
educated than the others, or they were elders respected for their age and experience.
BCC
BCC is dealing with a lot of different tasks and projects at the same time, while they have
only a limited number of staff working for BCC and limited financial means. This caused
the director of BCC to invite two students to do a job that could not be done by the staff
of BCC and would save him time and energy. In the beginning BCC made sure that the
researchers would do the research in accordance with the interests of BCC, working out
the cattle plan in detail, working out plans for the floodplains with the villagers, making
contacts with officers and in general discussing the cattle management plan and therefore
increasing the chance that it will be executed. Once the PRA plan was made, the director
of BCC did not spend much energy on the research, except for his contribution to the final
exercise of the opportunity brainstorm. It was only after the PRAs were finished, and the
report had been written that he made his own wishes clear to the researchers, and
emphasized that it would be good to organize a workshop to involve the officers of the
district in the plans as well.
The aim of the BCC has been to change the current system of cattle management
which is ecological unsustainable and which is in conflict with arable farming. The BCC
wanted to create commitment to the plan by the villagers and to reach that the plan will be
given legal support from the government. Due to the already existing tasks this should be
reached with the least investment of BCC personnel as possible. The choice for a PRA
was induced by the wish to reach commitment of the villagers and to create self-reliance
of the villagers from BCC. BCC used its power and the goodwill of the people towards
them to ensure that their plan would be implemented.
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From a researchers' point of view the role of the BCC in the whole plan has been very
important in spite of the emphasis on people's participation and self-reliance, because
BCC remains to be the organizer and stimulator behind the possible implementation of the
plans. In spite of the contacts that have been established between the villagers and the
officers, the BCC will still be the actor who will have to take the first step.
Government officers
The strategy of the government has been to promote communal grazing areas, which give
the community own responsibilities in such a way that wandering cattle and overgrazing
will be avoided. It fits in the plans of the government to stimulate people to develop
economical viable plans. For the PRA this meant that the officers were willing to assist
the researchers with answering questions when the researchers visited them. Although the
officers were asked to attend certain PRA meetings, they did not show up. However, they
did participate in the workshop because this had been arranged formally, under supervision
of the BCC.
At the workshop some officers showed their interest in the point of view of the
villagers, while others ignored the villagers and dominated the meetings. The strategy of
the first group can be said to have stimulated the self-reliance of the villagers, while the
second group confirmed the situation of a powerful officer versus an ignorant farmer.
Researchers
The aim of the researchers was to conduct a research for the BCC what is in accordance
with the terms of reference. Secondly their aim was to do an interesting research, which is
producing enough information to write a thesis upon and which is in accordance with the
researchers' ideas on participation, empowerment and sustainable development. This led to
a strategy in which the researchers guided the PRA process according to ideas of guiding,
not directing, and stimulating people's own possibilities to solve problems, while at the
same time the researchers actively directed the discussions to the subject of cattle
management and land use plans. For the researchers the discussions eventually had to
produce a list of opportunities, which was to them just as important as a profound
discussion of the consequences of the plan for the villagers. They were bound by the
requests of BCC and by time limits that were put on their stay.
Although the researchers had the intention to be as objective as possible, they are
actors as well with their own agenda. Therefore they, like every other actor, have used
their power to direct the PRA meetings and their knowledge of where the PRA is leading
to (which the villagers did not possess) to reach their goals.

5.3 Evaluation of the cattle management plan
One of the aims of the PRA in Etsha was to discuss and elaborate upon the Cattle
management plan which was formulated by BCC. The suggestions of BCC to move the
cattle away from the floodplains, to organize the herd into different syndicates and to
maximize the number of cattle per syndicate were discussed during the opportunity
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brainstorm in Etsha 8 and 12. In the report that was based upon the PRA experiences, the
researchers formulated recommendations on the viability and on the implementation of the
plan. In this section I will first discuss the practical recommendations made by the researchers. These recommendations are mainly based upon interviews with government
officers of different departments. During these interviews the researchers asked the officers
for advice on how the government could assist the villagers in implementing their plans.
I will discuss the suggestion of BCC to form syndicates separately, because local
organizations receive specific attention in the theories on empowerment and self-reliance. I
will discuss how viable this option is and what the present experiences with local organizations are. After recommendations concerning the formation of syndicates, other aspects
of the plan will be discussed: the groundwater survey, herding, sustainable grazing,
maintenance of the equipment and legal measures to close the floodplains for cattle.
Eventually I will come to an evaluation of the total cattle management plan, in which I
involve the strategies of the different actors.
Syndicates
An important aspect of the plan is the formation of syndicates.
"The people organize themselves in twenty Syndicates. Every Syndicate contains at
least 400 beasts. The Syndicates register at the Ministry of Agriculture. On behalf of
the Syndicates the BCC applies for water rights and tries to establish 20 cattle posts.
The BCC and the Syndicates make up a contract for renting out the cattle posts. The
BCC tries to establish a service organization to maintain the boreholes, to check the
contract conditions (collect the rent and check the number) and to provide general
services to the cattle owners (like medicine, petrol, machinery etc.)" (an outline of the
project proposal by Weijs, April 1994).
It is a difficult and time consuming task to reach a good organization in which all
members will feel equally represented. Based on the suggestions of BCC and the demands
of the villagers, the researchers have formulated recommendations concerning the
formation of syndicates in Etsha. During the PRA I asked some villagers of Etsha 8 how
the different cattle owners should be divided among the syndicates. The villagers then
argued that both men and women, and both poor and rich owners should be in one
syndicate. They favoured syndicates that are in line with the people who live in a ward
instead of having syndicates which bring rich or poor cattle owners of different wards
together. The social bond that exists between villagers of one ward and which is based on
family ties and experiences with co-operation within the ward should therefore be
maintained.
According to these wishes mentioned by the villagers in Etsha 8 the syndicates should
be formed according to the different wards and along family lines, to ensure good co-operation between members. This could mean that people from different wards form
syndicates as well, as families are spread over the whole of Etsha. Formation along family
lines was also recommended by a veterinary officer who assisted farmers in a similar
cattle management plan.
Agreements need to be made concerning the number of cattle per syndicate. If the total
number of cattle in one ward exceeds 4002, more than one syndicate will be formed.
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Syndicates should strive for equal membership, for small and large cattle owners, but also
for men and women, through the use of democratically chosen rules and regulations: all
these rules have to be recorded in a constitution. Assistance on the formation of syndicates, on making up a constitution, and other technical advice can be derived from the
Agricultural Management Association (under Department of Agriculture) or at the
Communal Areas Management Unit (CAMU). In the constitution should also be decided
how to pay different costs and where and by whom the money will be saved. Costs should
be divided according to the number of cattle, not according to the number of members. It
is difficult to give an indication of the expected costs for maintenance, for this will depend
on how intensive and skilled the technical material will be used. Limits on the amount of
cattle per syndicate will force people to find alternative ways to invest money. At the
moment money earned with basketry or other jobs is mainly used to increase the herd.
The syndicate members themselves should be the ones to observe the rules about
maximum cattle numbers. Examples in other parts of the country have shown that this
proves to be very difficult, as long as individual short term benefit exceeds the long term
benefit. Therefore this aim can only be reached once cattle owners understand from own
experience that a better grazing area increases benefits and that lower cattle numbers
contribute to sustain a good grazing area. Extension and Problem Oriented Participatory
Methodologies can contribute to the understanding of causes and consequences. The BCC,
as initial owner of the boreholes could be requested to be the one who checks upon the
number of cattle to prevent overgrazing in the new grazing area. A disadvantage of this
measure is that it gives BCC a large and time consuming task.
A separate body has to be available to deal with any conflicts that cannot be solved
within the syndicates. This task can be fulfilled by the Kgotla.
Groundwater survey
Another aspect of the cattle management plan is the groundwater survey which has to be
executed to determine the sites for the different boreholes. Because of the high risk of
failure (salty water or no water at all), it is very important to do a thorough survey.
Starting point for the whole project proposal was that the BCC agreed to take care of the
funding for this groundwater survey. People in Etsha could only agree with the plan if
they were assured of water in the new grazing area. Technical and financial proposals for
the execution of a water survey were given by different companies.
The actual borehole drilling will be executed after the groundwater survey is completed. The government assists syndicates, a recognized form of organization to apply for
funding, with a contribution to the costs of borehole drilling or with a fixed amount to buy
equipment. The Communal Areas Management Unit (CAMU), which falls under the
Department of Animal Health and Production, supplies farmers with financial assistance
from the Livestock Water Development Scheme with the costs of borehole drilling or with
the costs of the equipment.3 A second program under CAMU is the Services to Livestock
Owners in Communal Areas (SLOCA), which was giving assistance to fanners (equipment
to reticulate water, kraals, vaccinations etc.) in the past. At the moment it is unclear
whether this program will be continued.
The BCC will apply for water rights and establish 20 cattle posts. The BCC will have
to finance that part of the costs for borehole drilling and equipment which are not covered
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by the government. The BCC will be the initial owner of the different boreholes, which
can be rented out to the syndicates. After 5-7 years of proper management the syndicates
will be entitled to the ownership of the boreholes.
Herding the cattle
The plan requires a completely new way of looking after the herd. Due to the collapse of
the traditional herding system, cattle have been wandering around without being looked
after. In the new plan, more labour and money will have to be invested in cattle herding
and raising. This demands a different attitude, which aims at the commercial value of
cattle. People in Etsha 8 came up with two options:
-

Hire outsiders to herd the cattle. The advantage of this option is the small time
investment required from syndicate members. The disadvantage is the extra contribution that has to be paid for salaries.
- Herding the cattle, done by own members. The advantage is that there are no extra
costs and the responsibility is shared between the members. The disadvantage is that it
demands a different lifestyle from the members, as they have to live for a certain time
at the cattlepost while other relatives might stay behind in Etsha.
In Etsha 8 people favoured the second option. Rules should be clear though about division
of tasks, a payment for those who are looking after the herd at that moment and about
assistance with the cultivation of their plots. It is very important that people come to an
agreement on how to manage the cattleposts. The HaMbukushu are not used to the system
of cattleposts, like in the rest of Botswana, but have always been practising a combination
of arable farming and livestock raising near their villages. A similar project at Tobera
(Ngamiland West), where also HaMbukushu and Bayei were involved, almost failed,
because of the fact that the men did not want to leave their families alone to go to the
cattleposts. The problem was solved by allowing whole families to move and cultivate a
small plot near the cattlepost. After a few years people realized that it was more efficient
to have only a few boys at the cattleposts and live themselves near the river where the
arable fields are. It clearly took some time before people had adapted to the new agricultural system.
A final remark which deserves attention concerns the fact that in present Etsha both
men and women participate in arable farming, while cattle raising is mainly the task of
men. The cattle management plan might lead to an agricultural system in which men
become increasingly occupied with cattle, thereby increasing the workload on the arable
fields for women. To prevent this from happening, women should be actively involved in
all discussions. Even when they do not own cattle themselves, they bear part of the
consequences. Men and women should search for solutions that can satisfy them all.
Sustainable grazing system
According to a Range Assessment performed on the western grazing area, "the area has
the potential for development of cattle posts. However once the water has been surveyed it
will be wise to request an assessment of each borehole as it is obvious that the boreholes
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will be in different units with different carrying capacity" (Gabosekwe, 1995). The Range
Ecology and Forestry Division can perform such a research and can give fanners advice
on sustainable grazing, to make sure that the area will maintain its potential. The research
should deal with the fact that there might be no fences around the area, since this is very
expensive. Another issue that needs discussion are the remaining livestock species:
agreements have to be made concerning the donkeys and goats that remain in the village
and the area where they are supposed to graze.

Maintenance of equipment
A 'service company' is needed to look after the boreholes, the pump and the engine,
financed by the syndicates. It is preferable to create a 'service company' which employs
local people. The BCC might assist on administrational and financial matters, but it is
advisable that the 'company' becomes self-supporting as soon as possible. Until enough
skilled people are available, maintenance has to be carried out by another company. The
governmental Water Unit which is based in Gumare is concerned with maintenance, but
not for private boreholes. Therefore a commercial company has to be approached, or the
Department of Water Affairs, which might settle in Gumare in the near future.
Closing the floodplains for cattle
The plan will only succeed if all the cattle are moved away from the floodplains. It is the
responsibility of the community of Etsha to ensure that all inhabitants co-operate. It is
essential to make clear to people that they are not going to lose general access to the
resources of the Delta. To prevent cattle owners from outside Etsha to enter the communal
floodplains with their cattle, the community has to develop the land use alternatives for
this area. If these plans are considered to be community plans, the Council and the
Landboard can give it a legal status, designating the floodplains as non grazing area. A
prerequisite to reach such a status, will be that the plan occupies the whole area between
the village and the river. Another option is to ask the Agricultural Resource Board (ARB)
to apply the Conservation Act to exclude all cattle owners from the floodplains. This
means that if cattle is actually found in the area, ARB has to be called in by the community itself.

General remarks on the viability of the plan
I have discussed the different aspects of the cattle management plan which need attention.
Now I want to make several concluding statements on the viability of the plan in general.
The need to change the current cattle management system has been discussed in chapter 2
and 3. Conflicts between arable fanning and livestock raising and the deterioration of the
floodplains due to the increased number of cattle that is grazing there without being
herded, have urged BCC and villagers to come up with an alternative plan. However, the
cattle management plan demands a profound change from the villagers of Etsha. At the
moment the HaMbukushu practice a system of mixed fanning, in which arable farming
and livestock keeping are combined, while according to the proposed plan these two
activities will be separated. The plan will have impact on both cattle owners and people
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without cattle. Although people have stated that an essential prerequisite to execute the
plan is to have oxen available for ploughing the fields, cattle also fulfil different other
tasks, like transport and as contribution to ceremonies, which might be difficult to
maintain under the new system. Another consequence which has been mentioned before, is
the impact on the social structure of society. I have argued that emphasis on commercial
cattle raising on cattle posts by men, might cause an increasing workload for women, if
women receive main responsibility for arable farming.
An aspect of the plan which is of central importance is the formation of syndicates. I
have indicated how these syndicates could be formed, but the building of local institutions
is a process which requires commitment of the members and good assistance and guidance
from an institution outside the community, like BCC. However, it will be a difficult task
to form syndicates in which every cattle owner feels equally represented.
In present Etsha other types of local organization exist which can indicate which
factors are important to enhance the chance of success for the cattle syndicates. In
paragraph 2.4 I have discussed several of these organizations, like the cattle/water
syndicate in Etsha 4, the forestry associations to cultivate Mokola palms, the fencing
committees and Ndjambe. Because I have already explained in detail how these organizations function, I will only recall the experiences which might contribute to a successful
implementation of cattle syndicates.
The cattle/water syndicate in Etsha 4 was prosperous to begin with, but collapsed
within a month, when the pool dried up and the pump broke down. The problems were
caused by the fact that there was a lack of technical knowledge on how to fix and maintain the engine of the pump. On the other hand were the members in conflict as well.
There have been misunderstandings about co-operation, task division and about the
contribution that had to be paid by each member. The experience of the syndicate in Etsha
4 indicates the importance of an organization in which all members feel equally represented and which is regulated by clear rules. This experience also shows that technical
knowledge is essential. The BCC suggested to contract a company to maintain the
boreholes, until the farmers are educated to do this themselves. This might be a good
solution, as long as the transfer of knowledge will be profound, because if the water
system collapses, the cattle management plan will collapse and the people will probably
take their cattle back to the Delta.
The forestry associations are groups of women who cultivate basketry material
(Mokola palm and different dying species) on a communal plot near the wards. The role
of BCC was supposed to be limited to assistance with the application for a plot and with
seeds, while the women would be mainly responsible for the project. In practice only one
association, for Etsha 6 and 7, is functioning yet. However the women show only little
responsibility and lean on BCC for assistance and initiatives. This organization shows
again the importance of an organization for which the members themselves take responsibility. The BCC took the initiative to form the syndicates and did not manage to involve
members in the organization sufficiently. If the BCC would form the cattle syndicates in a
similar way, then this does not guarantee that the syndicates will start to function in a selfreliant way afterwards. Although it takes a longer time to create a local organization in
which the members feel represented, in which all members can agree with the rules and
tasks that have to be done, this time will be rewarded hopefully with a longer lasting and
capable organization.
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Finally I want to mention a few other initiatives in which people co-operate in order to
reach common or individual goals. The system of Ndjambe which is part of the HaMbukushu tradition is a well functioning system of reciprocal assistance. People assist each
other in fulfilling tasks which benefit individuals, but with the knowledge that the others
will assist him or her as well when necessary. The fencing committees on the other hand
imply that the whole community works on the achievement of a common goal, maintenance of the communal fence around the fields. Although these types of organization are
different from the syndicates, they indicate however first that social pressure to fulfil a
certain task is very effective and secondly that the system only functions if the individual
who participates in it is convinced that the job is benefitting him- or herself.
A final remark concerns the lung disease. A few days after the workshop was held, a
breakthrough seemed to be reached in the confusion surrounding the lung disease. It was
officially announced that the cattle in Etsha were not contaminated with the lung disease
and would therefore be saved from killing. Although this was very good news for the
villagers of Etsha, the optimism did not take long. A few months later the rumours started
again that the disease threatened to spread to the western part of Botswana, which urged
the government to withdraw its decisions and plan to kill all cattle in Ngamiland. At the
time of writing the actual situation in Etsha is that all the cattle have been killed, and it is
estimated that during the coming two years no cattle will be allowed to enter the area. The
consequence of this situation for the cattle management plan, is that implementation is
postponed. However, it will depend completely on the local community, and also on BCC
and the government, whether they decide to continue the cattle management plan in order
to change the cattle system as soon as cattle is allowed into the area again.

5.4 Evaluation of the land use alternatives
Similar to the evaluation of the cattle management plan, I will evaluate the land use plans.
In paragraph 4.7 I have described the different plans which have been formulated by the
villagers of Etsha 8 and 12. In this paragraph I will describe which practical recommendations have been given by the researchers, in order to implement each plan. These
recommendations are again mainly based upon interviews held by the researchers with
government officers, and focus especially on the financial and advisory assistance that can
be requested from the government. I do not make a distinction here between the plans of
Etsha 8 and 12 as the recommendations for the plans apply to the plans of both wards.
The option of Etsha 12 to create a camp for tourism is not elaborated upon, as it was
impossible for the researchers at the time of writing the report to collect information from
the responsible government officer.

1. Farms
This opportunity offers employment, new skills and additional nourishment. Some
additional points have to be made though. First of all it is recommendable to start with an
experimental plot, to try the different crops, the different cultivation techniques and to
make contacts with potential clients. Another aspect is the ecology of the Delta. The
suggested cultivation methods, use of fertilizers and pesticides, need to be ecologically
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sound. Manure and compost is therefore preferred to artificial fertilizers and the use of
pesticides must be minimized4. The costs have to be restricted as much as possible, to
make it self-supporting. A sprinkler system for example will be too expensive, at least at
the first stage. Finally, more thorough research of the soil and the actual vegetation will be
necessary to investigate a suitable location and to determine which crops can be cultivated
and how. The Transect is not profound enough to draw conclusions on physical suitabilities and constraints.
In order to implement this plan support should be requested from the Technical
Assistant and the Horticultural Officer to teach the villagers how to cultivate the new
crops, i.e. with irrigation techniques. The idea is that the farms will be self-supporting as
soon as possible, but financial aid for the establishment of the farms will be needed, from
the BCC or the government. FAP5 and AE106 are the codes for special governmental
funds which can provide financial assistance to local initiatives. Further more, the BCC
can assist the group by coordinating the different activities necessary to start the project,
like contacting the relevant government officers and funding.
Although the formation of a group to implement this farm plan is not called a syndicate, it
requires similar rules and agreements as discussed in paragraph 5.3. For every plan
mentioned by the villagers, it is necessary to form organizations. This means that guidance
and assistance is required from the BCC or the government. In chapter six I will return to
the issue of the general role and task of the BCC, whether they should become responsible
for the suggested tasks or whether the government and the local community itself should
undertake more of these tasks.

2. A fishing group
This plan also offers employment, additional food and income. It can be a 'sustainable'
opportunity, appropriate to the environment, as long as it does not take place on a large
scale or become too intensive.
The Fisheries Section, falling under the Ministry of Agriculture, provides for financial
assistance and training, amongst others. They have three financial support funds with
different conditions. First there is the FAP, a grant on individual basis or for joint ventures
like syndicates, of four people at the maximum. The AE10 subsidizes co-operative fishing
groups of five persons and more, in which the fishing is shared equally among all
members of the co-operation. Finally, the LG109 (Local Government no. 109) subsidizes
groups of five and more who only do the processing and marketing together, but fish
individually. The fishing is not shared here and the profit depends on how much effort one
puts in it. According to the Fisheries Section, most of the groups which receive money
from the AE10 face problems concerning organization and co-operation. The fishing group
in Etsha 13 receives money from the AE10 but is not working well at the moment, due to
co-operative problems as not everybody puts the same effort in fishing while the fishing is
divided equally. In Etsha 1 one person, who works alone, is subsidized by the FAP for his
fishing project. A concept in which everyone fishes for his own benefit, but shares costs is
the most advisable in the case of Etsha 8. The fishermen of Etsha 8 made clear themselves
that they only want to work together as far as processing, marketing and buying of
equipment goes. The LG109 seems therefore the most appropriate fund.
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Prior to the application for a grant, the group has to undertake some actions:
1. They must identify themselves: a list of names must be produced,
2. A management committee has to be formed, with a chairman, secretary, etc.
3. A constitution has to be defined.
These three steps have to be worked out on paper and be attached to the application form.
There are officers of the Fisheries Section (Fisheries extension workers) who can assist the
group with these preparations. Besides applying for a grant, a piece of land close to the
river has to be allocated for a 'processing plant' and a storeroom. The BCC can play a
supporting role during the preparations for the application and can help setting up the
bookkeeping. An expense usually not covered by the subsidization is transport to the
market (and to the processing plot when situated far from the river). An alternative has to
be elaborated or a good argumentation for the need of transport has to be included in the
application.
As mentioned before, Fisheries provides for training as well. An inventory has to be
made of group members to see who is trained already. For the other members a course of
five days in fisheries technology, management and simple bookkeeping can be given at
village level.
3. Flour making
In order to implement this plan support is required to learn how to process the crops and a
loan from the FAP is necessary to buy a mill and fencing material for the plot. The IFS
(Integrated Field Services) provides assistance with the application for financial aid from
the FAP for a grainmill. The PDC (Production Development Committee) makes the final
decision about the granting. A training in installation and use of the mills can be provided
by the RIIC (Rural Industrial Innovation Centre) and the EFS arranges courses in bookkeeping and marketing.
An important issue which should be discussed with the villagers before an application
for a new grainmill will be done is that in the past a number of grainmills have already
been installed in Etsha 6 for grinding sorghum. These mills have been out of order for
some time. The main reason for this is the difference in taste of grinded sorghum compared to pounded sorghum, because the women add water to the grains when they pound, to
make the sorghum ferment slightly, which doesn't take place when the sorghum is
grinded.
The option of flour making has not been worked out in much detail by the villagers.
The issue mentioned above concerning the difference in taste has not been discussed
during the PRA, because it was not mentioned by the villagers, and the researchers only
heard this story afterwards. Whether this plan is viable and how it should be organized
requires more discussion.
4. Palmplots
The people mentioned the palmplots as a plan for the floodplains. The BCC is already
working on a palm plantation project for the whole of Etsha, called the forestry associati-
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ons which have been mentioned several times before. The BCC has made lists of potential
participants in every ward and now the BCC and the women who want to participate in
these associations are waiting for the outcome of the application for land at the Land
Board. In Etsha 6 and 7, plots have been allocated already and women started cultivating
them in October 1994.
Two points of concern have to be made though. First the fact that the villagers were
not fully informed about the procedure. They stated their names to the BCC but haven't
heard anything about the plan since then. It is important to keep the people informed of
the steps that have to be undertaken for allocation as well as for cultivation, and to
involve them in these processes as much as possible. The 'wait-and-see' attitude of the
women of Etsha 6 and 7 concerning cultivation of their palmplots is partly a result of not
fully involving them. Another point of concern, stressed by the women in Etsha 12, is the
availability of reed, grass and palms, after realization of all the elaborated land use plans
for the floodplains. A palm plot, closer to the village will be something for the future, but
it will take time before the new palms provide good basket material. That is why the
women pointed out that in the meantime the products, which they collect on the floodplains for weaving and thatching, need to be protected.
To continue on this remark, an option for preserving basketry material might be, to
make a sustainable plan for the use of the small groups of palm trees that already exist in
the landscape of the floodplains, until the new Mokola palms are mature enough to be
exploited. To every woman, a certain number of palms could be allocated. The palms
should then be exploited in a sustainable way. The palms are used now as well, but it is
important to place the responsibility of conservation of the palms directly onto the women
themselves.

S. Papermaking
This opportunity will be a complicated one. Paper making is an intensive, time consuming
and a highly specialized skill. Besides that, it does not really ensure success. It is
unknown whether there is any potential market, if quality is guaranteed in the future and
this process is outside the scope of the present activities of the villagers, compared to the
former plans of farming, fishing, and basket weaving.
An option might be, not to produce high quality paper appropriate for books, but look
for a more 'authentic' way of paper making and make it a handicraft. The paper can be
used as a base for 'traditional' designs or drawings. Knowledge about traditional paper
making can be obtained from organizations, specialized in (rural) technology development.
The designed 'papyrus paper' will be for sale to tourists and wholesales as Botswana
Craft. The BCC can support this plan by helping to obtain the proper skills and by
making contact with potential clients. At the beginning, financial aid might be obtained
from the BCC to start the paper making. When it is proved that this activity is enduring
and the sale of the handicrafts has started, FAP might be contacted for providing a grant
for continuation.
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6. Sugarcane processing
As with the former opportunity, there is no knowledge at all among the villagers concerning the processing of sugarcane. That, and the fragile ecology of the Delta is why an
introduction of industrialized sugar processing is not advisable here. But sugarcane can be
processed in a more 'traditional' way as well, by extracting the sap of the cane and then
separating the sugar from the liquid. Again, an organization which can provide the people
with applied technologies must be contacted. The BCC can facilitate in this plan by
contacting 'experts' and by transferring the skills to the villagers. A point though, is the
fact that sugar obtained in a more traditional way is of less quality than the 'industrial'
sugar. Therefore sale to wholesales and Namibia is not recommended. It would be better
to focus on the local market and own consumption instead, or sell the sugarcane unprocessed as people chew on parts of the stem. Finally, more profound research of the
environment is necessary to investigate a suitable location.

Some remarks on the viability of the discussed land use plans
Concerning the formation of local organizations which is central to most of the plans
described above, I refer to the former paragraph where I have elaborated on the pitfalls of
building local organizations in detail. Here I will investigate what the expected role of the
different actors will be in the implementation of the plans. Therefore I will base my
arguments on the attitude of the actors during the workshop and on the strategies of the
different actors which I described in 5.2.
The PRA has made it possible for villagers to brainstorm and discuss land use plans
for the floodplains. The villagers showed a lot of enthusiasm in formulating ideas and
claimed the plans as belonging to their ward. However, at the workshop it became clear
that the villagers will not easily take the initiative to implement their own plans. In order
to build local organizations which will be responsible for the implementation, the villagers
can request BCC and government officers for their assistance. In the present situation the
villagers are not used to undertake such large initiatives without outside assistance. The
PRA has contributed to a more self-reliant attitude of the villagers, but is not able to
change the current attitude of the different actors immediately.
While the villagers chose for a strategy which avoids large risks, the BCC is still very
much in control. Although the BCC is trying to stimulate participation and self-reliance of
the local community, this is not yet reflected by their actions. During the workshop an
attempt was made to give villagers, officers and BCC equal voice to influence the
discussion on implementation of the plans. But it takes a longer process to establish that
these actors operate on an equal ground. The task for the BCC will be to assist the
villagers in this. At this moment it seems that the BCC will have to take the initiative in
implementing the land use plans, while at the same time the BCC should involve the villagers in every step and take as much time as needed for the villagers to make it their own
plan. In order to continue the process that was started during the PRA it is necessary that
the BCC is aware of its position, and share responsibility with the villagers. All this
implies a large and difficult task for the BCC, and it should be questioned whether such a
large role is desirable.
The government can assist in this process as well by supplying the villagers with
advice and financial help like described above. However, the emphasis should be upon
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self-reliance of the villagers, in order to create plans which are owned by the villagers and
which do not depend on the wishes and ideas of government officers.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter I have identified what the strategies of the different actors look like and
what this implies for the implementation of the cattle management plan and the land use
alternatives. I started with a description of the workshop, which has clearly shown the
relations between the villagers, the government officers, the BCC and the researchers. This
was most striking during the group meetings that were held on the workshop day. Many
officers showed that they are not used to treat local villagers on a footing of equality,
while on the other hand the subordinate attitude of the villagers during the workshop
differed completely from their self-confidence during the PRA meetings. In 5.2 the
strategies, power and power differences between actors have been made more clear in
order to get a good view on the position that each actor takes towards the cattle management and land use plans. This knowledge has been used in the last two paragraphs, when I
evaluate how to implement the different plans.
Paragraph 5.2 started with several questions concerning strategies and power. In
paragraph 5.2 I have discussed in detail the first question concerning what different
strategies the actors pursue. I have argued that within the local community different
groups exist, each with their own strategy. Large cattle owners adopted the plan because
they were interested in developing the commercial value of cattle. Small cattle owners on
the other hand tried to change as little as possible in the current system, because the new
system demands large investments from them while it is not benefitting them equally. For
people without cattle, the majority women, the cattle plan will have consequences as well,
however they did not seem to realize this as they hardly took part in the discussions on
cattle. Concerning the land use plans the strategy of the local community was less divided.
The villagers that participated in the PRA had formulated several plans, which they
considered their own, but the villagers adopted an attitude of waiting for the BCC and the
government to implement the plans, in order to avoid risks.
The BCC pursued a strategy of trying to commit the villagers and the government to
their plans. With this plan BCC wanted to change the current cattle management and land
use system into an ecological and economical sound system. In order to reach their goal,
the BCC invited the researchers to come to Etsha, but did not make large labour investments during the research, due to a limited number of staff.
The strategy of the researchers was to perform a research that meets the demands of
the BCC and which also meets the demands of the University in the Netherlands because
the research is part of their studies. The researchers tried to combine these demands with
the guidelines for doing PRA, which however implied that they came in conflict with the
ideal, theoretical descriptions of doing PRA, in which the researcher has a neutral role.
The fourth actor was the government. The strategy of the government was to promote
sustainable communal grazing areas and to promote economical viable plans. The BCC
fulfilled tasks which could be done by the government as well. This meant that the
government reached its goals through the work of BCC. The strategy of the government
was to keep informed on the plan and at the same time invest as little time in it as
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possible. Within the group of government officers some showed to be interested in
stimulating self-reliance of the villagers, while others only tried to confirm their dominance over the villagers.
The other questions which have been answered are what power differences exist within
a community and between actors, and continuing on this question how actors deal with
these power differences within the PRA process. Concerning power differences within the
community it proved difficult to get a clear view. During the PRA some villagers
obviously dominated the discussion, due to their influence in society as an elder, a
traditional healer, church leader or educated person. Power differences between large and
small cattle owners exist, according to discussions with individual farmers who participated in the Etsha 4 syndicate, but during the PRA these differences did not become clear.
More can be said about power differences between actors. The villagers showed a lot of
self-confidence during the PRA, while at the workshop their attitude was very subordinate
when confronted with the government officers. Some of the officers used their power to
dominate the discussion, however others actively tried to stimulate a discussion on an
equal footing with the villagers. The power relation between BCC and the villagers proved
to be rather complicated. The BCC is stimulating self-reliance of the villagers, trying to
form local organizations, while at the same time the BCC is in control of most of their
projects and unable to share responsibility with the local participants. The villagers from
their side seem to accept this power difference and continue it by an attitude of waiting
for the BCC to undertake initiatives. Finally the researchers have proved to be powerful as
well. Their influence on the PRA process has been much larger than suggested in the
literature on PRA.
In the last two paragraphs the recommendations of the researchers have been given
concerning the implementation of the cattle and land use plans. Options for practical
assistance from BCC and government programmes have been discussed in detail as well as
requirements from the local community. A point that needs discussion is that the role of
the BCC in the suggested plans becomes very large. Underlying all plans is the need to
form local organizations, to give the local community the possibility to implement the
different plans. This option of local organizations is derived from the theories on participatory development and is supported by the different actors in the process. However, the
need to form local organizations implies also the need for an outsider institution, governmental or BCC, to assist in the process of formation. I have argued that it takes a long
term investment to build organizations which represent the interests of the local community and which are capable to implement the different plans. In chapter 6 I will continue this
discussion, whether the tasks of guiding and assisting the local community can and should
be performed by the BCC or rather by government institutions. The questions concerning
strategies and power which were answered in this chapter have stressed the importance of
these concepts in the process of intervention. The relations between the different actors
should therefore not be seen separate from the 'results' that were produced during the
PRA meetings, in the sand and on paper. On the contrary, the strategies and interrelations
that took place during the process are the actual process of social change.
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NOTES
1. The BCC was the official organizer of the workshop. In practice the researchers have contributed to the
organization of the workshop as well, as they selected and invited most of the government officers and
they informed the villagers of Etsha 8 and 12. An outsider was invited to organize the program during
the day itself. The outsider, the researchers and the director conferred on the lectures and on the
selection of plans that would be discussed in groups.
2. The total number of cattle per syndicate depends on the carrying capacity of that specific area. The
proposal of 350-400 animals per syndicate is therefore only an indication, which has to be adjusted.
3. The percentage of the costs for borehole drilling covered by the government depends on the total cattle
number: 61-200 heads of cattle 60 %, 201-500 only 40%. The other option for syndicates is to apply for
a contribution in the costs of the equipment. Concerning equipment, the government contributes 20.000
pula, regardless of the size of the group, but on the condition that the syndicate consists of at least 3
farmers, who own 1-60 heads of cattle.
4. The group that discussed these opportunities unfortunately did not work out how to realize the use of
manure and compost once the cattle would have moved out of the area near the villages and the fields.
5. Small scale FAP (Financial Assistance Policy) pays for a percentage of the costs of business investments, like seedlings, cultivation equipments, engines and labour costs to start off, but not for transport.
The percentage of own contribution varies per application.
6. AE10 (Agricultural Extension no. 10) is meant for farmers groups and pays for the development of
farms (fencing materials, engines, irrigation system. Up to 90% of the total costs are put down to the
account of the government
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6
CONCLUSION
In the final chapter I will answer the central question of this thesis and the questions I
have posed in the theoretical chapter. The central question has been formulated in the
introduction as follows:
What has PRA as a method of intervention, contributed to solve the problem of
overgrazing in Etsha?
This chapter starts with a summary of what has been described in chapter one to five, with
emphasis on the conclusions drawn in each chapter. After the summary I will concentrate
on the evaluation of the PRA process in Etsha. Therefore I will return to the concepts
which have been introduced in chapter one.
In the section on social actors and their strategies in the intervention process, I will
discuss which insights into the PRA process these concepts give, which have been derived
from the actor-oriented approach. The insights are used to answer the following question
which has been formulated in paragraph 3.1: Has the PRA in Etsha come up to the
expectations that each actor had concerning the process, and what has been the influence
offactors that stood apart from the PRA method, on the outcome of the process?
In the next section on weak and strong aspects of PRA, I will evaluate the PRA
process from a theoretical point of view, trying to answer two other questions: Has the
PRA in Etsha come up to the expectations of a PRA described by Michael & Tazelaar
(1995) and Chambers (1994), concerning the role of outsiders, the process of empowerment and self-reliance of the local community, and the role of local organizations in this
process? and In what way have the possible weaknesses of PRA been influencing the
process in Etsha? I will compare the expectations which are raised in the theory on PRA
with the practical experience I have had in Etsha.
The section on participation and power continues on the former expectations concerning PRA, but deals explicitly with the issue raised in chapter one, whether participatory
development is a 'means' or an 'end'. Empowerment and self-reliance, and the possibility
for PRA to cause a shift in power are concepts which stand central.
The next section is paying attention to the role of the NGO and the government in the
PRA process. I will discuss what type of NGO the BCC is according to the classification
of Lane (1995) on NGOs and participation. Another issue is the role of the NGO in the
PRA process, in the implementation of the plans and in relation to the government.
Another section focuses on the contribution of the actor-oriented approach to improve
the PRA process. I will argue that the insights derived from the concepts of social actors,
strategies and the intervention process are not only useful to analyse a PRA process 'a
posteriori', but can also improve the practice of PRA itself.
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In the final section of chapter six I will conclude with answering the central question of
this thesis, what PRA as a method of intervention has contributed to solve the problem of
overgrazing in Etsha.
Summary
In chapter one I have introduced the theories that are used to analyse and evaluate the
PRA process in Etsha. The actor-oriented approach (Long et al., 1992) has been chosen as
a framework to analyse the process, based on concepts such as social actors, the intervention process, strategies and power. The theories on participatory development in general
and PRA in particular have given insight into the PRA method and have been used to
formulate criteria to compare theory with practice.
In chapter two a description of the Etsha area has been given. This clarifies why the
present cattle management system is causing problems: since the arrival of a group of
4000 HaMbukushu in Etsha in 1969, their herd of cattle has increased enormously from
none to more than 7000 heads of cattle. This in combination with a collapse of the former
system of herding practised in Angola, is causing damage to arable farming, local
infrastructure and the ecology of the Delta, while it is also producing low commercial
benefits from cattle raising. This chapter has laid the foundation for understanding the
cattle problem, as well as the heterogeneity of the HaMbukushu society and present
attempts to improve the living circumstances.
In chapter three the different actors involved in the cattle management and land use
plans have been introduced: the local community, the BCC, the government officers and
the researchers. Every actor has its own interest to participate in the PRA process, sometimes opposing each other's interest. In the PRA these different actors should be participating to come to a viable plan. This chapter ends with the seven PRA techniques chosen by
the researchers to be performed in Etsha: sketchmap, transect, institutional mapping,
gender analysis, problem brainstorm and -ranking and the opportunity brainstorm.
In chapter four the PRA process has been described as it has been performed in Etsha
8 and 12. In both wards plans have been produced to make use of the floodplains once the
cattle have moved. The cattle management plan has only been discussed in Etsha 8, while
in Etsha 12 this was made impossible. The outbreak of lung disease in the north of
Ngamiland caused a constant threat for the villagers that the government might come to
kill the cattle, in order to stop this disease from spreading. Besides a description of the
results of the PRA, this chapter also offered information on how the actors participated in
the process: from an initial subordinate attitude to a more self-conscious and self-reliant
attitude in discussing and contributing to the PRA.
Chapter five concentrates on the strategies and interrelations between the actors. First
the workshop has been described which was organized by BCC in order to discuss the
outcome of the PRA with all actors involved. The workshop offered the actors the
opportunity to establish a (better) contact and to express their point of view, while it also
showed the interrelations between the actors. The description of the workshop is followed
by an explicit discussion of the strategies of each actor, based upon the experience of the
researchers during the PRA process, the workshop and interviews. Finally this insight into
the strategies of the different actors leads to an evaluation of the cattle management and
the land use plans, which were produced by the villagers during the PRA meetings and
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which were extended with recommendations on implementation from the side of the
researchers. I conclude with arguing that both plans are viable, but need to be continued
before implementation will be possible. A critical point is the large task given to the BCC
in forming the local organizations, in monitoring and advising etc. Whether BCC should
perform all these tasks, or whether this should rather be the task of government institutions and the local community itself, still needs discussion. Finally, due to the fact that the
cattle were killed eventually, the future of the cattle management plan will depend on the
co-operation between the villagers of Etsha, the BCC and the government officers once the
cattle is allowed in the area again.

Social actors and their strategies in the intervention process
For the local communities of Etsha 8 and 12 the PRA offered a possibility to contribute
their own ideas to the plans, and the people were convinced that their contribution will be
accepted by institutions like BCC and the government. The plans that were developed by
the villagers during the PRA have been recognized as official plans for the floodplains, in
the report written for BCC and during the workshop held in Etsha. However the PRA
process has not achieved that local people will take the initiative to implement these plans.
Their strategy is to avoid risks and a subordinate attitude of waiting for the BCC to
initiate the implementation of the plans, and relying on assistance from the government.
Concerning the interest of BCC the PRA has managed to increase the commitment of
the inhabitants of Etsha 8 and 12 to the cattle management and land use plans. The cattle
management plan that was formulated by BCC has gained the support of the villagers and
government officers due to the discussions. However, during the PRA only the large cattle
owners showed real interest in the cattle management plan, while to the others it seemed a
fact that was unavoidable.
An influencing factor on the discussions on cattle was the outbreak of lung disease and
the constant threat that the cattle might be killed by the government in order to stop the
disease from spreading. This threat even caused that the issue of cattle could not be
discussed in Etsha 12. The fact that the cattle were killed eventually, one and a half years
after the rumours had started, will have a great impact on the continuation of the plans.
The reasons to change the cattle management system that existed before the cattle was
killed, do still stand. However, it depends on the co-operation between the villagers, the
BCC and the government what will happen after two years from now when cattle will be
allowed to be kept in the area again. The actors can decide to change the old cattle
management system into a new system with cattle posts and syndicates, or choose for
another option or choose not to change things at all.
The goal of BCC to create awareness amongst villagers, government officers and BCC
on the need for sustainable utilization of the natural resources through the PRA process is
not reached. During the PRA and the interviews the villagers stated that sustainable
utilization is not an issue to them as they rely on the recovering power of nature and on
God to continue to supply them with necessary natural material. This explains why for the
villagers the main motivation to move the cattle is not out of concern with the ecology of
the floodplains, but rather the damage caused by wandering cattle to the arable crops.
The government has hardly invested in the plans, but benefits from the project. The
plans fit in the strategy of the government to promote communal grazing areas, which give
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the community own responsibilities in such a way that wandering cattle and overgrazing
will be avoided. As it is the initiative of BCC to try to solve the problem of overgrazing,
the BCC is therefore performing a task that could have been done by a government
institution as well.
For the researchers the PRA process has lived up to their expectations. They have
managed to produce land use plans for the floodplains together with the villagers and the
research experience itself has been interesting as part of their studies. However, this
optimism is limited, as the results of the PRA will only be successful if they are continued
by the villagers of Etsha, BCC and the government officers. The researchers have tried to
start this process with the use of PRA as a method of intervention, but it depends on the
other actors whether the actual implementation of the plans will take place.

Weak and strong aspects of PRA
In the literature on PRA this method is described as belonging to the group of approaches
and methods which enable local people to express, enhance, share and analyse their
knowledge of life and conditions, to plan and to act (Chambers, 1994b, p. 1253). The
approach is said to involve the local community in all stages of the development process,
resulting in a plan or project which is developed by the people themselves (Michael &
Tazelaar, 1995). Michael and Tazelaar consider the role of NGOs as a facilitating one,
guiding the process, but not directing the outcomes. Through the process of PRA people
should regain the belief and the strength to change their own living circumstances, focused
on changes at community-level.
If I compare the experience I had with PRA in Etsha with the expectations mentioned
above, I have to admit that these expectations have not all been realized. I do agree that
PRA caused a beginning in the process of self-reliance and belief in own capacities of the
local community, but it takes a long lasting process to ensure that the local community
will implement their own plans and take control into their own hands.
The situation in Etsha can not be called the ideal situation to perform a PRA. From the
five weaknesses of the PRA method mentioned by Michael and Tazelaar (see 1.1.3), three
weaknesses apply to the situation in Etsha. First of all there was the problem called the
'dependency tendency', which refers to the fact that often the self-help spirit is almost
non-existent and often people depend on the government for development. In Etsha the
villagers showed a similar dependency, however not on the government, but they depend
on the BCC which has assisted them for 25 years in many different ways. The projects of
the BCC have benefitted the community, but equally hampered the villagers to take
initiatives themselves. In line with the relationship between villagers and BCC, the
community had requested the BCC to help them solve the problems that existed between
cattle raising and arable farming. Because in present Etsha there are no local organizations
available which are capable to deal with a large change like moving the cattle to another
area, an outside institution such as BCC will have to assist the population in building such
organizations.
A second weakness of PRA which applies to Etsha is that people are assumed to have
enough knowledge and information to realize long term consequences. Due to the fact that
complete information is not easily available, people will be influenced in the choices they
make. The BCC emphasized that sustainable cattle management is essential in order to
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avoid a situation in future in which the grazing areas will be completely eroded. Although
most of the people who participated in the research regarded the present conflict between
arable farming and cattle raising as problematic, they did not recognize the overgrazing in
the Delta as an irrevocable process. The villagers put a lot of trust in nature and God that
the natural resources will be preserved, while BCC based its opinion on similar experiences in other parts of Botswana, which led to erosion of the soil, and on theories concerning sustainable land use.
The third weakness of PRA concerns the fact that communities do not form a
homogeneous entity, but consist of different groups with their own interests and strategies.
I believe that this weakness applies to any situation in which PRA is performed. In Etsha
the researchers have attempted to give attention to the different groups in society such as
men and women, small and large cattle owners. However, the analysis of the different
actors within the community has shown that it requires a lot of foreknowledge and skills
from the researchers to guide the PRA in such a way that each different group is given the
possibility to influence the outcome, and to identify these different interests in the first
place.
To continue on the 'weaknesses' of PRA, I argue that the researchers who played the
part of facilitators, have not been neutral guides, but I add that this is an impossible and
unrealistic demand. According to the actor-oriented approach, every actor is influencing
the process, and the researcher is one of the actors as well. I have shown that researchers
have their own objectives and strategies, and instead of denying their role it is necessary
to make use of the insight that researchers are actors as well. The researcher should try to
clarify, what the role of the researcher is, and with this knowledge the researcher should
try to minimize his influence as much as possible. As a researcher I have not been able to
use this insight during the PRA process in Etsha. It was during the process of writing this
thesis that I came to understand my own role in it. During the research I was troubled
with many questions: whether I determined too much the things that happened during the
meetings and what my influence was, but it is not until afterwards that I have come to
grips with these experiences.
Besides weaknesses of PRA which showed up, some expectations have been reached.
An important aspect of PRA is its goal to empower the local community and to stimulate
self-reliance. I have already mentioned that during the PRA in Etsha the villagers of Etsha
8 and 12 were given the possibility to decide which plans should be developed. This
contrasted with the situation people were used to, that government officers or BCC came
up with a plan which had already been made. During the meetings in the wards the
growing self-confidence was a fact, reflected by the enthusiasm of people and their
attitude of discussing problems and opportunities. However PRA has only started this
process of self-reliance. The workshop clearly showed this, as the attitude of villagers
towards the government officers was far less self-confident compared to the PRA
meetings. And it depended upon the attitude of the government officers whether the
villagers were able to contribute their own opinion during the group discussions.
Participation and power
The PRA in Etsha could not create self-reliance overnight. I argue that for PRA to create a
breakthrough in existing power relations, the local community has to feel the need for
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change themselves. Under such conditions a process of change can be accelerated by PRA.
The local community, or groups in the local community, have to be aware that they want
to take control over their lives, and at that stage PRA can assist people and supply them
with the organizational tools to make plans for change. I state that in Etsha the local
community was not yet demanding self-reliance. The PRA has shown the villagers that the
government and the BCC are willing to support the plans they created themselves.
However, the distrust towards the government and the dependency on BCC mentioned
above, will not be changed immediately. The distrust towards the motives of the government was made clear by the rumours that existed concerning the lung disease, when the
villagers were afraid that the government had not come to vaccinate but to kill their cattle.
The benefit of the workshop is that it gave government officers the opportunity to show to
the villagers that they are willing to improve the situation in Etsha. Therefore the PRA has
shown the local people that there are possibilities for change in which government and
BCC support them. However, this process of change needs to be continued, which takes
mutual trust and more time.
Remains to be answered whether the use of participation in Etsha should be called a
'means' or an 'end'. According to the description given by Chambers (1995), participation
in Etsha has in the first place functioned as a means, since it has been used as an input
into a development project in order to cause a higher effectiveness, because people felt
committed to the outcome. It is doubtful whether it offered the BCC cheap resources,
because although low costs are made, a PRA process requires much time and labour. If
participation is used as an end, it involves a shift in power (Chambers, 1995; Nelson &
Wright, 1995). The BCC and the researchers have decided to do a PRA out of practical
arguments described above, but they also tried to create empowerment and self-reliance of
the local community. I argue that the PRA research has resulted in a shift in power, as the
communities of Etsha 8 and 12 have gained more self-confidence about their input in the
different plans. I refer to the first model of 'power to' (Nelson & Wright, 1995) which
considers power and empowerment as a process in which an interaction between the target
group and an outsider leads to the understanding that power relations are structured but
not determined. This means that by changing attitudes and developing confidence power
differentials can be altered. However, the PRA process has also shown that the power
differences between the villagers and the BCC and between the villagers and the government are hard to change.

The role of the NGO and the government in the PRA process
According to the classification of NGOs (Lane, 1995), I have classified the BCC in
paragraph 3.2 as a combination of a community development and an institution building
NGO. These types of NGOs put emphasis on respectively self-reliant local action and the
development of participatory local institutions. The BCC is practising a combination of
offering advice and financial assistance and is stressing the need to develop local
organizations and committees which can function in a self-reliant way. The difficulty for
these types of NGOs that locals remain dependent on the external agency, goes for BCC
as well. I have indicated that the BCC wanted to overcome this difficulty with the PRA
process, which should be seen as an attempt to reach real participation of the community.
In the former section on power and participation I have argued that although the PRA has
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caused an increased self-confidence amongst the villagers, there are also clear limitations.
In this section I will indicate which role the BCC in particular has played in this process
of participation, and which conclusions can be drawn to change the 'dependency-tendency'. The role of the government during the PRA process was limited. However, in the
implementation of the plans, and in reaching strong local organizations this actor will be
important as well.
Within the plans that were formulated during the PRA meetings a large task is
attributed to the BCC. The BCC is supposed to guide the villagers in forming local
organizations, to assist the villagers with advice on implementing the plans, they are
supposed to involve government officers in the plans, to control whether the syndicates
stick to a maximum number of cattle etcetera. In the present situation in Etsha there exist
no local organizations which are capable of implementing the cattle and land use plans,
which makes it necessary to form such organizations. In order to reach strong organizations in which the people feel represented, it is necessary that this formation is guided by
an outside institution. However, whether this should be BCC is under debate.
One of the aims of BCC with this research has been to create more self-reliance for the
local community, but this is contrasting the role BCC is supposed to play in the future
implementation. I have stated that at present BCC is undertaking activities which can also
be performed by the government, but this does not happen due to the poor communication
and co-operation between government officers and villagers. BCC should decide which
role they want to, and can, play in the future, or whether the government will have to
become more involved in guidance and advice. The 'dependency tendency' of the local
community, which BCC is dealing with, should be broken down if self-reliance of the
villagers is aimed at. This implies in the first place that BCC will have to share more
responsibilities with the local villagers instead of remaining in full control of the different
projects. BCC needs to find a balance between creating new plans and projects which are
fuelled by the enthusiasm of the director, and paying time and attention to create local
organizations that are capable of implementing and controlling these plans. Concerning the
role of the government this means they can assist the BCC and villagers with advice to
build local organizations and they can try to establish a better relationship with the
villagers.
The contribution of the actor-oriented approach to improve PRA
Finally I want to reflect on the possible contribution of the actor-oriented approach to
improve PRA. In this thesis the actor-oriented approach has functioned as a framework to
analyse the PRA process in Etsha. Concepts like actors, strategies and power have
determined the perspective to analyse what has happened. These concepts have proved to
be very useful. The distinction in different actors makes it possible to regard the same
experience from different angles, acknowledging that each actor is trying to influence the
events. According to this approach the researcher is one of the actors as well, with a
specific interest and strategy. This insight into the role of the researcher or facilitator adds
to the present theory on PRA in which the facilitator is considered to be a neutral factor
without interest in the outcome of the process. In Etsha we as researchers have determined
in which wards the PRA would be held, because we thought that these wards would be
representative for the rest of Etsha. The final PRA techniques have also been selected by
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the researchers, because we thought that these techniques would lead to the desired result
of discussing and elaborating on the cattle management and alternative land use plans.
Contrary to the ideal theoretical description of PRA, this meant that the outcome was set,
and could not be determined by the villagers while performing the PRA. I argue that in
practice it is not realistic to expect that the facilitator can be a neutral factor. The
facilitator should become aware of his or her own interest and strategy and with this
knowledge try to minimize the influence on the process and make this influence clear to
the other participants, rather than denying it.
The concept of power and power differences point at the differences between the
actors. PRA is expected to be able to change power differences, but therefore it is first
necessary to understand what power relations within a community and between local
people and outside institutions, look like. PRA suggests that power differences can be
discussed as long as there is mutual trust and rapport between the researchers and the
villagers. The PRA assumes that people want to talk about power differences and conflicts
in their society to outsiders who have come to their village for only a short period of time.
This implies that villagers would take a great deal of trust in these outsiders, by telling
them 'what is really going on'. I argue that this will not easily happen. The villagers have
to live with each other also after the PRA team has left, and will decide for themselves
what they want to discuss. However, it is the responsibility of the researchers as well to be
careful with bringing conflicts into the open. If conflicts arise they should at least arrange
a thorough follow-up, instead of leaving the community on their own after the PRA has
been performed.
This thesis has proved the value of the actor-oriented approach as a framework for
analysis. But what can this approach contribute to improve the method of PRA, not only
as a tool for evaluation after the fieldwork has been completed, but instead to improve the
practice of PRA itself? I argue that it is the task of the researcher or facilitator to make
use of the insights into strategies and power relations offered by the actor-oriented
approach. The researcher should try to distinguish the different actors in the intervention
process, at the beginning of the research when preparations are made as well as during the
PRA meetings. Another insight offered by the actor-oriented approach is that an intervention process is not the product of the actions of an outsider, but the result of the strategies
of all actors involved. An important consequence of this point of view is that PRA should
be seen as a process of knowledge construction rather than of capturing knowledge
(Hilhorst, 1997). It is the combination of each actor's knowledge, interest and interpretation of the intervention which determines the actual outcome.

Conclusion
To conclude this evaluation I will argue what the PRA as a method of intervention has
contributed to solve the problem of overgrazing in Etsha. Due to the method of PRA the
villagers of Etsha 8 and 12 have been stimulated to discuss problems and opportunities
themselves, instead of depending on the BCC to come up with answers. Concerning the
land use plans I believe that the PRA has managed to produce plans the villagers are
committed to. The PRA has not led to implementation of these plans, but has given people
the opportunity to participate in the process from the very beginning, from the initial
phase of making plans. Concerning the cattle management plan and solving the problem of
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overgrazing, the PRA has reached less. The plan formulated by BCC existed already and
most of the villagers were not able to make it a plan of their own. They considered the
plan as a fact and although they mentioned problematic aspects of the plan, they did not
come up with improvements they favoured themselves. This was partly due to the fact that
the discussion on the cattle management plan was hampered by the threat that the cattle
would be killed because of the lung disease.
The PRA in Etsha has made an attempt to give local people self-confidence to reach
improvements themselves. I emphasize that it has been a start, because in order to reach
self-reliance and local organizations that can implement the produced plans on cattle and
land use, a continued co-operation between the villagers, the BCC and the government is
required.
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GLOSSARY
BCC:

abbreviation of Botswana Christian Council.

Dihaye:

means 'village without a chief. This name is used for the centre of Etsha, between
Etsha 6 and 7, where the co-operative shop and some other shops, the Kgotla, the
police station and the busstop are.

Kgotla:

the Setswana term for the basic socio-political unit within traditional Setswana
society. The word refers to the enclosures which serve as the loci for participatory
decision-making and/or the public legitimization of decisions (Morton, 1989). The
HaMbukushu in Etsha have incorporated this SeTswana institution into their own
society.

Mashosho:

ThiMbukushu name for the dwelling area in Etsha 12. Refers to the large number
of Mushosho (Terminalia sericea) trees.

Modhike:

this literally stands for women without husbands. With modhike the women in
Etsha 8 and 12 meant that not only widows but also unmarried women face
problems like in ploughing, when they depend on men to assist them.

Mohembo:

ThiMbukushu name for the dwelling area in Etsha 8. Refers to the village near the
border with Namibia, where the HaMbukushu arrived in 1968-1969, after leaving
Angola.

Mokola:

the leaves of the Mokola palm (Hyphaene petersiana) are the basic material for
weaving open and closed baskets.

Mukurete:

this tree (Berchemia discolor) supplies one of the main dye materials for basketry.
The roots and/or bark of this tree give the naturally white palm fibre a reddishbrown colour (Terry, 1984).

Mushitondo:

another tree (Euclea divinorum) which supplies dye material for basketry. The
roots of this tree give the fibre a dark brown shade (Terry, 1984).

Ndjambe:

the traditional HaMbukushu practice in which relatives and neighbours help each
other to weed, plough, harvest or build huts. In return for work, all people receive
food and beer at the end of the day. This practice enables people to reduce labour
bottlenecks in the cultivation season.

Ntjimi:

arable fields, located between the wards and the main road. Sorghum and millet are
the main crops with watermelon, pumpkins, jugobeans, cowpeas and groundnuts as
intercropping species.

Nyamo:

dryland gardens on the floodplains fenced with thombushes. Various kinds of
vegetables (beans, pumpkins, etc.) are cultivated on these fields.

PRA:

abbreviation of Participatory Rural Appraisal
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Ruputwi:

a small poisonous plant, also called Mokate, which grows on the fields and makes
ploughing more difficult

Syndicate:

the institutional form for the property of boreholes. Exists in Botswana since 1933
(Peters, 1994).

Thishandja:

floating fields east of the Thaoge river. Maize, sweet reed and watermelons are
grown here. These gardens are not fenced at all because there is no cattle wandering on these floating fields.

Ward(s):

the thirteen units of the Etsha village are indicated as wards. In Etsha the size of
the wards varies from 129 to 1215 inhabitants, respectively Etsha 3 and Etsha 13
(Central Statistics Office, 1991b). The wards can be regarded as small villages
within Etsha, each with their own headman. Each ward is composed of several
large and small compounds where different households of the same family are
living together.

Yikafia:

small gardens, fenced with thornbushes, between the dwelling area and the river or
at the west side of the main road. Crops as maize, watermelons and sugarcane are
grown here.
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